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Preface

T

o get a real understanding of any country, other than one's
own, is a difficult and at times seemingly insurmountable
task. The superficial outer layers can of course be easily
stripped back; statistics on a country's location and
topography, its climate and population, government and history can
today all be found with almost instant availability. Yet try to delve a
little deeper and the knowledge pool quickly runs shallow.
Information on any country's unique intricacies and peculiarities,
its failings as well as its strengths is far harder to acquire. Yet for
anyone wanting to gain a real feel for the land, these are surely the
things that are not only interesting and memorable, but also of
paramount importance in bringing the dry statistics to life.
For the Western observer at least, gaining any meaningful
insight into Japan is probably a challenge far harder than for most
other countries. The sheer breadth and depth of deviation from the
familiar adds an extra hurdle to overcome before accessing the core
veracity. Language, etiquette, social hierarchies, business practices,
and even perceived notions of common sense are all so very
different to our own norms as to often render them almost
unrecognizable, and even aspects of life that may initially seem
comfortingly similar can be strangely, and at times annoyingly,
deceptive.
When I first went to Japan in the pre-internet days of 1990,
useful information of any kind was not easy to come by, and to say
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that I was unprepared for the pleasures and pains that awaited me is
an understatement in the extreme. Needless to say, I muddled
blindly through, but spent, what at times felt like an eternity, in a
confused state of semi-understanding until managing to wrestle the
pieces into some kind of comfortable understanding. I stayed in
Japan for nearly 12 years and grew to love the country as both the
ever-inquisitive foreigner and practised native, but I also grew to
bemoan its shortcomings as only experience brings entitlement to.
Amazingly things are little better today. Travellers to Japan, or
even those who are merely Japan-curious, are still hampered
considerably, not only by a resounding lack of genuinely useful
material, but by a number of hopelessly one-sided, factually
inaccurate and needlessly over-exaggerated works.
So where does one look?
There are of course the inevitable travel guides. Just as
promised on the cover, they provide minute detail on how to get to
Japan, what to take with you, how to get around, and what you
absolutely must see and do once you're there. Certainly useful
information for the tourist at least, yet revealing of almost nothing
of the country in its entirety. Little more than annotated maps, guide
books of this nature provide the cold facts but fail miserably in
making the connection with the people and the society within
which they interact.
In somewhat less plentiful supply are the travel writing books.
These do indeed start to draw back the veil, but by definition offer
only a narrow and invariably anecdotal slice of the bigger picture;
the country as seen from the bicycle saddle or train window.
Enjoyable as they are, the reader is left to grope uneasily for the
facts and read between the lines in a record a journey through rather
than of Japan itself.
And finally, for those who delve a little deeper, there are the
cultural guides with their inflated promises of setting out the real
Japan, or providing deep insight into its social frameworks. Books
of this nature do indeed lift the veil still further, yet frequently
bombard the reader with needlessly exaggerated and over-
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complicated analysis that seems written primarily for the benefit of
the author in question than for the inquisitive reader.
It's for all of these reasons that I felt compelled to write this book.
It's my account of Japan seen from the inside in all its naked
splendour; not only the best bits, but now, for the first time, a
concise account of the worst bits as well.. From men with steel balls
to girls with no pants, from electric baths to squirting toilets, and
from golden turds to glorious cuisine. For those people who merely
have an interest in Japan, this book provides an insight into this
amazing country that will entertain and enchant. For those people
who already live there or are planning a visit, it details the aspects
of life that will be adored and abhorred, an account to bring
meaning to the guidebook statistics, to take comfort in, and to refer
back to time and time again. I hope it helps.
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1
The People
Homo Nipponicus

I

n contemplating and composing my list of things I consider
praiseworthy about Japan the one that came immediately and
effortlessly to mind was the nature of the Japanese people
themselves.
Despite a not inconsiderate fear of perpetuating stereotypical
clichés, it’s undeniably possible to identify a number of positive, or
at the very least pleasing, traits of the Japanese. At the very top of
the list is the simple fact that they’re resoundingly ‘normal’.
‘Normal’ is how I’ve always thought of the Japanese even from
my very first day in the country. Most show few signs of overt
affluence or poverty, are not overly snobbish or plebeian, overly
academic or moronic, and above all they don’t look like they’d
happily smash a beer glass in your face for a glance too long or a
word out of place. To grow accustomed to this is one of life’s
greatest luxuries.
A recent experience here in the UK brought this home to me
with a vengeance. We were driving through North London along a
busy road when a car suddenly pulled out from a side street just
ahead forcing me to brake sharply. I instinctively gave a little honk
on the horn but quickly wished I hadn’t. The car in question
suddenly stopped dead, the bellicose Neanderthal in the driver’s
seat hauled himself out, ran back towards us and smashed his
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enormous tattooed fist down on my bonnet.
“And then f***ing what? Eh eh?”
“And then f***ing what, you tosser.”
I decided not to get out to confront him. Partially as I knew from
experience that any kind of reasoning would be out of the question,
but mostly as I knew he’d have not the slightest reservation in
smashing me to a pulp. We sat in stunned silence. Point made and
vocabulary exhausted he stomped back to his car and crawled
slowly away allowing his she-man partner a moment to hang
precariously from the passenger window and decorate my bonnet
with her fag-end. As we continued on our way home the car was
strangely silent. Even the kids knew that these were the times when
we all pined for the normality of Japan; no words or deliberation
were needed.
The bad news, as I’m sure you’ve noticed, is that this country
now seems to be increasingly full of imbeciles just like this. The
good news though is that if you pop over to Japan you’ll never,
absolutely never ever, meet his kind again. Now that’s a thought
that never fails to cheer me up and that alone has got to be worth the
airfare.
I’m not suggesting of course that absolutely everyone in Japan
is a model citizen for clearly they are not. With each passing visit I
notice how the younger generation seem to have only a watered
down conceptualization of Japanese common-sense; of the
unspoken rules by which the society around them has been
nurtured. Yet despite this the people remain overwhelmingly
normal at heart. Freaky cross-dressers and techno-nerds there may
now be, but the chances of being beaten up, threatened, or mugged
are so insignificant as to be irrelevant and this is a true joy.
The delight of the normality of the people is complemented with a
liberal sprinkling of reliability. Open almost any book on Japan and
considerable mention will be given to how efficiently and expertly
everything functions. On this score at least the guide books are
correct, particularly with regard to time. Time is tangible in Japan;
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you can touch it and trust it. Transportation runs exactly on time,
people appear on time, and proceedings start and finish on time. I
can be sure that if a workman says he’ll come to my house at 09:00
he’ll do just that. Not 09:30 because he doesn’t even consider this
to be late, and certainly not 11:00 because he decided to finish off
another job before mine and didn’t even consider letting me know.
Of course there’s more to this reliability than good time-keeping
and the Japanese language abounds with words to describe it.
Chanto, kichinto, and tekisetsu – proper, apt, appropriate, decent,
right, and regular – the definitions blur one into the other, all
meaningless without a firm grounding in the underlying rules. I’m
not sure whether I’ve always been like it, or whether I’ve been
moulded by years in Japan, but for me the fact that I can rely upon
people and proceedings to actually proceed can only be a good
thing.
In fact, withdrawal from the security this provides can be a
painful and stressful process. Every Saturday my children attend
Japanese school in London and this provides me with an excellent
opportunity to meet a wide cross section of Japanese ex-pats. I chat
to lawyers and business executives, housewives and embassy staff
and without question their main gripe with life outside of Japan is
being denied the reliability that they’d never previously thought to
question. It adds unnecessary anxiety to adjusting to a foreign land
and is sadly the reason for many an early return.
Almost inseparable from reliability comes the work ethic; the
assiduous dedication, diligence, and professionalism of the people.
The long hours that Japanese work are legendary but what’s
interesting is to look beneath this. They work these hours not
because they love to toil or have nothing better to do, but simply
because, if you want to get on in life you have to make sacrifices
and show dedication and it’s this, above all else, upon which
performance will be judged.
Dedication and professionalism in particular are concepts
embraced at all levels in Japan. I often think that the country seems
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almost socialist in its attitude towards work. Each job, executive,
manual, or menial is treated with respect, almost like a nation at
war working tirelessly towards the attainment of a great master plan
for conquest or regeneration. Respect permits pride and pride
instills professionalism, and this can be observed by only the
briefest of glances at the Japanese at work. Watch the businessman,
or street cleaner, the chef, or the teacher and see immediately how
pride and hard work transform a mere job into a vocation. The
Japanese often describe this dedication as ishokenmei a word used
in all aspects of life to mean hard work and the concept of doing
one’s best. If you’re ishokenmei then no-one will ask for more and
there are few higher compliments.
Despite being ishokenmei the Japanese have a built-in and
refreshing sense of humility and diffidence. Centuries of strict
hierarchical society have left deep footprints on both actions and
words. It’s a phenomenon that’s interesting to observe. Question
someone in the West about their limited abilities in a foreign
language and the answer will invariably be an inflated one; ask a
Japanese who is almost fluent and the answer will always be total
denial. Compliment someone in the West on their appearance or
possessions and you’ll be thanked for your kind words, do the same
in Japan and you’ll be laughed off or rebuffed.
Understanding the cultural rules of a language is as important as
understanding the rules of syntax. Foreigners in Japan quickly learn
that the correct reply to the inevitable compliments on their
inadequate skills in Japanese is not ‘arigato’ but rather ‘sonna koto
nai desu’ – ‘that is not so’. In fact, far from being limited to the self,
humility is naturally extended to one’s possessions, one’s family,
and even one’s occupation. Presents, however valuable or
gorgeous, are handed out with the inevitable line, ‘it’s just a boring
thing’. Compliment someone on their abilities or on the behaviour
of their children and you’ll be told straight away that your own are
far better. Ask a Japanese person about his job and he’ll reply
simply kaisyain – business man – even if he’s on the board of
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directors. Diffidence is a tool used to show due respect by praising
others and denying or even deriding the self. It’s one of the key
ingredients in the Japanese recipe.
Inseparable from self derision is altruism. Japan may have one of
the highest population densities on earth but a regard for others; an
understanding of how one’s actions impact on those around, has
always helped to maintain the wa – harmony. Self-identity and selfworth have always come through practiced self-sacrifice and
although things are slowly changing this remains true to this day.
An annoyance, disturbance, or inconvenience in Japan is
referred to as meiwaku. And not inflicting meiwaku upon others is
inculcated from the earliest days in the playground. Don’t get in the
way, don’t make too much noise, don’t interrupt, don’t break the
rules through boastful or boorish behaviour. It continues through
school, on into the work place and to all aspects of a society.
The Japanese wa is also maintained through politeness and respect.
Western notions of correct behaviour such as holding open doors or
foregoing a seat on a train, go largely unobserved and unexpected
in Japan where politeness is demonstrated primarily through speech
and reverence for those with whom one has direct connection.
Again, hierarchical society has set rigid guidelines, and as there has
been little politically correct madness forcing all into equality, the
rules continue to this day.
The concept is simple. Those who are older, more experienced,
or in the position with the power to determine events have the upper
hand and are therefore permitted, or even expected, to behave in a
certain nonchalant or aloof manner. Those on the other side must
show due respect using words and hesitant gestures that make their
understanding of the situation clear. The system is accepted largely
as all know that the balance of power is temporal. It tips easily to
and fro with every passing situation and with each passing year.
The tormented employee one minute turns effortlessly into the
tormentor the next, the discreet shop assistant of one minute into
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the discourteous customer the next. Superficial and somewhat
childish it may sound and perhaps not to everyone’s liking, but in
the case of Japan it seems to work well. To be on the receiving end
of this extreme politeness is undeniably pleasant and to hone one’s
language and curb one’s mannerisms as required can be just as
satisfying. It gives a pleasing sense of belonging, of doing the right
thing, saying the correct phrase, and doing one’s bit for the nation
by observing the rules.
Stereotypical analysis of the multifarious traits of any nation is
always difficult and probably ill-advised, but for an
overwhelmingly homogenous society like Japan it’s a temptation
too great to resist. Not all would agree. Oscar Wilde once
commented that “the actual people who live in Japan are not unlike
the general run of English people; that is to say, they are extremely
commonplace, and have nothing curious or extraordinary about
them. In fact the whole of Japan is a pure invention. There is no
such country, there are no such people.”
Wilde’s point of course was not to draw direct comparison
between the two peoples, but merely to point out that the Japan
proliferated in the popular arts and media of the time was hugely
inaccurate. That in reality the Japanese people are simply ordinary,
like those in the UK or any other nation.
Donald Richie, a Japanophile of more than 50 years seems to
agree. “There are so many more resemblances between the
Japanese and everybody else than there are differences – all this
harping on difference really becomes irritating.”
Perhaps this is so, although Richie himself could well be
accused of over-complicating and over-interpreting Japan as much
as anyone since Lafcadio Hearn.1
The traits I’ve outlined in this chapter are undeniably real and
tangible yet it could of course be argued that they’re not to
everyone’s liking. Dissected and laid out naked they can be tiring
and even suffocating as the Japanese themselves will freely admit,
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yet when combined and fully wound they make for a society that’s
safe and pleasant and a people with whom interaction is never a
strain.
If Wilde was correct and the people of Japan are ‘commonplace’
then that suits me just fine. I hope they have the good sense to
remain that way.

1. Born in 1850, Lafcadio Hearn was the son of a British army surgeon-major and a Greek mother. He was brought up by relatives
in Dublin before being sent to the United States at the age of 19.
After a time in the French West Indies, Hearn was commissioned
to travel to Japan in 1890 and was never to leave again. He took a
Japanese wife, gained Japanese nationality, and adopted the Japanese name of Koizumi Yakumo. Hearn produced numerous books
on his beloved new home, all of which bring a truly fascinating
account of Japan in the late nineteenth century. Hearn died in
Tokyo in 1904.
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2
Ageing Population
Bowing Out Gracefully

H

ave a go?” asks the man in the park holding out his
gateball mallet in encouragement. I’d been thinking
about something at work and had probably been
watching him and his friends for a little too long. The
former president and then chairman of my company had just
announced his formal retirement. After nearly half a century of
devoted service he was, according to his parting e-mail,
“looking forward to fully enjoy the luxury of free time”.
I’d been daydreaming, wondering if he would, and if he’d know
how. I’d been wondering if I’d see him here in the park anytime
soon.
“No thanks” I reply, “just watching”.
Gateball resembles croquet but without the associated elitism
and with the informality of boules. It’s played by old men and
women the length and breadth of Japan who meet most days in the
dusty square parks for a game and a chat. I’d been thinking that it
looked like a nice enough way to end one’s days and seemed to be
more popular than ever. On reflection, this is probably more to do
with the increase in the numbers of retirees than the raw excitement
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of the game itself. The statistics speak for themselves. It’s estimated
that one fifth of the entire Japanese population are now over the age
of 65 and most have no plans to shuffle off to a better place anytime
soon. The days of ‘three score years and ten’ are long gone in
Japan. Today, at 77 for men and 84 for women, average life
expectancy is one of the highest in the world. There’s plenty of time
for gateball.
“It’s the green tea” you’ll be told,
“It’s the fish”, or
“It’s the seaweed”,
but these are the same answers given to other questions about
low rates of cancer and baldness. Still, whatever the reason, and
despite all the pressures of Japanese life, they’re certainly
impressive statistics.
Unfortunately, the Japanese are no longer allowed to celebrate
their own longevity. When discussed, it’s usually viewed in the
context of a worrying drop in the numbers of new arrivals. To
health minister, Yanagisawa san’s constant vexation, women are
marrying later than ever before and stubbornly delaying or even
shelving ideas of childbirth altogether. The resultant strain on the
active population is increasingly real and tangible. I’m sure there
are similar statistics for other developed nations, but problems in
Japan are compounded by attitudes and traditions that aren’t quite
ready to move with the times.
For a start there’s the not insignificant problem of who’s going
to look after these retirees and keep them supplied with mallet and
ball. The tradition in Japan has always been for the eldest son or,
more to the point, his dutiful wife, to take responsibility for looking
after the husband’s elderly parents come the time. This burden of
seniority goes largely undiscussed until forced into the open by the
inevitability of time. Hopefully, by the time the parents need some
help, the eldest son has married, started his own family, and saved
up some money. With generous contributions from the patients-inlaw they build what’s known as a nisetai jyutaku or ‘two-generation
house’ and all move in together. Given cooperation and
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considerable tolerance it’s a system that can work well. If they’re
lucky, the elderly parents get their own annex, their meals provided,
and any help they need. In return the young couple get a live-in
baby-sitter and the firm understanding that the ageing couple will
endeavor to see out their days without getting in the way. It’s
interesting to observe how the role reversal unfolds. There must be
some point, some clearly identifiable moment in every Japanese
person’s life when the latticework of hierarchical respect is lifted
and they’re allowed to slip quietly through. From that moment
they’re infantile once more and settle comfortably into this role so
as not to be a burden.
As always, the modern age brings other choices to complicate life
as never before. Care homes for the elderly are growing in
numbers. Seen as an attractive idea, the young couple are now
forced to play off their own sanity and freedom against the cost and
associated guilt that a care home would bring. There's no easy
answer and with life expectancies as they are, the young wife could
be excused for perhaps wishing she'd married her husband’s
younger brother instead.
A cocktail of the traditional attitudes to work, gender roles, and
seniority based hierarchy even pose problems for those retirees still
in their own homes. The average Japanese ‘salaryman’ works very
long hours. Many will be out of the house before 7 and are
invariably kept occupied by overtime and social ‘obligations’ until
late into the night. Once home they’ll have just enough time to
greet their wives, reheat the left overs of the evening meal, and
jump into the obligatory bath to soak it all away. A quick sleep and
then the whole arduous routine is repeated the following day. The
wives are generally pretty understanding and know well they play
second place to the company. Long hours bring money and ultimate
promotion, but more than this they accept the situation because
that’s just how life is. The way of the salaryman is tough and
always has been.
The roles and responsibilities of the respective partners are clear
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cut. The husband is responsible for bringing in the money and the
wife for pretty much everything else. He catches only fleeting
glances of his kids from Monday to Friday, never goes shopping,
never cooks, never cleans, and has no other responsibilities at all.
Like it or not, it’s a system that certainly works but as the years go
by the couple grow steadily and inevitably apart. With so little
contact they forget how to communicate and become strangers in
their own home. Things are bearable whilst the husband is still in
work but many women live in real dread of the day he finally
announces his retirement. Known as RHS or "Retired Husband
Syndrome" this is now recognized in Japan as a real and serious
condition. After 40 or 45 years apart, the woman of the house is
simply unable to deal with her husband’s presence and ends up
physically ill and stressed out. She can’t cope with the disruption of
her own routines, with his demands for attention, and with the
simple fact that he’s always there. Of course the retiree himself can
do little about it. Nobody has ever taught him how to relax, there
wasn’t a training course on it at work and it’s just not what he does.
It’s hard to compare the issue of retirement in Japan with the
situation in the west. My parents are retired. In fact they retired
many years ago, as soon as they possibly could, and have spent the
intervening years travelling the world and living the good life. They
do what they want, when they want, and so do all their friends.
Their working lives were merely a preparation for a full and happy
retirement. In Japan, things are different. Oh I’m sure the elite like
my former president will make the most of it, but for the ordinary
Joe things are very different. Living the indulgent good life in
retirement is very definitely not the norm. Long vacations are also
somewhat of an alien concept to most Japanese and sports and
leisure activities are often expensive.
As I walk back home from the park I see a man hitting a golf ball on
his driveway. He’s rigged up a net to the end of his carport. A hole
has been drilled through the ball, a piece of string threaded through,
and the other end tied to a heavy breeze block that sits on his drive.
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The string has just enough play for the ball to reach the net yet not
enough to reach the kitchen window or car should he fumble the
shot. He sees me admiring his invention and smiles in
acknowledgement.
“It can’t be helped can it”, he says,
“I can’t afford to play on a real course and the local driving
range is no good.”
We chat a little. His name is Kobayashi Nobuo. Former science
teacher at the high school down the road. He seems to be in good
shape for his 72 years and asks where I’m from and what I do. He
does some voluntary garden work in a couple of the local parks, but
spends most of his days in bura bura – pottering around – or
watching TV.
I mention that I’d been watching the gateball and ask him if he
ever plays.
“Gateball?, oh no..” he laughs,
“..that’s a game for the old folks”.
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Barbers
Something for the Weekend

O

ne thing that I always try and do on even the shortest
trip to Japan is pay a visit to the tokoya, now more
commonly known as the ‘bar-bar’ according to the
shiny new sign above the doorway of my favourite one;
“Fujimi Bar-Bar. Since 1979.”
I think the reason I like it so much is that the first time I got my
hair cut in Japan was only a couple of days after arriving. Like
sticking my nose into a musty childhood Ladybird book, to enter a
barbers shop even today is to be transported straight back in time to
the excitement and bewilderment of a strange new land. It’s a
combination of things that does it; the smell of the hair tonic and
shaving cream, the models in the posters on the wall sporting 1960s
haircuts, and the sound of the baseball or sumo on the radio or TV
in the background. It’s an experience that’s sheer magic. Far more
than just a hair cut – in fact the haircut is secondary – it’s a chance
to relax, reflect, to simply sit back and enjoy the ride.
I’m relieved to discover that at Fujimi Bar-Bar it’s only the sign
that’s been updated. A mere haircut it may be, but like all such
mundane matters in Japan it’s a procedure executed to the most
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exacting standards. The moment you enter the shop you get the
feeling that the staff there are professionals, that they’re proud of
the red and white pole spinning outside, a feeling that you’re in safe
hands.
As I enter the shop the lady of the establishment steps forward to
greet me and take my jacket. Despite its shabbiness it’s handled
with reverence like an expensive designer garment and hung up
lovingly behind the counter. I make myself comfortable on the sofa
and wait my turn. I always enjoy the wait and am never in a rush to
be seen. There are papers and magazines to flick through,
conversations to listen in on, and memories to be relived. And
anyway, I know that if I’m kept waiting more than five minutes I’ll
be given a lovely cup of coffee by way of an apology.
Just time to finish my coffee and I’m prompted to take my seat
as the barber welcomes me back and fusses around. A bright yellow
smock is placed over my shoulders and the gap between my shirt
collar and neck surgically padded with cotton wool to prevent even
the tiniest hair from entering. The floor is swept, the chair brushed
clean, and the splashes around the washbasin ceremonially wiped.
And then, at last, it’s time for those famous words;
“Dou shimasu ka?” – “So what’ll be?”.
Years ago I used to dread this question. I’d spend ages trying
desperately to describe how I wanted it short, but not too short and
slightly tapered at the back and sides. I could never remember the
Japanese word for ‘taper’ and was petrified in case I got it wrong
and ended up with a perm or turquoise rinse instead. These days I
rarely bother. I know that whatever he does will be perfectly fine
so, as today, I usually just say, “Ma, futsuu de,” – “just normal”,
and then let the ceremony begin.
He wets my hair in the basin in front of the chair and then starts
cutting. As he gets underway his young apprentice hovers busily in
the background taking care to be seen making mental notes from a
respectable distance. He’s been at the shop for as long as I can
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remember but it still doesn’t look like he’s allowed anywhere near a
pair of scissors. He started by simply sweeping the floor but I’m
pleased to see has now graduated to also washing hair and mixing
the shaving cream. His real job is of course is to look and to learn
from the master. A word of encouragement here and a scolding
there. It’s a process that can’t be hurried but give him another few
years and I expect he’ll be ready to start work.
The barber asks how I’ve been and we exchange the usual
pleasantries about the inclement weather and sport. I mention the
new sign outside and he explains that trade has been slack these
past few months and the sign is part of his efforts to “image-up”.
The conversation comes in bursts but is never forced. He knows
that I’m happy to just sit there and drift off into my own world
whilst he works his magic.
With the cut more or less complete the apprentice boy steps in to
make preparations for my shave. My chair is reclined to an almost
horizontal position and a piping hot flannel laid ceremonially over
my face. After a minute or so, with whiskers sufficiently softened,
the flannel is removed, the shaving cream applied, and the master
steps back in to inspect the work.
His alarmingly large cut-throat razor has been sharpened in
advance. “Don’t move” he says as he grabs my head like a
watermelon, the blade flashing before my eyes. It’s not hard to
oblige. The razor glides smoothly over all the places I know I have
whiskers and then, always surprisingly, over a good number where
I hope I don’t. He does my forehead, my ears and nose, both inside
and out, my cheeks, and even the gap between my eyebrows. It’s a
face scrub and shave all rolled into one.
Shave complete and a little moisturiser – at least that’s what I
hope it is – applied for good measure, it’s time to wash my hair.
After the shampoo comes the conditioner and then just as I think
we’re ready, the process is repeated all over again. Each time the
shampoo is really worked into my scalp until at last a gentle hand
on my shoulder tells me he’s done. A towel is placed over my head
and my face patted carefully dry from behind.
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I always find that having someone dry my eye sockets and
nostrils is a curious although not entirely unpleasant experience. I
suppose there are certain parts of my body that I just don’t expect
other people to touch and when they do my brain has never really
taught me how I should react. Anyway, the strangeness of this is as
of nothing in comparison to the grand finale, the piece de resistance,
that’s about to begin.
Shoulders first, his pulsating hands set to work, fingers pressing
and releasing rhythmically, and thumbs delving into my shoulder
blades as if trying to open them up for an internal inspection. From
there it’s down to my arms, his experienced hands throttling and
pulverizing my biceps like bags of jelly. Back up to the neck and
that bit at the base of the skull, and then finally on to the head.
It’s gentle head squeezes to start but quickly followed by full-on
double handed blows that trigger an alarming dull thud as my brain
smashes into the side of my cranium. I’d never experienced a real
massage before coming to Japan and I have to say it’s the most
extraordinary sensation. To have another person, particularly a
man, fondling around with my shoulders, squeezing my neck and
ear lobes, and then smashing me repeatedly over the head is
something that sits tentatively in the outer reaches of my comfort
zone. It’s exhilarating and excruciating at exactly the same time and
always has me fighting back both tears and hysterical fits of
laughter.
Anyway, after a couple of minutes of banging and squeezing he
eventually lets up. A little hair tonic, some fine-tune plucking and
preening with a impressive array of scissors and tweezers that
wouldn’t look out of place on an operating table, and then, finally,
I’m done. All together I’ve been in there about an hour and ten
minutes at a cost of ¥2300 or just over £11 at today’s rates. My hair
looks neat, my face is gleaming like it’s been buffed with an
electrical sander, my shoulders are tingling nicely, and there are no
hairs down the back of my neck. Fantastic.
As I leave the shop and head on to the station down the road I
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notice that a new ‘bar-bar’ has opened up down one of the small
side streets not far away. “Man: ¥1500” the price list in the window
informs me and I think back to my earlier discussion with the
master. I hope he manages to “image up” without sacrificing the
atmosphere and service that I’ve come to love. For him to be priced
out of business would mean the loss of an old friend and personal
memento, and anyway, who else could I trust to shave my
forehead?
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The Address System
Orient-eering

T

here’s one fundamental failing with the way Japan is
divided up and hence with the address system that's been
adopted; it doesn’t actually allow you to get to where you
want to go. It nearly does, but not quite. It takes you to
somewhere that’s tantalizingly close, but then spits you out at the
kerb-side to flounder for a while before reluctantly asking for
directions from the old woman who’s been watching you with
interest and is guaranteed to be of not the slightest help. Let me
explain.
Japan is split neatly into 47 distinct areas. There are 43
prefectures that equate to US states or UK counties, two urban
zones for the cities of Kyoto and Osaka, one capital area for Tokyo,
and one final division for the entire northern island of Hokkaido.
Each prefecture is subdivided into shi (cities), although unlike in
most Western countries, cities in Japan represent a geographical
sub-division on the map, rather than the concept of a settlement of a
certain size or standing. Cities partition each prefecture into a
patchwork; one flowing immediately into the next with a clearly
defined boundary.
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Big cities such as Tokyo or Osaka are then separated into ku
(wards), but even smaller cities are split into areas known as chou
or machi.
Each chou is fragmented into a number of cho-me, each cho-me
into a number of ban-chi (or blocks), and finally each particular
building within the ban-chi is assigned a unique number or ban.
The written address system obviously adheres this same logical
pattern of gradually zeroing in on the target location. The prefecture
comes first, followed by the city, the cho, and the final three
subdivisions which are usually abbreviated to just three numbers.
Sakura-machi 1-2-3 for example would indicate that the address in
question is building number 3 in the second ban-chi of the first chome within the Sakura-machi area of the city.
It all sounds great doesn't it. So clean, so precise, so logical,
you’d think that nothing could possibly go wrong, but go wrong it
most definitely does. In fact, it goes wrong with resolute conviction
and not just for me because I don't happen to be Japanese, it goes
wrong for everyone although strangely the Japanese don’t seem to
have noticed the inconvenience yet.
The first thing that may throw you off course is the fact that
Japanese streets don’t have names or even numbers to help you on
your way. This obviously doesn’t make navigation a whole lot
easier, but in fairness, as the system is based on geographical areas
not roads, it didn't ought to matter that much. Instead the problems
stem from two slight oversights in the system. The first, that the
ban-chi and ban numbers mentioned above are very rarely included
either on maps or on the street. The second, that even if they were,
there’s no logical sequence to the order in which they’re used.
It’s an interesting exercise to see how close you can get to your
target given an address and a map. The prefecture and city levels
obviously didn't ought to pose much of a problem. Once there and
armed with even a basic road atlas you'll be able to see all the cho
areas and even the cho-me sub-divisions which are thankfully
numbered in a fairly logical order. On the ground, as the streets
have no names, traffic lights serve as your main point of reference,
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each carrying a sign telling you which cho-me you’re in or about to
enter. So everything seems to be going well and all you need to do
now is to locate the correct ban-chi block and then the unique
building number. Alas, this is where your luck runs out.
At street level there’s usually nothing to tell you exactly which
ban-chi you’re in. I say usually, because if you’re lucky and know
where to look, you’ll sometimes find this information on a small
placard secured halfway up one of the lampposts or telephone
poles. It’s hardly a technique you could rely on though, and if
you're driving you'd probably need to get out of the car in order to
check your location. Anyway, even if you did manage to work out
which ban-chi you were in, you still couldn’t presume that the
others would proceed in any kind of logical fashion. The numbers
are invariably assigned in the order in which the land was
developed and registered with the city authorities. The ban-chi next
to number 2 may indeed be number 3, but it may equally well be
number 9, number 12, or any other number you care to think of.
You might now be thinking that you could always put your faith
in the unique building numbers I mentioned earlier, but again, I’m
afraid it’s not that simple. These numbers are not actually displayed
on the houses, and even if they were, these too probably don’t flow
in any kind of sequential order. I think I'm right in saying they’re
supposed to progress clockwise around the block but in actuality
are often assigned in the order in which the buildings were erected.
Of course, in a last desperate attempt to get to the party on time
you could always try asking one of the residents in what you
believe to be the right area of the city, but don’t hold your hopes up.
Unless they happen to recognize the name of the person or building
you’re after they’ll have no more clue than you. Although they
don't display house numbers, Japanese houses do display the
surname of the family who lives there. If you’re within a few
metres of your target it’s possible that someone may recognize the
name, but outside of the immediate vicinity the chances of this are
slim in the extreme.
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So, there you have it. Amazing isn't it? Truly staggering. In every
other country I've visited the address system allows me, without the
slightest pain or anguish, to quickly find all sorts of places with
nothing more than a simple map and the ability to read it. Not so in
Japan. You may get lucky, but it’s patently obvious to all that
there’s something fundamentally lacking with a navigation system
that doesn’t actually allow you to navigate all the way to your
destination.
So if the address system is so woefully inadequate, how does the
country keep going, how does the post get delivered, and how did
the friendly pizza man manage to turn up at my door so regularly?
Well the first thing to point out is that no self-respecting Japanese
person would ever set out armed with nothing more than the
address. They know the system doesn’t work and don’t expect it to.
They’d always ask for a more detailed description, some local
points of reference, or more likely, a hand drawn map showing the
route from A to B in relation to major roads or landmarks. Such
maps are everywhere in Japan; on advertisements, flyers, company
websites, even on the back of matchboxes. People are fairly
practiced and proficient at drawing them and being asked to
produce one when arranging to have something delivered is still
common practice.
Luckily, if the person you're looking for lives in an apartment
block, you’re in with more of a chance. The name of the building
will be clearly visible from some distance, and once there, the room
numbers flow as you’d expect apart from the fact that numbers 4
and 9, synonymous with death and suffering, are usually omitted.
It’s also possible to buy a very detailed map of a specific area of
a city showing the exact reference of each house and the occupant’s
name. No doubt these are the maps used by the post office, but
they’re not something that the normal person would be in
possession of. You may have one for your own particular area of
the city, but not for any other areas, and certainly not for any other
cities.
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Of course, now that everyone seems to have car navigation
systems you'd be forgiven for thinking that the problem may have
gone away. To an extent I believe it has, but I've also read a number
of reviews of these navigation systems (or kaanabi as they're called
in Japan) claiming that many are still incapable of pinpointing an
address down to the fine detail.
It’s all strangely exasperating, totally inefficient, and in
desperate need of a complete overhaul as the following story will
demonstrate.
Not that long ago, when back in Japan on an business trip, I needed
to get some laundry done. I was rapidly running out of undies and
thought I’d save on company expenses by popping to the local
launderette rather than pay a fortune to have my pants dry cleaned,
ironed, and vacuum sealed by the hotel staff. I was in a fairly large
city and knew from experience there was bound to be a laundry
place somewhere near by.
Happy as Larry I popped down to the hotel lobby, grabbed the
yellow pages from the side of the public phone, quickly found the
section for launderettes and was just jotting down a couple of
addresses when I remembered that this wouldn’t actually help.
Even with the full address there’d be no way of actually locating
the shops.
Still, not to be put off, I asked the hotel receptionist for a map.
I'll check the locations myself I thought. As expected a street map
was quickly produced from behind the counter but one quick glance
and my heart sank again as I realised the ban-chi block numbers
weren’t actually marked. OK, I thought, I'll ask the receptionist for
directions, I walked coolly back to the desk and handed over the
addresses I'd jotted down.
"Oh, Sakura-cho is it? Well Sakura-cho is in that sort of
direction towards the station, but I can't tell from this address
exactly where this person lives. Sorry I can't be of more help." he
replied.
I’d turned to walk away, resigning myself to the idea of washing
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my pants in the bath, when he politely called after me to enquire if I
was looking for anything special.
"Oh, it was just a coin laundry place," I replied.
"Oh well, in that case," he said, reached under the counter and
handed me a piece of paper from a different pile.
I glanced down and there was a small street map, obviously
hand drawn and copied by one of the staff, that gave me clearly
marked directions from the hotel to two launderettes.
They were the very same places I'd found in the phone book
earlier, both were within an easy stroll of the hotel, and one was
literally just over the road and down a small side street. Reminded
yet again at just how hopeless the address system truly was I
thanked the man for his help.
“Oh you’re welcome,” he said,
“If there’s anything else you need just ask, I’m sure we’ll have a
map.”.
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Convenience
24/7 Heaven

I

had a pretty good notion of Japan’s love for convenience
even before I arrived in the country. For as long as I can
remember there’s been a book at my parents’ house that’s
always fascinated me. More of a photo album than a book
really it consists of nothing more than page after page of zany
Japanese inventions. I don’t have a copy to hand but I’m pretty sure
it’s called simply, “Ridiculous Japanese Inventions”, or perhaps it
was “Hopeless Japanese Inventions”. Either way it doesn’t really
matter as I’m sure you can imagine the kind of whacked-out stuff
inside.
There’s the handy glue-stick inspired Butter-Stick that saves you
the trouble of having to wash a knife after buttering the toast.
There’s the neck-tie with the useful pockets on the inside to hold
your business cards and pens. There are the bedtime glasses held in
place by a central hair-band that runs over the top of the head so
you can read in bed without lying on the arms of your specs.
There’s the handy fold-away chin rest for those annoying moments
when you’re just too tired to support your own head. And my own
particular favourite, the strap on portable desk. After all, don’t you
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just hate it when you have to stop working on the walk from the
office back to the station?
I know that none of these inventions are serious, at least I’ve
always presumed they weren’t, but that’s not the point at all. What’s
interesting is the insight they afford into the insatiable desire of the
Japanese for ease and convenience.
A Japanese dictionary will tell you that the word for
convenience or convenient is benri, but benri goes far further than
simple convenience. It describes anything functional, useful, or
handy in any way. It must be one of the most common words in the
language; book stores packed with benri guides to every topic under
the sun, each one enticing the reader with the promise of the quick
and easy, a saving in time or energy.
Of course nothing epitomizes the Japanese love for convenience
more than the ‘convenience store’ itself. Despite the existence of
the word benri that would have served perfectly well, convenience
stores in Japan are universally known as konbini. As I’m sure you’ll
have twigged it’s a word conveniently taken from the English and
then shortened for your further convenience. (There are no ‘V’
sounds in Japanese in case you were wondering.)
A konbini is not just any old store either. It is, according to the
official definition provided by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry, “a self-service store selling food and drink, with a floor
area of between 30 and 250 square metres, and open for business
for at least 14 hours a day”. And konbini certainly are convenient.
For a start, with 44,140 to choose from you’ll have no trouble
finding one (source; Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 2006 survey).
Conveniently located at intersections, along highways, and in
whole clusters around town centres and train stations there are
considerably more konbini than the sum total of all schools,
colleges, and universities (source; Statistics Bureau; Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communication). Like most things these days,
the vast majority are operated under franchise, and in this case there
are seven big konbini chains. The largest is 7-11, followed by
Lawson and a number of others including the bizarrely named
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Sankus, which, I’ve only recently twigged, bases its name on a
phonetic spelling of the English word ‘Thanks’.
The shops themselves are a marriage of convenience; Western
style potato crisps and chocolate bars making uneasy bed partners
with dried squid snacks or cheesy fish sticks. But naturally there’s
far more on offer than just snacks. Bento lunch boxes are a mainstay
of the konbini business, each carefully packed with disposable
chopsticks and tooth-pick to boot. If you prefer something lighter
there’s always a wide range of onigiri rice balls, sandwiches, and
pastries. Of course drinks are in no short supply either, with
everything on offer from the ubiquitous coke, to beer, sake, cold
green tea, or hot coffee in a can. Konbini also stock a surprisingly
extensive range of other stuff too. There are books, comics, and
magazines, beauty and cosmetic items, and a fair number of small
electronic goods and everyday essentials.
But konbini are konbini-ent for far more besides. They’re
somewhere to nip to the toilet, a place to get things photocopied or
faxed, an ATM, a place to arrange for a parcel delivery, a place to
pay a bill, reserve a concert ticket, or even print your digital photos.
And at many konbini all of this is available 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year.
Shopping at a konbini is made easy by the familiar layout.
Magazines along the front window and cosmetics on the opposite
shelves. Drinks in the fridges on the far wall, bento in the corner,
and gum and sweets just in front of the checkout. It varies little
regardless of which store you choose, no doubt all psychometrically
worked out for maximum profitability after years of painstaking
research into customer eye movements and shopping routines.
In fact shopping in a konbini is cleverly made so straightforward
that you find what you’re after within about ten seconds of entering
the premises and so invariably pick something else up just for the
hell of it. Personally, I find I rarely come out with only the thing I
went in for. I’ll pop in for some milk and notice on the way home
that I’ve also managed to purchase a disposable camera, some nail
clippers, and yet another new flavour of potato crisps. In fact I
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suppose too much convenience can be quite costly, so if you can’t
trust yourself in the konbini itself or are just too busy to pop in, you
can always rely on Japan’s other staunch purveyor of convenience;
the vending machine.
Vending machines are quite literally everywhere in Japan,
there’s even a small huddle of them on the very summit of mount
Fuji. Faces bright and buttons gleaming they stand to attention on
almost every street corner, quietly humming to themselves while
waiting patiently for your cash. There are so many in fact that I
wouldn’t be surprised if you could travel the length of the country
and never lose sight of one.
Because of their very visible presence I’d always taken it for
granted that there were more vending machines in Japan than any
other nation but to my surprise it seems this isn’t the case.
According to a report by the Japan Vending Machine
Manufacturers Association (no, I’m not making this up) there are
actually considerably more in the US, but on a per capita basis
Japan is still top. With 5,515,700 in the country there’s one for
every 23 people and there’s a machine to vend pretty much
anything that can be crammed inside. Take a stroll around town or a
drive down a highway and you can quickly build up quite a
collection. Drinks (hot and cold, and in every conceivable shape
and flavour), cigarettes, cup noodles, hamburgers, ice-creams, gum,
batteries, disposable cameras, toilet paper, umbrellas, videos,
DVDs, porno magazines, sex toys, condoms, underwear (men’s and
women’s), kids toys, good luck charms, and even fortune papers; all
of these and more are available at the clink of a coin and the push of
a button.
With so many around you probably won’t be surprised to learn
that vending machines are big business, but you might be a little
shocked to discover just how big. According to the report above,
the revenue generated from vending machines in Japan for 2006
was a little more than $62 billion, yes billion. That’s about $3
billion more than the GDP of a respectable nation like Vietnam. Or,
to put it another way, it’s about the same as the combined GDP of
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the world’s poorest 43 countries. Revenue from drinks machines
alone accounts for exactly 40% of the total and brings in more than
$25 billion. Divide that figure in yen by the Japanese population of
127 million and it works out that on average each person in Japan
spends ¥21,439 on vending machine drinks every year. That’s about
$177 or about 143 cans of pop. No wonder there are also an awful
lot of dental clinics in Japan too.
By now you’re probably wondering about the environmental
impact of all this convenience and to an extent you’d by right. It’s
almost impossible to stop the nice lady at the konbini putting your
ice-cream into its own carrier bag, and the power wasted by idle
vending machines alone is probably enough to fuel a small country.
But trivialities such as that rarely make the news in Japan. To be
fair, I’ve heard that a chain of organic or eco-friendly konbini has
recently opened up, and I’ve also read that some vending machines
can now switch themselves to sleep mode when nobody’s around,
but such things are hardly hot topics.
Aesthetic concerns are also slightly more complex than they’d
first seem too, and those that argue that vending machines are
spoiling the landscape have probably failed to grasp the reality of
modern Japan. The plain fact is that both vending machines and
konbini are now as iconic of the nation as rice fields and temples
once were. They may not be the most beautiful things in the world
but neither are power cables, factories, love hotels, or pachinko
parlours, and removing any of these in isolation will do little to
beautify the country.
The Japanese rarely allow themselves to get bogged down with
such irrational concerns. They’re resolutely proud of the fact that at
almost anyplace in Japan it’s easier to get basic provisions at
anytime of day or night than in the centre of a major Western
metropolis, and on an insufferably hot night when I need an ice cold
beer I couldn’t agree more.
I’m disappointed to report that despite years of searching I’ve not
yet found the neck tie with the handy pockets on the inside but I
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haven’t given up hope. I know it’s only a matter of time until I’ll be
able to get one at the konbini down the road and I look forward to
the day when I notice it there in my bag with the milk.
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TV Talents
Work for Idol Hands

T

hwack, another crack to the back of the head, "Eat up!",
bawls the perpetrator straight into his partners ear.
"Can't, my stomach’s bursting, think I might vomit,"
Thwack, "Stupid fool...that's not fair. I ate my share
properly, now eat yours."
"Can't," comes the feeble reply, tears now rolling down his
cheeks.
Thwack, "Stop crying, fool".
And….Cut. Back to the main studio where hoards of guest
celebrities are autocued in to take pity on the unfortunate celebrity
duo.
"What a shame," and "What a pity," the young cute ones all
agree,
"That’s tough,", "It's too hard," others sympathize.
"Keep it up", "Don't give in," they yell in encouragement.
And...cut back over to the set again where one of duo seems to
have passed out, head down in a plate of raw fish.
Welcome to the world of Japanese TV, or more specifically the
world of the Japanese talento.
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I’m watching Ougon Densetsu, a popular prime-time variety
show, and it occurs to me that the producer who dreamt up this
week’s bizarre challenge has really hit the jackpot. The concept?
Take a famous celebrity double act, stick them in an apartment with
a whole Bluefin tuna, throw in a chef to cater for their needs, and
don’t let them out until they’ve eaten the entire fish. Sounds easy
until I explain that Bluefin are big fish. Very big. This one is about
120 kg in weight and just fits into the specially constructed ice vat
that comfortably matches the length of the handsome dining table it
sits in front of. In fact, imagine a dolphin or small whale and you
won’t be far out.
The rules of the game are simple. The comedy pair can ask the
chef to prepare cuts of the fish in whatever way they like but
they’re allowed no other foods except basic herbs and spices. It's a
formula guaranteed for success. It has the challenge element that
the Japanese love. It allows the audience a Big-Brother style
intimacy with the celebrities in a new and exciting setting. It caters
for the Japanese obsession with food, particularly fish, and
especially tuna. And, most important of all, it has ample scope for
completely filling the studio with talento – there are about 30 in
there altogether this week – and getting them to make imbecilic
comment after comment as the challenge pans out.
“Looks delicious,”
“It’s making my mouth water,” they delight,“
“Oh those guys are tough”.
It’s a show that really does have something for everybody, fishlover, challenge-freak, and talento-worshipper alike.
Talento, in case you hadn’t twigged, is the term used to describe the

thousands of media celebrities and glitterati who appear on TV and
radio shows in Japan. They come in a multitude of shapes and sizes
but ironically are united by a resounding lack of talento for
anything other than screaming, shouting, and stating the blindingly
obvious. Amazingly, this fact that has not gone unnoticed by even
the Japanese audiences and has given rise to the oxymoron
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nounashi talento or, translated literally, ‘talentless talents’.
There’s no single route by which the doors to talento-dom can

be opened, but from what I can observe there do seem to be a few
shortcuts. A good proportion are always made up of ex-comedians
and singers who’ve cleverly realized that life can be a whole lot
easier without the tedium of actually having to sing or be comical.
Ex-sports stars are also quite common but with the proviso that they
have some additional wow-factor that sets them apart. The former
sumo grand master Konishiki is an ideal example. His vast size
guarantees a host of regular appearances on cooking shows, health
programmes, or anything else where he can be prodded and poked
in freak-show style admiration or mockery. Other seats are filled by
ex-porn stars, those plucked from the real world simply for being
cute or cool, and a good number of children. Oh yes, and don’t
forget an ever increasing head-count of those who’ve made it
simply for being related to someone who actually is famous.
Relatives of politicians seem to be particularly common. The son of
former Prime Minister Koizumi is now a rising talento, as is the son
of Ishihara Yoshizuki, the Governor of Tokyo. Imagine for a
moment the disappointment that their fathers must feel. After a
lifetime of biting and clawing their way to the very pinnacle of their
respective professions they learn that, despite the best education
and upbringing that money can buy, their offspring have elected to
make a living by throwing custard pies around, stating the blatantly
obvious, and generally acting the fool.
The definition under ‘talent’ in my dictionary is ‘high mental
ability’ which in the case of Japanese telento is therefore only twothirds accurate. They’re certainly ‘high’ and irrefutably 'mental',
but 'ability' is not a word that springs readily to mind. Still, that's
not really a problem though as ability is not actually called for in
the job spec. A talento's lot may occasionally involve performing
but far more often entails appearing en-masse to voice opinions
whilst eating something, "umm, this meat is really tender", to
compete in quiz shows or ridiculous challenges, "whoops, one of
my teeth has come out,", or simply to be present on set but not
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actually do anything except make gasps and cries on cue.
In whatever capacity they appear, talento are always careful to
maintain their unique persona, gag, or catch-phrase through which
they’ve made their mark and draw distinction from the next guy.
This is the very essence of each talento or talento-duo, known and
loved by the audience who tune in time after time to snuggle into
the reassuring monotony it provides.
There are those talento adored for their young, wild image and
outlandish catch-phrase. Those loved for their reputation as being
so stupid it's staggering, There are the mad-scientist types, the cool
types, the nice-guy types, the boring types, and the types who go
completely off the rails mid-discussion and start smashing up the
set. Like chefs spoilt for choice, the TV producers can pick from
the a variety of ingredients to ensure that the talento on the show are
perfectly in tune with the target audience and time slot.
To give you a better understanding of what this is all like, let me
draw comparison with the UK. Take, for example, an ex-singer like
one of the Spice Girls and agree on an image that she'll purvey:
pretty, cute, stupid, bitchy, it shouldn't be too hard to figure out
what works best. Take another 50 of her like minded friends, throw
in a few unrelated relatives and then draw on this bank of talento for
variety shows, quizzes, cooking shows, chat shows, ridiculous
challenges, and of course commercials. In fact anything at all that
the agent can get his claws into. Week after week. The more on set
together at any one time, the better.
The downside for the talento is that trying to survive in an industry
like this is a dog-eat-dog affair. Unless they make their mark
quickly their names will be forgotten overnight and they'll be back
to the real world with a bump. For the lucky ones though, life must
be pretty nice. Success tends to be measured by the number of
regular appearances made, and an A-rank talent could be on TV in
some capacity almost everyday. The very top names, such as
Akashi Sanma and Beat Takeshi, earn huge salaries and move out
of the regular talento category to play host presenter or quiz master.
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They may then move into other fields such as acting, directing, or
even politics.
Generally then it's all very pitiable and about as entertaining as
watching paint dry, but I'd be lying if I said it was all bad. There are
a couple of shows that I can happily sit through and that do fulfill
some definition of entertainment as long as you don't allow yourself
to think. In fact I suppose being a talento can't be a bad job at all
really. There are plenty of chances for foreign travel and almost
always the opportunity to eat fine cuisine or receive complimentary
goodies.
Thinking about it, there are even some foreign talento who’ve
made it big in Japan solely for their abilities to speak the language.
When I first went to Japan audiences would marvel at names such
as Kent Delicate and Dave Spectre simply for their impeccable
Japanese. Thankfully these veterans now seem to have moved on,
but only to be replaced by others such as Thane Camus offering
coolness and language skills to boot.
Other foreigners such as the Nigerian Bobby Ologon have made
a name for themselves by feigning shoddy Japanese. Audiences are
reduced to tears as Bobby hilariously muddles his words –
mistaking kinchou (nervousness) for kanchou (enema) – and does
his bit to set the image of the black population back by about thirty
years. Perhaps I could achieve a similar status as a typical white
guy. I'd just need a blond wig, a ridiculously oversized stick-on
nose, and huge blue eyes with long eyelashes.
Back on set it looks like our comedy crusaders have finally
managed to polish off the last of the Bluefin and after seven days of
captivity have at least been allowed out of the apartment. It’s good
news for all concerned. The duo themselves are obviously a little
worse for wear but are quickly rejuvenated by the news that their
efforts have been well rewarded in terms of the boost in popularity
in the talento rankings. The show’s producers are also delighted.
Viewing figures are up and now that the tuna torture is finally over
they’re free to concentrate on a new and even more off the wall
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challenge for next week.
I can hardly wait to tune in.
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7
Belonging
One of the Tribe

W

hen you travel around Japan you really don’t see that
many foreigners. Even Tokyo is remarkably uncosmopolitan and although it would be misleading to
say that foreigners were actually rare, numbers are
still sufficiently low to draw your attention. Leave the bigger
metropolis and the head-count drops sharply; venture into the real
backwaters and foreigners draw almost freak-show like attention.
‘Ah, gaijin da’, you find yourself saying until one of your family
points out that you too are a gaijin, quite literally an ‘outsider’.
Of course even I’m not dim-witted enough to forget that I’m not
Japanese and I’m reminded each time I take out my wallet and see
the dog-eared alien registration card there at the front.
Nevertheless, one of the things that never fails to both delight and
surprises me about Japan is the sense of belonging I get when I’m
there. Over the years I’ve struggled to work this out. I’m not
Japanese nor have any desire to be. I am, and will always remain a
gaijin and yet I feel strangely at home in this strange land. The best
and only way I can find to explain it is to think of Japan as some
kind of a private members club or secret society. My sense of
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belonging stems from the fact that, deliberately or not, I’ve been
hanging around the grounds for so long that I feel like one of the
club; I know its boundaries and peculiarities and I play by the rules
that it sets.
Every club or society needs benefits and attractions to set it
apart from the rest, and club Japan is no exception. Sitting neatly on
the glass-topped coffee table of my mind is a thick glossy brochure
packed with eloquent articles extolling its virtues and uniqueness.
Japan’s physical geography as an island nation features
prominently. Your world atlas may reveal Japan to be a fairly
ordinary looking group of islands just off the coast of the Asian
landmass but physical location can be deceptive. Geographically it
may be just off the coast of China but spiritually Japan sits slap
bang in the middle of the Pacific about 2000 kilometres further to
the East. It’s neither Asia nor the full blown commercialism of
North America but is conveniently positioned for weekend
shopping trips to neighbouring Hawaii.
There’s another long article in the brochure about Japan’s
linguistic uniqueness. Depending on which statistics you look at,
Japanese is the eight or ninth most commonly spoken language in
the world. With about 127 million speakers it sits snugly in the
rankings immediately beneath French with about 130 million and
immediately above German with about 123. It is however,
linguistically unique in that it’s the only language in at least the top
20 that can claim to be spoken solely in its country of origin and
used as the sole language of communication throughout that land.
It’s also the only remaining language on earth, or certainly the
only major language, about which no-one can quite agree on where
it comes from. Not only do the experts disagree on the fine details,
they can’t even settle on which of the major linguistic families
Japanese belongs to. English, they unanimously concur is a
member of a large group of Indo-European languages. Japanese,
they ashamedly confess is an utter mystery. There are three
common theories.
Theory number one looks West and sticks Japanese down as an
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Altaic language, or to you and I, a member of large family of
languages spoken in Northern and Central Asia that includes
Korean, Mongolian, and even Turkish. Theory number two looks
South and includes Japanese in with the Austronesian languages
spoken in the Pacific Islands, Taiwan, Indonesia, and Malaysia.
And theory number three looks South West and has Japanese
relating to Tibetan, Burmese, and even the Tamil languages of Sri
Lanka and Southern India. As I said, no-one really has the faintest
idea.
Actually, there’s one final and far more interesting idea.
Somewhere in Nigeria, goes the myth, live a tribe of Negroid
Africans who communicate in a language almost identical to
Japanese and easily understandable to any Japanese visitor. Clearly
this is utter twaddle but what’s undeniably true is a striking
resemblance between Japanese and a number of African languages
particularly Swahili. It’s a theory that’s not quite as ridiculous as it
sounds. It’s well documented that there have been frequent
migrations from Africa to India and then out to the rest of Asia.
There’s also a puzzlingly long list of common Japanese names that
are also used in various African countries or are place names or
regions within those countries. Examples include Naomi, Haruna,
Chika, Emiko, Nana, Tami, Tai, Sada, Ikimi, Ume, Edo, Izu, Baba,
Watanabe, and Okada.
One particularly interesting take on this theory looks at an
ancient tribe called the Anu, who lived in what today would be
Sudan or Southern Egypt. Their migration out of Africa about
10,000 years ago is well recorded in ancient Egyptian texts and the
story goes that they made their way to India, China, and South East
Asia before eventually settling in what today would be Northern
Japan. Other African tribes followed suit and all brought with them
a number of common rituals, ideas, and linguistic rules and
concepts. Invasions from the Asian mainland and gradual evolution
to match climatic conditions gradually transformed the appearance
of these people but they can still be found in Japan to this day. They
are in fact the Ainu, the Japanese aboriginals who today inhabit
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parts of the Northern island of Hokkaido, are clearly a completely
different race to the modern Japanese, and look not unlike Asian
coloured black people. It’s certainly a fascinating idea and one
that’s hard to poke holes in.
Personally I hope the experts never manage to work it all out.
The fact that no-one can say for sure where the Japanese people or
their language are from only adds to its uniqueness. And the fact
that my wife’s family may be of African origin makes life far more
interesting than before.
Anyway that was all a long time ago and the language has
settled down a lot since then. In fact it’s settled down so much that
the Japanese can now communicate with hardly any words at all.
They use a host of Freemason style gestures that, when used in the
right way, say far more than words ever could.
Some are just different ways of making gestures we’re all
familiar with. An index finger touching the end of your nose says
“Me”. Moving an open hand sideways across the face says, “That’s
not true”. Moving it vertically with the palm facing down says,
“Come here”.
Some say slightly more. A suck of the teeth says, “I’m giving
you warning that things could be difficult here”. A slight tilt of the
head says, “I’m not sure what you mean”.
And others are simply bizarre. A scratching motion done on the
back of the head says, “You’ve complimented me but I want you to
see that I’m not comfortable with the praise”. Rubbing a fist around
in circles on an open palm says, “Your attempts at overt flattery
have not gone unnoticed”. And sitting with your eyes screwed up
says, “I’ve not gone to sleep but am in fact concentrating intensely
on what’s being said and will shortly say something very deep and
meaningful so please be patient”. All of these and many more are
instantly recognizable to fellow members of the club and pretty
much indecipherable to everyone else.
Thousands of years of genetic homogeneity have also given the
Japanese an uncanny ability to do all sorts of mundane things in
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exactly the same way that you and I don’t. It’s the little things you
notice. The way they pick their noses with their little fingers. The
way they shuffle a pack of playing cards from the narrow end. The
way they count to ten on their fingers, starting with an open hand
and folding the fingers into the palm rather than the other way
around. The way they’re comfortable with kneeling down, and how
they automatically position their feet on top of each other beneath
their bums. The way they crack their fingers. The way they use a
toothpick or hold a table tennis bat. The way they’re prone to squat
down when waiting. And even the way they do that neat little trick
of spinning a pencil round on the top of their hand before catching
it with exactly the right grip to carry on writing. All of these things
serve as a constant reminder of Japan’s uniqueness.
Club Japan’s brochure continues on with more articles
highlighting the sense of belonging that membership buys, and then
without warning, just when it’s all starting to get a bit monotonous,
the size of the print becomes smaller and denser and the shiny
pictures of beautiful people disappear. There’s an application form
to fill in and tear out at the back, but before you’re allowed to do so
it’s made very clear that you must read the club rules and agree to
abide by the terms at all times.
Even after only a short time in the country most people will realize
that Japan is a nation that abounds in rules. For me the rules crept
up slowly when I wasn’t looking and were adopted with naïve overeagerness. What I see clearly only now is that for almost every
aspect of life in Japan there’s an associated rule, a clearly definable
Japanese ‘way’ that specifies how proceedings will be conducted; a
way that’s invariably absent from life in the West all together.
Take for example your house. There’s a Japanese way for
removing and arranging your shoes, for announcing your return or
departure, and for when and how you’ll take a bath. There’s a way
for what you’ll say before and after eating, for how you’ll slurp
your noodles, for how you’ll drink your tea, and for how you’ll
pour your beer. There’s a way for how you’ll kneel before guests
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and how you’ll carry a tray, slide open a door and serve them a
drink.
In the business world the rules are even more numerous and
even more rigorously enforced. Business cards will be exchanged
in the Japanese way, the phone will be answered in the right way,
and your seniors will be addressed in the correct way. You’ll stand
and sit in the correct way, pose for photos in the correct way, and be
reserved to the correct degree. You’ll even take your correct
position at the meeting table, in the elevator, and in the car. The list
goes on forever. In some cases the rules may be clearly spelt out in
guides to business life or 1950’s style good housekeeping, but in
others they’re merely known, a part of being Japanese just like
eating rice or using chopsticks.
The point I’m very slowly getting around to is that with such an
extensive trelliswork upon which to cling it’s difficult not feel a
heightened sense of belonging in a place like Japan. It doesn’t even
matter if, as an outsider, you don’t know all the rules. Those that
you do know are enforced by constant repetition and others will
seep in unnoticed over time. I’m not necessarily promoting the
rules and am well aware that many may view their existence as a
shallow and easy option on life, but when we’re honest don’t we all
like an easy life? The rules in place in Japan mean that in any
situation I know exactly what to expect and what’s expected of me.
Like a school uniform, the danger of suppressing individuality is
certainly present, but it’s balanced precariously with the benefits of
having your outfit pre-selected and of feeling at one with your
classmates.
If I’m totally honest I have to admit I’ve never really felt such a
sense of belonging in my own country. This is nothing whatsoever
to do with not liking it or having even the slightest pretences of
thinking I’m more Japanese than English. But the lack of even a
flimsy trellis up which to climb makes it undeniably difficult to get
a hold. It’s a problem that’s certainly felt by the Japanese and
probably also by other foreigners in the UK. The multi-racial and
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multi-cultural society in which we live is indeed a blessing but it
does leave the nation unsure of who we are, who we want to be, and
to what extent we’re allowed to tell each other we want to be it.
Like it or not, the Japanese have yet to encounter these
problems. They are, quite unashamedly, members of a still unique
club and it’s one that I very much enjoy visiting.
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8
The Language
Words Fail Me

A

s the Japanese language has been an integral part of my life

for some twenty years now it’s only after considerable
deliberation that I’ve elected to bemoan its failings. It’s
certainly an utterly fascinating language and knowledge of
its intricacies has long kept me fed and housed. Yet appreciative as I
am, it also has to be recognized that it’s a ridiculously problematic and
inefficient means of communication.

It’s a difficult language to master, and somewhat bewilderingly,
even difficult for the Japanese themselves. Despite an oft quoted
literacy rate of about 99%, stringent rules on acceptable written and
spoken form dictate that many Japanese would actually struggle to
write a polite letter or correctly address anyone of higher social
standing. There are huge difficulties wherever you look.
Writing is difficult, and difficult in such a way that’s probably
hard for most people to even begin to appreciate. Let me quickly
explain. Until about the Third or Fourth Century BC the people of
Japan had no means of written communication. Then, as trade and
contact with neighbouring China started to increase, Chinese
characters that had already been in existence for many centuries
slowly started to filter in. Unfamiliar with these strange scribbles
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and swirls, the Japanese tentatively set about learning their use. As
a first step they merely selected characters with convenient
readings and used these to render their own spoken language into a
written form with little if any regard for the original meaning of
each character. Thus the Chinese character for say gold 金 with its
Chinese reading of kin may have been used to write any word
containing the syllable kin regardless of whether it had any
connection with gold.
But, in common with a number of other Asian countries such as
Korea, the Japanese were quick to realize that this wasn’t going to
work. As the spoken languages of Chinese and Japanese were, and
still are, utterly different, a number of adaptations would be
required if they were to have any chance of sharing a common
script.
Thus, in about the Eighth century AD somebody to whom all
Japanese should be eternally grateful hit upon the inspired notion of
creating a purely phonetic script based upon some of the characters
in common use by that time. Designed to be quicker and far easier
to write than the characters from which they were derived, hiragana
as this script became known, was then used to add meaning to the
characters and make them at last tie in with the rules of Japanese
grammar and syntax.
Annoyingly, later in about the Tenth century a second and
completely different phonetic script known as katakana was
developed in an attempt to simplify things yet further.
Having progressed this far the next logical step would clearly
have been to rid themselves of the source of all the trouble and cut
out the original Chinese characters altogether. Indeed this is exactly
what happened in several other Asian countries. The Koreans for
example also inherited Chinese characters in much the same way as
the Japanese but, although it took them a monumentally long time
to get round to it, they eventually realized that a better solution was
required. After struggling with writing for many centuries they
finally developed the Hangul alphabet in the mid Fifteenth Century
and started to phase out Chinese characters altogether. Today
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Chinese characters are no longer used at all in North Korea, and in
the South, although they’ve not disappeared completely, they’re
rarely seen in works of literature, official documents, or
newspapers.
Unfortunately the Japanese had other ideas. With the addition of
the two phonetic scripts and a gradual increase in familiarity, they
slowly started to use the original characters as they are in China,
that is, in an ideographic rather than phonetic manner. New
characters filtered in over many centuries, a few others were
invented, the scripts were modified and re-modified and then
eventually things settled down in to the perplexing muddle that is
Japanese as we know it today.
Students of modern day Japanese are thus forced to learn not
one but three completely different scripts, each with a specific role
in the written form, and each utterly useless without the others to
support it.
Chinese characters (known in Japan as kanji) are used for the
key information blocks in the sentence such as the stem parts of
verbs and adjectives, and for most, although not all of the nouns.
Hiragana is then used to add the missing detail; to indicate the
tense, to add the affirmatives and negatives, and generally let you
know who or what was acting or being acted upon and by whom.
And finally katakana is today used for any foreign words such as
‘pizza’, ‘internet’, and ‘hamburger’ that the ancient Chinese
neglected to invent a kanji for.
In truth of fact the hiragana and katakana scripts are not actually
that difficult to learn. As each has only 46 key characters, none of
which are overly complicated, they can both be learnt with relative
ease and a little commitment. Kanji however is a different story
altogether.
There are a number of different kinds of kanji and those studied
first by both Japanese children and foreign students alike are the
pictographic and ideographic types. Pictographic kanji are those
whose form is derived directly from an actual representation of the
object in question. Hence the kanji for mountain looks a little bit
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like a three peaked mountain 山, the kanji for rice field looks like an
aerial shot of a rice paddy 田 , a tree looks a little like a stick tree 木
, two stick tress makes a wood 林 , and three stick trees makes a
forest 森 . It’s rather interesting and not too unpleasant I think you’ll
agree.
The simple ideographic kanji are based upon representations of
ideas and concepts. Hence the kanji for on or above looks like this
上 and is based upon the concept that the shorter horizontal line is
above the longer horizontal one. The kanji for under or beneath is
thus 下 and the kanji for in or middle is 中 . Ideographic kanji are
also used for numbers, 1, 2, 3 not surprisingly being written as 一
二三 . Again, it’s all fairly painless and actually quiet fun.
It continues in this fashion for perhaps 70 or 80 of the most
rudimentary kanji, lulling the unsuspecting student into a false
sense of security before things suddenly start to get a whole heap
more complicated and the novelty of it all begins to wear thin.
A further general grouping of kanji is that in which individual
ideographic or pictographic components are combined into new
characters. Combine a person 人 with a tree 木 and you get the kanji
休 a representation of a person resting against a tree and used to
mean ‘rest’ or ‘holiday’. Combine the components of stand 立 , tree
木 and look 見 and you get the kanji 親 a representation of
somebody standing on top of a tree looking out, and used to mean
‘parent’ based upon the notion that a parent is somebody who looks
over their children. But even these are only the interesting and
relatively simple kanji, the ones where if you strain your mind for a
second you can perhaps get the tiniest insight into the bizarre
although usually untaught derivation.
As you progress in your study such interesting sidelines quickly
disappear and you settle into the tiresome slog of writing and
rewriting thousands of kanji far too complex to even begin to
analyse.
All of this is undeniably difficult even for the Japanese. Just
learning to write takes up an inordinate amount of each school day
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and the Ministry of Education dictates exactly which kanji are
taught in which academic year. At present exactly 1006 are learnt in
primary schools and another 939 at Junior High, giving 1,945 by
the age of 15. Others will then be picked up at high school and in
everyday life until eventually most Japanese adults can probably
write between 2500 and 3000 kanji.
Incidentally, when I said ‘learning to write’ that’s exactly what I
mean, for learning to write kanji involves not only being able to
replicate the character on paper but, just as importantly, being able
to write it in the correct stroke order. Each character within all three
the Japanese scripts is obviously composed of a number of lines,
anything from one line for the kanji ‘one’ to about thirty for a
handful of the more ridiculous concoctions.
Each component line or stroke must be written in the correct
order and each stroke must also be terminated in the correct
fashion: it must either come to an abrupt end, be slowly petered out,
or be finished with a tiny flick of the wrist. Get any of these things
wrong and the student will be asked to write the character out
several hundred times more until, slowly and ever so painfully, it all
becomes second nature. Even then, the ability to write kanji
deteriorates quickly unless honed on a regular basis. This is a
particular problem for Japanese working abroad who almost always
find that, although reading is fine, writing skills are tested to the
limit.
Reading is difficult too.
Although reading is generally easier than writing, this too is
convoluted in the extreme. Because kanji came into Japan from
China, all but a tiny handful of kanji today have multiple ways in
which they can be read. They have an ON-reading based upon how
those who first came into contact with the character in question
thought they heard it being pronounced by the Chinese traders. And
they have a KUN-reading which is the Japanese word for the
character in question. In addition, because kanji filtered into Japan
over hundreds and years and from various places within China,
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many kanji actually have more than one ON or KUN-reading.
To give you a simple example let’s look again at the kanji for
person I mentioned earlier. As this came into Japan from two
different parts of China speaking different types of Chinese, it
naturally has two ON-readings jin and nin, and one KUN-reading,
hito – the Japanese word for person. Other kanji may even have
more than one KUN-reading when a single kanji was assigned to
represent several similar objects or concepts in Japanese.
The challenge of course is not only remembering all the
readings but knowing which to use. The appropriate reading is
selected based loosely upon whether the kanji is being used in
isolation or in combination with another character. The Japanese for
‘new’ for instance is atarashii and the word for person is hito, yet
put them together into ‘new-person’ and the readings suddenly
switch to those of Chinese origin shin-jin. Imagine if, when
speaking English you were forced to periodically switch to Latin.
When using the words 'new' and 'person' in the normal contexts
you'd be fine in the English, yet put them together into a compound
'new-person' structure and you'd have to say 'novus homo' or
whatever the correct Latin would be.
Having said that, there are no absolute rules governing when
and to what extent you switch readings. Very often you'll convert
both words as in the example above, but there are plenty of times
when you're only supposed to convert the first word or likewise
with the second. There are even times when you can read both parts
of the word either with or without switching readings but the
resultant words have radically different meanings. Pick the wrong
one and if you’re very lucky the result will sound childish, yet far
more likely it will be utterly incomprehensible.
Of course, you’re probably thinking that if you don’t know how
to read a word you can just look it up in a dictionary but even this is
no simple task and like the Japanese address system actually only
gets you about 80% of the way to the word you’re after. Take the
word kanji itself which is written using two characters and looks
like this 漢字 . Here’s what you’d need to do to look it up.
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Start with the first character 漢 and work out which piece of it is
the main building block known as the ‘radical’. In this case it’s the
piece on the left. Count the number of strokes in the radical (3 in
this case) and use this to help you locate it in the reference table at
the back of the dictionary. This will then guide you to the section
containing all kanji that use this radical. Next, using your
knowledge of stroke orders, carefully count the number of stokes in
the remaining part of the kanji. In this case it’s 10, but if you get it
wrong you’ll have no chance of ever finding your word. Flick
forwards until you find the section listing all kanji that use your
radical in combination with 10 other stokes. Search randomly
through these kanji (in this case there are about 30 of them) until
you stumble across the one you’re looking for. At last you now
know that the reading for this first character is kan. If you’re also
unable to read the second character you can either take a educated
guess or repeat the whole tedious process again. Finally, make sure
that you spend a careful moment committing the word to memory.
Having gone to all the trouble of looking it up you want to make
damn well sure you never have to do it again.
Speaking is also difficult.
The Japanese have invented a number of forms of their language
to ensure that the intricacies of social hierarchy are maintained and
respected. Talking to friends or family is obviously easy but
conversing with anyone higher up the social ladder involves
modifying nouns, verbs, and inflections to show due respect. There
are two ways in which this is done. First by using sonkeigo to inflate
the status of the other person, and second by using kenjyougo to
lower your own status. I’m sure you can imagine how it works.
You, your possessions, and abilities become sad and lowly, they and
their’s become high and honourable. The whole thing is far from
easy and particularly not for the younger generations who pay scant
regard to all of this until starting work and then suddenly need to
dash off to the nearest bookshop to buy a guide on how to speak
properly. In fact most Japanese, even the older generations, will
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freely admit that they have only a marginal degree of confidence in
the use of these tortuous variants of their language.
Even comprehension can be difficult.
Today, so many foreign words have been adopted into the
language that many Japanese, particularly anyone older than about
16, is frequently left looking for a translation. Such gairaigo, or
‘words from outside’, are written in Japanese in the katakana script
I mentioned earlier. But in addition to being katakana-ized the
words are frequently then decapitated, twisted, and contorted until
they lose all resemblance to the original. There are several different
patterns in which it can work.
Sometimes words are imported and the simply rendered into
katakana. Thus, ストレス (su-to-re-su) means 'stress', and トラブ
ル (to-ra-bu-ru) means 'trouble'.
Sometimes words are imported and then shortened. Thus アニ
メ (a-ni-me) means 'animation', and テ レビ (te-re-bi) means
'television'.
Sometimes words are imported, shortened, and combined
together. Thus ラジコン (ra-ji-ko-n) means 'radio controlled', and
セクハラ (se-ku-ha-ra) means 'sexual harassment'.
Sometimes words are imported and used to concoct weird new
expressions. Thus, マイ カー (ma-i-kaa) or 'my car' refers to ones
own vehicle, and ペー パド ライ バ (pe-pa-do-ra-i-ba) or 'paper
driver' refers to someone who holds a driving license but rarely
drives.
Sometimes words are imported and then made into acronyms.
Thus, シーエム (shi-e-mu) or 'CM' is an acronym for a commercial
on TV, and オ エル (o-e-ru) or "OL" is an acronym for an office
lady.
Sometimes words are imported from other languages as well.
Thus, アベ ック (a-be-ku) comes from the French word 'avec'
(with) but is used to mean ‘a dating couple’, and テー マ (te-ma)
'theme' comes from the German word 'thema'.
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And sometimes words are imported from multiple languages,
shortened, and then combined. Thus, フリ ータ ー (fu-rii-ta) or
'part-time worker' is a shortened form of フリーアルバイター (furii-a-ru-ba-i-ta) combining the English words 'free' and the German
verb 'arbeit' (to work).
It’s mind boggling I think you’ll agree. I find it mind-boggling
and I’ve lived with it for about 20 years so goodness knows how
confusing that explanation must be for you. There seem to be
almost no restrictions on how words can be taken, shortened,
morphed into something different, combined, and then assigned a
completely new meaning. To an extent I suppose this is a natural
part of any language but I’d still argue that katakana does present
Japan with a major problem, or, as the Japanese would say a major
cha-re-n-ji (challenge).
It’s estimated that an incredible 30,000 new words have come
into the language since 1945 alone. Sometimes the word in question
arrived with the object or concept it describes, ‘internet’ for
instance. As there was no word for the internet when it arrived it
was simply rendered into katakana as in-ta-ne-to. Often however
new words are adopted for no other reason than fashion. The word
‘cancel’ is a good example. There’s a perfectly good word in
Japanese for cancel. In fact there are several to pick from depending
on the situation. But still キャンセル (kya-n-ce-ru) is now far more
common. The result of all this eclecticism is that many Japanese,
and especially the elderly, don’t have the faintest idea what a lot of
modern Japanese actually means.
Between November 2002 and August 2004 the National
Institute for Japanese Language conducting a survey to evaluate the
extent to which gairaigo was actually understood. The survey
questioned about 2000 men and women over the age of 16 on the
meaning of some 405 such words. The results were astounding.
The least understood word in the survey was キュレータ (kyure-ta) or ‘curator’. Only 1.5% of all respondents new what this
meant and for respondents of ages 60 or over, the figure drops to
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0.2 %. Admittedly, ‘curator’ is a word you could probably live
without, but even at the opposite end of the spectrum there were
plenty of people who hadn’t the faintest idea of what even some
very common words actually mean. The word most universally
understood was スト レス (su-to-re-su) or ‘stress’, with 92.6%.
However, look at the 60 and over age category in isolation and the
figure drops to 80.2%. The results are similar for all of the 405
words tests. In almost every case the results for the 60 and over
category are about 40% less than the combined results for all
respondents. These people must feel like aliens in their own land, it
must be awful. Not only do they have to struggle to keep up with a
society that changes at an incredible pace, but they can’t even
watch the news or read the paper without having to ask their
grandkids what it all means.
If language is a tool for the purpose of conveying information,
then perhaps now is the time for some control or at the very least
some thought. If left unchecked it’s no exaggeration to say that
Japanese is in danger. There’s a real possibility that the Japanese
will re-invent their own language out of existence and, as I’ve gone
to the trouble of learning it, I’d hate to think my efforts had been in
vain.
In fact, there’s another point worth mentioning. Japanese might
be tricky even for the Japanese themselves, but it’s even more
difficult for foreigners to master. There are some fundamental
peculiarities to get your head around before you can even begin.
The order of the words in the sentence is completely different,
there are no plural forms of nouns, no indefinite or definite articles,
possessives and pronouns are rarely used, and adjectives carry tense
endings like verbs. Let me give you an example.
Consider a fairly simple sentence like, “I went to London with
my friends on the train yesterday.” Presuming you know all the
vocabulary, here’s what you need to do in your brain in a fraction of
a second to convert this to Japanese. First, delete the pronoun “I”,
the possessive “my”, the article “the”, and the plural “s” from the
end of “friends”, to leave you with “went to London with friend on
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train yesterday.“
Now, with that done, move the word “yesterday” to the front,
and the word “went” to the end to give you “yesterday to London
with friend on train went.“.
Next, move the word “on” behind “train”, the word “with”
behind “friend”, and the word “to” behind “London”. You should
now have “yesterday London to friend with train on went.“
Finally, pick up the words “friend with train on” and reposition
them behind “yesterday” to leave you with a finished sentence now
correctly reading “Yesterday friend with train on London to went.”
Obvious really.
That’s the end of the actual conversion process but we’re not
quite through yet. If you’re planning on using your sentence in
conversation don’t forget to worry about your intonation and
pronunciation. It needs to be kept flat and monotone, never veering
from the 45 basic syllables, 25 modifications, or 33 combined
variants. If your pronunciation is poor your Japanese will be judged
likewise, even if your sentence is grammatically correct and
completely appropriate. That’s it. Take a breather for a second
whilst contemplating your next utterance.
If you’re planning on writing your sentence down, here’s what
you need to do next. Use kanji, for the words “yesterday”, “friend”,
“train”, and the first part of “went”. Use the hiragana script for the
words “with”, “on”, “to”, and the latter half of “went”. And use the
katakana script for the word “London”. Write it on the page either
horizontally, from left to right, or vertically, from top to bottom,
whichever takes your fancy, but don’t forget to form all of the
characters in the correct stroke order and to flick and peter out each
stroke correctly.
Well done. That’s it. Oh, but now remove all the spaces from
between the words so that it appears as one big block of text.
OK, the fact that it’s as utterly divorced from English as you could
get doesn’t make Japanese bad I know. It’s not that it’s intrinsically
that difficult either, just so hugely time consuming that most
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foreigners get bored and drift away well before making any
meaningful progress. Just being able to form the sounds of the
words on the paper takes years of dedicated study, and yet is
something that could be achieved almost instantly in any alphabet
based language. In fact so few foreigners manage to really learn the
language that the Japanese are never quite sure how to deal with
them when they do. Here’s a true story to illustrate.
A few years ago I was making a short trip back to the UK. When
I got to the check-in counter we went through the normal procedure
of checks and questions. How many cases did I have? Was I
travelling alone? Did I have any soil or vegetables? (that one
always throws me a little). And of course, the familiar and
somehow comforting, had I packed my cases myself? It all seemed
to be proceeding swimmingly until I politely requested one of the
bulk head seats immediately next to the emergency exit.
“Oh I’m terribly sorry sir,” came the reply, “I’m afraid that
won’t be possible. “You see, in the unlikely event of an emergency,
the passengers sitting next to the exits are requested to guide other
passengers to safety and because of this these seats are only
available to those who speak Japanese”.
Loathed to give up on the idea of a seat with more legroom I let
on that our entire conversation thus far had actually been conducted
solely in Japanese; neither I, nor the beautiful but dim check-in lady
had spoken a single word of English. This revelation obviously
caught her slightly off guard. She furrowed her brow deeply for a
moment, eyes rolling, checking that there was no trickery going on
and then replied. “Yes you’re right,” she said “well in that case that
will be fine sir. Seat 21B right by the door.”
Thinking back on that story now even I find it hard to believe,
but incidents of this nature are surprisingly common. A similar one
happened to a friend at the local post office. He explained that he’d
come to pick up a registered parcel that he’d missed earlier in the
day. “I’m sorry I don’t speak English,” came the reply from the
young assistant until my friend explained, slowly and deliberately,
“I am now speaking Japanese”, and after that everything was fine.
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The problems I should point out was not with my friend’s ability in
Japanese, it was pretty much flawless and had to be for his job as a
simultaneous interpreter. No the problem was simply that the lady
had just been unable to engage her mind in time. She’d seen the
foreigner come in, thought ‘English’, and in the ensuing panic all
speech recognition circuitry had gone into temporary paralysis.
At work, as a little side line, I teach a couple of classes of Japanese.
The students, mostly marketing guys and management, are keen to
understand and impress our Japanese clients. In the space of about a
year we’ve covered a fair bit and most seem to be enjoying the
challenge. Last week, on his return from a trade conference in
Japan one of the guys in the class came rushing over to see me
looking like he’d been short-changed. He explained how he’d met
some Japanese customers at the conference, had exchanged
greeting cards just as I’d taught him, and had then politely
introduced himself in Japanese exactly as we’d practised. To his
horror the Japanese delegates “nearly fell over” and then scurried
away at the first opportunity.
“Don’t worry,” I reassured him, “They do that all the time”.
The point I’m getting around to is this. In most countries I know
language is not really that much of a big issue. As a foreigner you
either speak the language or you don’t. If you do that’s great. If you
don’t and are interested, there are ample opportunities to learn and,
by and large, people will make allowances for the fact that you’re
not perfect. If you’re not interested, that too is up to you, and
nobody really gives a tinker’s cuss.
In Japan, things are different. Probably because of the long
history of isolation from the rest of the world, the Japanese have not
really worked out how they should react to foreigners speaking or
struggling with their language. If you know nothing but a couple of
simple greetings I can still guarantee that someone will tell you that
you’re Japanese is excellent. If you genuinely are good, they may
compliment you in the same manner, or, as with my friend’s post
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office story, may utterly fail to cope with your existence. There’s no
logic to it and whichever way it goes, the language issue is never
allowed to lie. Ball and chain like, it acts as constant reminder that
you can never fit in and never go back. Yes, I’ll admit that at first
the flattery, the attention, and the little incidents all add a twist of
excitement to life, but surprisingly quickly it starts to sit heavily.
Foreign residents are not allowed to just be. Trite reactions and
responses put them in fear of ever saying ‘pardon’ or ever being
caught with a Japanese newspaper or book. In desperation many are
simply bored into submission. In search of a quiet life they opt to
play up to expectations, or, after being told for the hundredth time,
end up believing that the language really is too difficult to learn. As
someone who’s spent what feels like a lifetime with my own ball
and chain, I find that sad. I can’t help feeling that the Japanese are
selling themselves short, and I can’t help feeling that Japan would
be a lot more enjoyable for foreigners if they were allowed to
struggle, grapple with, and then delight in the language on their
own terms.
So there you have it. As I said at the start, it’s only with
considerable reluctance that I raise these points at all, but from a
purely rational perspective the weaknesses of the Japanese
language are simply too numerous to ignore.
The complexities of the language have not gone unnoticed by
the Japanese either and there’s even a society that promotes doing
away with the present Japanese scripts completely and adopting a
Romanized alphabetic system instead. Known as “The Society for
the Romanization of the Japanese Alphabet”. I’ve just translated
their key objective which proudly states,
“We believe the future of Japan lies in the education of its
people. In order to improve the level of education, the written form
which serves as the tool of all learning, must be changed to a
Romanized Japanese script that is both easy to learn and easy to
use. Our goal is to do all possible to promote the adoption of such a
script.”
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They’re clearly serious in their proposals although I can’t really
see it catching on, and interestingly their website is written only in
standard Japanese without a roman letter in sight.
I’m curious to know more, but to be honest I don’t think I’ll be
joining up just yet. Ridiculously complex as the Japanese language
is, there can surely be no quick fix. We’ll simply have to carry on
loving and hating it until the problems evolve away naturally. And
yes kids, if you’re reading this, those annoying trips to Japanese
school each Saturday won’t be ending anytime soon.
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Elementary Education
Take a Bow

W

hen I got home from work yesterday my son came
rushing out to greet me. He’d received yet another
parcel from his school in Japan, this time with a small
letter from every boy and girl in his old class.
Naturally there was also a letter from his teacher, and remembering
that he liked origami, she’d also included some amazing creations
she’d made specially. I was so touched I nearly cried and was
reminded yet again just how fantastic Japanese elementary schools
really are.
It’s not difficult to find criticism of schools in Japan. It seems to
be common knowledge that they’re too authoritarian and too quick
to quash free thought and imagination. Of course I can’t vouch for
all schools in the country, but from my own experience of
elementary schools at least, this simply isn’t true. They offer a nofrills quality education that focuses heavily on the three R’s and the
importance of good health and social skills.
It’s a system where there’s no lottery for a place at the local
school, no need for campaigns to encourage kids to walk there, and
no pleading with parents not to block roads with their four-by-
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fours. A system where there are no worries about earrings or
graffiti. No ceaseless debate about how to teach maths. No worries
about school lunches, who’ll eat them, who’s allergic to what, or
what it would be politically incorrect to serve up. No sharing of
desks or text books or classrooms. No teachers who think it’s OK to
chew gum in class, to arrive at the school with the kids or to leave
as they leave. No farcical sports days without winners or losers.
And no religious indoctrination. In summary it’s a common-sense
system that just gets on with the job in hand. Let me walk you
through a typical school day.
All children attend their local elementary school and all children
walk there whatever the weather. Children living within the same
area are organized into groups of up to about seven or eight. Each
morning they meet at a designated spot at an elected time, the eldest
child in the group taking on the role of leader and looking over the
others. Once all are present the children march off, taking care to
remain in single file and at all times behind the leader who guides
them on the designated route to the school. There’s no adult
supervision and groups of unchaperoned children snaking their way
to school each morning make a familiar start to the day.
Once within the school grounds the walking groups quickly
disperse. As the children enter the school building they remove
their outside shoes, stow them in the shoe box, and put on their
indoor pumps. At elementary school there’s no school uniform but
there are clear rules on what is and isn’t acceptable in terms of
appearance and attire.
Most schools look remarkably similar with classrooms on two
or even three floors and buildings fronting on to a central play area
or sports ground. The children make their way to their classroom
and as they do so are reminded of the importance of polite greetings
by signs on the walls. Teachers and elders met along the way are
greeted with a formal “Ohayo Gozaimasu” – “Good Morning”,
friends and equals with a simple “Ohayo”.
After checking in at the classroom there’s time to chat with
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friends or play outside before the Big-Ben inspired chimes sound
the commencement of activities. As the teacher enters the
classroom the day’s two elected leaders step up promptly to the
front of the room and in faltering harmony issue commands to their
classmates. “Kiritsu, Rei, Chakuseki” – the familiar chant repeated in
every class in every school across the nation – “Stand, Bow, Sit”.
They exchange greetings with the teacher and the class before
announcing the start of the first lesson.
The majority of teachers in elementary schools are women and
they’re superbly suited for the job. Inherent Japanese dedication
and professionalism make them not only ideal teachers but, far
more importantly, ideal role models for the children under their
supervision. They’re exemplary examples of good timekeeping,
good organization, good hygiene, and good manners. They work
long hours from early morning until long after the kids have gone
home and spend most of the summer holidays in school as well.
They periodically visit every child’s house to get to know the
parents and the home environment, and if a child is absent from
school they’ll soon be on the phone to make sure all is well. They
are truly dedicated to their jobs and rightfully respected in the
community.
The school day is usually split into five study periods; three before
lunch and two after. The emphasis in elementary school is very
much on the teaching of Japanese and maths but there’s also stress
on the importance of social skills and manners. The start and end of
each lesson is marked by the familiar chimes and by the day’s class
leaders popping up to the front of the room to make regular
announcements.
Each subject has its own beautifully illustrated and annually
updated textbook, and every child in the nation receives new copies
at the start of each academic year. The books are theirs to keep and
the children are responsible for checking the timetable and bringing
the right books to school on the right days.
With the morning’s study complete it’s time for lunch; taken in
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the classroom just like the lessons. The elected lunch monitors head
off to pick up the day’s rations whilst the rest of the children
rearrange their desks into a number of small dining tables. The
lunch monitors dish out the food and everyone, including the
teacher, tucks in. There’s no choice available and no Jamie Oliver
inspired debate about nutrition. It’s just a simple yet well balanced
meal that’s eaten by all without fuss.
When everyone’s finished the dishes are cleared away and the
children then set about cleaning the school. Every child in the
school does some form of cleaning each day. They sweep the
classroom, mop the floors in the corridor, tidy the entrance halls,
and even clean the toilets, and only when everything’s spotless do
they then head outside to play.
The Big-Ben chimes signal a return to study and there are a
couple more lessons in the afternoon before the day’s done. It’s not
all study though, far from it. There’s ample time set aside
throughout the week for PE and lots of sports clubs that the kids are
heavily encouraged to join. And on the insufferably hot days of
summer there are regular sessions in the outdoor swimming pools
that all elementary schools are equipped with as standard.
As in the mornings, the children walk home by themselves or
with their friends. They take all their books and equipment home
with them each day, carrying them in heavy black or red leather
rucksacks. On most days they have some homework but nothing
too much. Usually a page or so aimed at recapping the days maths
or newly acquired Chinese characters. And so it goes on, repeated
with only slight deviations in every school across the land. My own
kids have experienced two elementary schools and I’ve spoken to
kids in countless others; I’ve never yet found a child who doesn’t
like school at this age.
By coincidence last night's entertainment on the Japanese channel
on our satellite TV was a heated debate about education. Politicians
and parents from across the land were busy being most un-Japanese
in protesting the pros and cons of what's become known as Yuttori
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kyouiku – ‘Relaxed education’.

It all started in about 2002 when, in response to problems such
as stress and bullying in the school system, the Ministry of
Education decided it was time to lighten up a little. School on
Saturdays was gradually fazed out and, according to many parents
on the show, the depth and breadth of material taught was slashed.
Yuttori kyouiku has rarely been out of the news since.
Some of those on the panel were clearly in favour of the new
system and obviously comfortable with the idea that their kids were
unlikely to die of stress induced heart failure anytime soon. Others
though were not so keen. One guy got so irate he launched into a
long and scathing attack on the government; first explaining how he
held them personally accountable for neglecting their responsibility
to nurture the next generation of Japanese leaders, and then letting
on that his golf handicap had taken a serious beating since being
forced to look after his own offspring on Saturday mornings. It was
all very strange and I can’t say I even began to really understand
what all the panic was about. Slightly more relaxed than previous
generations it may be, but the elementary education system in Japan
is still undoubtedly amongst the very best in the world.
Last year I was asked by a friend of my wife if I’d consider popping
into the elementary school were she taught to meet her class and
talk to them about English. She explained that although formal
English tuition didn’t begin until the kids moved up to the next
school, they did try to slot in a couple of taster lessons, and anyway,
it would be wonderful for the children to meet a ‘real foreigner’.
I can’t say that I was overly besotted with the whole idea, but
two weeks later on a fine Spring morning, turned up at Aoyama
Elementary School at 9:30 as agreed. Sugiura sensei was waiting
for me at the sturdy school gates and as we crossed the forecourt
she thanked me again for coming and let on how much her class
had been looking forward to this day. Shoes exchanged for indoor
slippers, she led the way to her classroom at the end of a long
corridor on the second floor. The children were waiting excitedly,
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and as she slid back the door they could hardly contain their
delight. A few inevitable shrieks of ‘Wooooow, a foreigner,’ and
‘Look, it’s got blue eyes,’ were allowed to run their course before
the class were ordered to their feet with the usual ‘Stand, Bow, Sit’
routine and Sugiura san took the reins.
She introduced them to the ‘real foreigner’ standing nervously
on the platform in front of their blackboard and then asked politely
that I explain a little of where I was from and what I was made of.
Thirty five starry eyed faces stared up as I carefully printed my
name on the board, drew some wildly inaccurate maps of Europe
and the UK, and opened their minds to gems of wisdom such as the
fact that we ate bread in the UK and that I’d come to Japan on an
aeroplane.
After ten minutes or so that felt more like a decade, the teacher
stepped back in to announce that it was now ‘Question Time’, and
that the children may ask me anything they liked. A few of the
more confident boys shot up their hands straight away and others
quickly followed as they realized I really would provide an answer.
Did I speak American?
Could I eat rice?
Was I good at baseball?
Did I like the Giants baseball team?
Could I use chopsticks?
What was my favourite food?
Did I like to put spice in my ramen noodles?
Did we have ramen noodles in America?
Did I like McDonalds hamburgers?
Did I know David Beckham?
Was I David Beckham?
And my favourite of all;
If I was a real foreigner why did I speak Japanese?
Most of the kids eventually had a turn and then Sugiura sensei
suggested that perhaps Tanaka san, a shy but highly intelligent
looking girl sitting at the far side of the room, might like to ask me
a question in English.
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Sugiura sensei let on that Tanaka san had only recently returned
to Japan after living in America for five years when her Dad was
there on business. Tanaka san turned bright red and let on she was
clearly uncomfortable with being singled out in this way.
Eventually though, after much encouragement from her classmates
– “Come on Tanaka, let’s here you speak some foreign to the
gaijin,” – she obliged with a question.
“Do you like the school system in Japan”? she asked in a
flawless American accent to the delight of both teacher and
classmates.
“Yes”, I assured them all with a big thumbs up. “I like it very
much.”
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Natural Disasters
Shake, Rattle, ‘n’ Roll

P

eople sometimes talk of days or moments in history that
will always stick in their minds: the Apollo moon landing,
the assassination of Kennedy, the death of Diana, that sort
of thing.
My date is Tuesday the 17th of January 1995. It was about a
quarter to six in the morning and I was tucked up in futon with my
good lady wife. Suddenly, bang! The lampshade in the bedroom
started to swing violently, a few things toppled over, and the walls
started to bang in a way that walls are not normally expected to.
Now, as you probably know, earthquakes in Japan are by no means
abnormal events, but unlike most of the others I’d experienced this
one seemed to go on for what felt like an awfully long time. Still,
no point in getting up I thought. No point in panicking. We’re both
fine, no major damage, just another earthquake. How wrong I was.
It was only when I eventually got into work that I gradually
came to realize what had actually happened. What we’d
experienced was not a fairly strong local tremor as I’d initially
presumed, but merely the tiniest ripples of one gargantuan
earthquake some 580 km to the West in Kobe. This was not a good
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start to the day and it went from bad to worse as the news reports
slowly trickled in. “100 dead”. “200 dead”. “Reports coming in of
500 fatalities”, “No, maybe even 1000…”, and so it went on
throughout the day.
By the time I headed home the figure was well into the
thousands, and when counting was eventually finished some weeks
later the numbers had reached more than 5000 people. The misery
and destruction wrought in just 20 seconds by this, the Great
Hanshin earthquake as it came to be known, was staggering. 5100
people dead. 90,000 buildings destroyed. 800,000 houses with no
gas or water. 300,000 people homeless. Hundreds of fires burning
out of control.
Entire areas of Kobe and the surrounding towns had been
completely flattened, and as only a tiny fraction of the residents had
any kind of earthquake insurance, thousands and thousands of
ordinary Japanese citizens had lost everything. The total cost? Well
if monetary figures mean anything at all under such circumstances,
the total cost is said to have been somewhere between 150 and 200
billion US dollars.
This was a real shock to the system, but what was almost as
shocking was the realization that, even with a whopping magnitude
of 7.2, this earthquake was only a baby. It pales into insignificance
when compared to the magnitude 8.3 Tokyo earthquake of 1923
that claimed a staggering 142,000 lives and almost totally destroyed
the capital. It’s easy to forget that Richter magnitude is actually a
logarithmic scale. With each whole number difference comes a ten
fold increase in the amplitude of ground motion. It’s almost
impossible to imagine, but the Tokyo earthquake would therefore
have been about ten times stronger than the one in Kobe.
There have been plenty of others too. In fact, Japan has
thousands of earthquakes every year and although the vast majority
are only slight tremors there are many others that are pretty scary.
As you'd expect, the Japanese have become fairly numb to
earthquakes and tend not to panic. There are now strict guidelines
for shake resilience in public buildings, regular emergency
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rehearsals, and earthquake drills in schools. Vast sums of money are
pumped into the research institutions where scientists toil day and
night on providing advance warning of pending calamity. So does
this all mean that people sleep easy in their futons at night? Well
unfortunately no, not if they've got any sense, and there are two
very good reasons why not.
First, despite all the institutions, despite all the effort and hi-tech
equipment, and despite all the investment, earthquake prediction is
about as reliable as a paper parachute. Short term prediction may
have some tiny degree of success. By closely monitoring for
abnormalities in underground water levels and rock pressure it’s
possible, in theory at least, for scientists to give a moment’s notice
of the likely occurrence of a shake-up. Of course, not that this is of
the slightest use. It may give you time to get out of your house, but
you're just as likely to be killed when it falls on top of you or when
you get crushed by the tower block or elevated highway next door.
Still, better than nothing I agree.
The second reason why people don’t sleep easy at night is that,
although the scientists can’t agree on a date, they’re all thrilled to
acknowledge that Tokyo is now living on borrowed time. Yes that’s
right. Looking at the patterns over hundreds of years of destruction
it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to work out that the next ‘big one’
is pretty much imminent. Now of course, as nobody knows the
exact date or time, there’s not the slightest thing that anyone can do
to prepare. They have no alternative but to head off to work as
normal each morning and hope that the wife and house are still
there when they get back. The only thing that can be said with any
certainty is that, when it does happen, all the preparation in the
world is unlikely to make the slightest difference.
Of course the earthquakes themselves are not the only worry.
The tidal waves (or tsunami) that they frequently trigger can be just
as terrifying. Because of its mountainous terrain, most people in
Japan live along a fairly narrow coastal strip of land. Not
surprisingly therefore, with every passing tremor there’s
considerable interest in whether a wave the size of an apartment
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block is likely to be passing through in the next few minutes. The
magnitude 7.8 earthquake in Hokkaido in 1993 triggered one such
surge. With only minutes warning it smashed into the nearby island
of Okushiri causing 800 million dollars worth of damage and
killing 120 people. Now, did I mention the typhoons?
I’m looking at my son’s geography textbook that conveniently
provides an interesting table of the most costly and fatal natural
disasters that have occurred in Japan since the Tokyo quake of
1923. It makes for gruesome yet fascinating reading.
Not surprisingly, in terms of individual fatalities earthquakes
still top the table. But what I hadn't fully appreciated until now was
how many fatalities are associated with Japan’s frequent typhoons.
Late September and early October is typhoon season in Japan. They
spiral in from the South Pacific, each given an impersonal number
rather than name. The weather forecast at this time of year plots,
with fairly amazing accuracy, the expected course and time of
arrival of each one. Often they veer off towards China or Korea at
the last minute and the only effect is a day or so of strong winds and
minor damage. Some however miss the turn, and as my list makes
clear, the damage and death toll when they do can be considerable.
According to my statistics, the famous Ise-wan super typhoon
(number 15) of 1959 killed an incredible 5,098 people, injured over
30,000 and destroyed 833,965 homes. That seems to be the biggest
one on the list, but the disquieting thing is that typhoons that kill
between one and three thousand people are not that unusual. Let’s
see, 1934, 1945, 1947, 1954, 1958, 1959…and so it seems to go on,
slightly worrying as Japan gets between 20 and 30 of these every
year.
Now, on to volcanoes and some other amazing statistics that I
had no idea of.
According to the textbook, Japan has more than 40 active
volcanoes, and hundreds of others that are just taking a little bit of a
rest at the moment. Needless to say, they’re all closely monitored
for activity, and none more so than Sakurajima at the extreme
southern tip of Kyushu. This, believe it or not, erupted some 200
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times in 1996 causing pandemonium in the neighbouring city of
Kogoshima. A city in which thousands and thousands of people
have decided would be a really good place to settle down, buy a
house, and raise a family.
Another hot spot, and one that I vividly remember watching on
the news on TV, is Mt. Unzen. This burst back to life in 1993 killing
43 people including one photographer who’d decided to climb up
for a closer look and was promptly chased back down by an angry
pyroclastic flow. Some people are so stupid it’s bewildering.
Anyway, this is all starting to get a little bit depressing so I think
I’ll leave it there. Japan is still a great country to visit with a lot
going for it. It has great food, courteous people, and some
magnificent scenery. The chances of being the victim of any kind of
crime are laughably insignificant, but unfortunately opportunities
for being shaken, crushed, blown, drowned, or melted to death are
just a little too abundant for my liking.
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Crime and Punishment
What Goes Around...

B

ara-bara is a Japanese word meaning scattered, separate,
or disjointed. Anything can be bara-bara from a

uncoordinated outfit to a messy filing system or broken
object, but its most common use these days seems to be in
the context of body parts being unexpectedly separated from the
places where you’d normally expect to find them.
The latest of these bara-bara satsujin jiken or ‘dismemberment
crimes’ took place just a couple of month ago. On this occasion a
17 year old boy hacked off his mother’s head, popped it into a
carrier bag and took it along to the local internet café where he
spent several hours surfing and listening to music before taking a
cab to the police station and casually confessing to the crime in the
same impenitent manner. Naturally this all sparked considerable
media interest, and the fact that this was only the latest in what
seems like a growing trend in such bizarreness gave rise to yet
another round of articles bemoaning the demise in safety. And yet,
macabre as incidents such as this truly are, Japan remains an almost
ludicrously safe place in which to live despite all the doom and
gloom in the nations press.
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A recent trip to the US brought home to me just how
conditioned to safety the Japanese are. Sitting on a bench in San
Francisco I heard Japanese voices and looked up to see what was
happening. A Japanese family; Father, Mother, and teenage
daughter, had just hired some bicycles and were being issued with
tourist maps and instructions. Unusually they seemed to speak
almost no English and the guy from the rental company was
desperately trying to tell them to take off their cameras and
designer handbags and put them into the locking basket on the front
of each bike. Clearly this was to avoid any problems with bag
snatchers (who tend to zero in on the Japanese like bees round a
honey pot) but they just didn’t want to know and clearly had no
intention of following the advice. This all went on for several
minutes until I could stand it no longer and stepped up to play the
good Samaritan.
“He’s trying to tell you that if you don’t want to get your camera
stolen it would be better to lock it in here.” I told them and at once
the penny dropped.
“Oh thank-you,” the lady said "does that sort of thing happen
around here then". After years cocooned in the safety blanket
provided by their society, the Japanese are most definitely not
'street wise'.
To put the crime scene in Japan back into perspective I’ve just been
wading through some statistics. I've been unable to find the very
latest figures but according to the “Seventh United Nations Survey
of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems” the
total number of crimes recorded in Japan for the years 1998 to 2000
was 192 per 10,000 people. That clearly doesn't mean a great deal
until you consider that the corresponding figure for the United
Kingdom was 856 and for the United States 801, and things quickly
start to fall back into proportion.
The figures are even more impressive when broken down into
categories of specific crimes. According to the statistics, the
chances of being murdered in the UK are 2.8 times higher than in
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Japan, the chances of being burgled are 5.9 times higher, and the
chance of being raped are 7.9 times higher. That all makes for some
alarming, or perhaps rather reassuring news, depending on your
whereabouts as you read this, but the statistics I'm particular
interested in are those for assault.
In Japan there are 3.4 assaults for every 10,000 people; in the
UK it’s 74.6. That's very nearly 22 times higher. Yes, if you happen
to live in the UK you’re a whopping 22 times more likely to be
physical attacked or assaulted in some way than somebody in
Japan. Shocking eh?
In fact I’d even argue that for anyone living a normal life the
chances of being assaulted in Japan are probably far lower. I lived
in Japan for about twelve years and during that time probably saw
more of the country than most Japanese ever will. I've travelled
alone down dark alleys and through strange cities, I've hung out
with weirdos and company presidents alike, and hitchhiked with
wads of cash in my pockets. I've pretty much broken every street
sense rule in the book and yet never once had any trouble or even
remotely felt like I was in the slightest danger. I don't think I've ever
even seen any trouble and certainly don't know the Japanese words
for ‘lager-lout’ or ‘happy-slapping’.
I can think of five possible reasons why crime is still rare in
Japan.
The first, and probably still the most important, concerns the
place of the individual as a mere cog in society; part of some larger
entity rather than a self-contained and self-governing body within
their own right. In Japan your place within the hierarchical pecking
order of your group dictates the boundaries for your behavior and
demeanor, just as those of your group as a whole are dictated by
those of a larger ordering. Even today the Japanese tend naturally to
view people in terms of the group: the family, the school, or the
company for example, and any trouble, particularly criminal, will
have serious ramifications on the entire group. In many companies,
if an employee becomes embroiled with the law they’ll invariably
be sacked in order to prevent blemishing the company’s image and
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reputation. The employee’s spouse may also be put under severe
pressure, and even the kids may face a tough time at school. The
simple point is that this tendency towards a group mentality has
kept, and still keeps, crime under control. By veering from the
straight and narrow you bring a wave of shame that ripples through
all aspects of your life and this still acts as a serious deterrent to all
but the most hardened or dim-witted of criminals.
Another factor is undoubtedly the very visible presence of the
police. The system centres around the use of kouban or small police
huts scattered liberally through-out town centres, along busy rounds
and intersections, and particularly in front of railway stations. Each
is manned by perhaps three or four officers and usually houses
nothing more than a front desk and tiny back room, not much larger
than a sizeable garden shed. The officers spend most of their days
just maintaining a visible presence. In Japan, police officers are
affectionately known as omawarisan, a word meaning simply, a
person who ‘goes around’. When not monitoring the surrounds
from in front of their hut, they’re to be found living up to their
name going round their beat on bicycles or small motorcycles. This
and the sheer number of kouban is obviously a considerable
deterrent to crime and also serves to maintain the normality of the
police. The them-and-us mentality that sparks resentment of the
police is largely lacking in Japan and so therefore is the desire to
break or fight against the system.
Approachable and familiar the police may be but, being
Japanese police, they’re also utterly professional and meticulous in
their work. The conviction rate; that’s the number of convictions
(whether correct or incorrect) as a percentage of crimes committed,
is far higher than in most Western countries. And in addition, once
found guilty the convict is in for a no-nonsense excursion designed
to shock some sense back into them. The penal system doesn’t
burden its guests with concerns over their constitutional rights,
dietary or religious requirements, or any other such issues of
political correctness. There’s no madness such as the provision of
games consoles or the hiring of celebrity chefs and nobody, not
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even the convicts themselves, would ever demand or expect this.
Japan also maintains the death penalty and over recent years
have become increasingly partial to its use with more inmates now
on death row than at any time since the end of the war. Its existence
rarely comes under scrutiny and is completely accepted by the vast
majority of the population.
The police do of course have some challenges to keep them
busy, not least of which is the organized crime syndicate known as
the Yakuza. The Yakuza, sometimes called the Japanese mafia, are
particularly prevalent in and around the city of Osaka and make
their money primarily by extorting illegal protection money from
residents and shopkeepers. Highly illegal as all this is, there is
however a plus side in that the Yakuza are often seen as the rightful
caretakers of crime. To a certain extent they serve as an active
deterrent to other criminals who may otherwise encroach on their
territory. In fact, unless you move in the circles of extortion, drug
running, or the sale of illegal firearms, the Yakuza pose almost no
real danger to the public at large.
One final reason for the traditionally low incidence of crime
could also be the strength of the Japanese economy. Although now
slowly changing, the vibrant economy has no doubt played some
part in removing the very incentive for crime itself. The distribution
of wealth has always been fairly even with most being in stable,
long-term employment and neither excessively rich nor poor.
Of course, as reported in the press, I know that Japan is
changing at a truly dizzying speed, and an increase in crime is a
distressing and yet probably inescapable side effect. As Japan
becomes ever more Westernized and traditional relationships in
family and society break down, the natural checks that served to
maintain the harmony for so long are slowly crumbling. But
statistics can be misleading and it’s certainly not as bad as the
media, quick to latch on to such stories, would have us believe.
Alarming as the increase in bara-bara decapitation crimes is, the
fact that they’re invariably committed by seemingly ordinary
citizens on members of their own family is probably more
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indicative of inabilities to cope with change and the pressures of
modern Japanese life, than an indication of danger levels in the
country per se.
Despite all the statistics, for me the matter remains a simple one.
The fact that I can still walk the streets of Japan at any time of day
or night without even the slightest concern for my personal safety is
a true luxury and without question one of the very best things that
the country has to offer.
Now, where did I put that meat cleaver?
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Environment
Spotting the Elephant

B

efore I get going with this I want to set out a little
disclaimer. Logical or not, I want to divorce the
environment in general from issues and concepts of
environmentalism. I want to consider the ‘physical
surroundings and conditions’ without getting into debates about
carbon footprints, CO2 emissions, or statistics on acid rain. To put
it simply, I want to look at the results rather than the causes. It’s not
that I don’t think Japan has a problem with these things. It certainly
does. But so does the UK, the US, and every other country I’ve ever
visited. Cultural and historical quirks lead to differing
manifestations of the problems from one nation to the next but, with
certain obvious exceptions at both ends of the spectrum, it’s all
much the same. Statistics are endless and comparisons largely
meaningless.
What is very real however is the effect that all of the above has
on the look and feel of a place. Politically incorrect it no doubt is,
but I still feel it should be possible to say instinctively whether a
place is nice or not; whether that feeling in your gut tells you that
it’s better or worse than somewhere else. Just as I can state quite
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categorically that sushi is ‘better’ that beans on toast, I can also
inform you that, in terms of the environment; the physical
appearance of the place, Japan is somewhat lacking.
But before I go on, let’s first make sure that you’re familiar with
the geography of the country. Japan is made up of four main
islands. The diamond shaped one at the top is Hokkaido. The big
banana shaped one in the middle is Honshu. The one in the south is
Kyushuu, and the small one sandwiched in the middle is Shikoku.
Honshu, by far the biggest island, is home to 10 of the 12
Japanese cities with populations in excess on one million, and most
of these are concentrated on a long and fairly narrow coastal plain
on the Eastern side of the country. The five most populace of
Japan’s 47 prefectures alone – Tokyo, Osaka, Kanagawa, Aichi,
and Saitama – are all within this area and these alone account for a
whopping 35% of the entire population. (Source: Japan Statistics
Bureau, MIC). Not surprisingly then, all this concentration has
some striking implications.
Firstly, as I’m sure you can imagine, it gets a little crowded. As
this is the area of the country with the people, the markets, and the
infrastructure, all of Japan’s industrial and corporate giants have
their headquarters here. If you want to earn any real money in Japan
you’re pretty much forced into this region.
Secondly, there’s obviously a striking difference between this
Japan and the Japan of everywhere else; they’re a million miles
apart. The point then is, that unless you happen to be an artist,
lumberjack, or ski instructor, the place in which you’re likely to
make your home is not going to be that picturesque.
My family moved back to the UK about 8 years ago. We live about
30 minutes from London in a small market town. The town has one
of everything but is small enough to feel cozy and local. From my
house I can stroll down to the shops in about 10 minutes and pick
up whatever I need. If I walk the other direction I can be at the
railway station in a similar time and can jump onto a train that takes
me straight into London with only one stop along the way. And yet,
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despite the convenience, despite the fact that we’re far from rich,
it’s a thoroughly nice and lovely place to live. The house fronts on
to a small cul-de-sac which is safe and quite, to the rear I have a
fantastic view of green fields and trees. Even the journey into
London is pleasant. If I go in the car, the motorway sweeps through
woods and fields and makes for a lovely drive. If I take the train the
journey affords some fantastic views across the rolling hills. In both
cases, it’s only when you actually get into the shabby outskirts of
London itself that things start to deteriorate.
It’s this ‘pleasantness’ that’s lacking in Japan.
Last year we stayed in Japan for a few months and in many
respects our situation was comparable to that in UK. Like in the
UK, we lived in a city in the commuter belt, about 45 minutes from
Tokyo. Like the UK, the city was pleasant enough and had a good
selection of all the facilities you could need. Like in the UK, I could
walk to the station and jump on a train that whizzed me effortlessly
into the capital. It had a lot going for it, but in terms of the quality
of the environment it simply didn’t compare. Our apartment was
overlooked on all sides by houses and even factories, it was plagued
by needless noise and light pollution as only Japan can be, and
there were few places for the children to play without a trip in the
car to get there. For sure there are some nice places in Japan, even
within the urban belt, but they’re certainly not easy to come by even
for the super-rich.
I’m well aware that there are many very good reasons,
geographical and historically, why Japan is as it is, but when the
chips are down it has to be acknowledged that the living
environment is far from ideal. It’s the one thing, more than any
other, that really lets the nation down, and although concepts of
‘pleasantness’ are obviously culture-bound I'm sure that most
Japanese would agree with me on this.
About a year ago the English 'street artist' Banksy (Robert Banks)
proudly revealed his latest work to the eagerly awaiting press. As I
recall he’d taken a live Indian elephant, painted it from head to toe
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in a floral wallpaper pattern reminiscent of that my Grandma used
to have in her front room, and then persuaded it to stand in a mock
up living room decorated with exactly the same wallpaper. His
message? Well, if there was one at all, it could have been
commissioned especially for Japan.
The Japanese are not blind. From annoyances at home and eye
opening trips abroad most have now spotted the elephant lurking
there behind the sofa and realised it's blocking out most of the light
from the window. They now just need to realize it would be happier
somewhere else.
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Baths and Hot Springs
Naked Truths

I

took the kids to the local swimming pool the other evening.
When we came out we all had a steaming hot shower, soaping
ourselves down thoroughly all over and washing our hair for
good measure. At bed time a mere couple of hours later I
casually informed Mrs. M. that the kids didn’t need to be put
through the normal bath routine as they’d just had a shower.
Oh dear. I was given a look of bemused disgust like someone
who’d just found half a slug in their salad and realized why the
olives were a little more bitter than normal. I may as well have said
the kids didn’t need any oxygen as I’d given them some earlier.
The daily bath in Japan is all about getting clean in roughly the
same way as dining in a fine restaurant is all about getting satiated;
it’s important granted, but there’s a lot more besides that matters
almost as much. Like brushing your teeth or eating dinner, the bath
is a vital part of the daily routine; to miss it just because one was
already clean would be unthinkable.
In case you’re not familiar with the setup I should probably set
the scene a little.
In Japan the bath is almost always taken at night. It’s a place to
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unwind and wash away the stresses and strains of the day. A
Japanese bathroom is exactly as the name implies, a room with a
bath and not much else. The toilet is kept separate in all but the
tiniest one room apartments and the entire bathroom used as a wetroom where you can splash about to your heart’s content. In the
typical house the bath itself will take up about half the area of the
room. The remaining space has a tiled floor with a drain to channel
away the excess water. There’ll be a shower mounted on the wall at
about chest height and invariably a small plastic or wooden stool on
which to sit.
The fundamental concept is that the actual washing takes place
outside of the bath. You sit on the stool and thoroughly soap
yourself down. The soap is then carefully rinsed off using the
shower, or by scooping water from the bath using the large ladle
type bucket provided. Only then, once you’re perfectly clean and
all rinsed off, do you get into the bath whilst double checking that
no soap comes in with you.
The bath itself is slightly different to that commonly found in
the West. It’s about half the length but far deeper allowing you to sit
completely immersed with the water up around your chin. Once in
the bath there’s nothing left to do but simply relax and soak away
your cares.
The evening bath is often shared by members of the family.
When the kids are small this is traditionally seen as the job of the
father – in fact it’s invariably the only job that the father does
around the house. This often continues even as the children grow
older; father and child washing each other’s backs seen as an idyllic
image of household serenity and an important few minutes of
togetherness in a land where there’s little spare time for parent child
bonding.
Because the washing is done outside of the tub the bath water
itself remains clean and is normally used by all members of the
family. The water is kept warm throughout the evening by a cover,
or, in more modern houses, by the bath itself that miraculously
maintains the water at a pre-set temperature.
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Of course, as in most countries, it’s only comparatively recently
that everyone has had the luxury of a bath in their own home.
Before such things were common, having a soak meant a stroll
down to the local sento or bath house. Although declining in
number, sento can still be found all over Japan and are frequented
by those such as myself who enjoy the experience for far more than
the luxury of utter cleanliness.
The traditional sento is a simple affair that’s usually been run as
a family business for several generations. There’ll be two
entrances, one for men and one for women. As you enter you
remove your shoes and pay your money to the usually elderly
attendant sitting on a raised platform between the doors. Both
men’s and women’s sections are split into two rooms. In the first
you remove your clothes and store them in the lockers provided.
Soap in hand you then proceed to the second room housing the
communal bath.
The same rules apply to those in your own home. Before getting
in, you first sit at any of the numerous wash areas and soap yourself
down all over. After showering off every last dreg of soap you’re
ready to get in and relax. Some of the bathers simply close their
eyes and switch off, but others like to engage in what’s referred to
as hadaka no tsukiai – naked communication – idle chit-chat
mulling over the weather and setting the world to rights.
There were a couple of sento in the town where I lived for many
years and I used to be friendly with the daughter of the family that
ran the one closest to my house. The girl in question never saw me
naked but her Grandmother did on a regular basis and certainly
liked to have a good look from her vantage point on the ticket
platform. I never really minded. As she was at least four times my
age it didn’t seem to matter and I’m sure she was merely curious to
see if Westerners really are as well-endowed as is commonly
believed. I can only hope I didn’t disappoint.
Although this kind of traditional sento are gradually
disappearing, the concept remains popular particularly since the
boom in ultra-modern super-sento from the early 90s. Found along
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highways and on the outskirts of towns where land is cheaper, the
super-sento is communal bathing on steroids. Often open 24 hours a
day, your entrance fee of about £3 provides access to a host of
different baths – indoor and out – in addition to saunas, jacuzzis,
restaurants, bars, and general relaxation areas.
If you’re bored of the normal soak you could even try the
‘electric bath’ where a combination of steel plates in the floor and
some very carefully calculated circuitry adds a tingle of excitement
sure to cure any hangover.
Of course to the Japanese, the sovereign of the soak is the onsen
or natural hot spring. Found all over the country onsen are God’s
compensation to the Japanese for living in a country where
volcanoes and tectonic fault lines are a little too close for comfort.
Onsen today are big business. Many have been developed into
luxurious hotel complexes where visitors of all ages enjoy a short
break and the thought that the mineral rich waters will live up to the
claims of enhancing beauty or relieving rheumatism and arthritis.
Living away from your own country for an extended period can be
difficult. Not through homesickness or any physical hardship but
simply because of the difficulty of maintaining ones own selfidentity. Eagerness to accept is misinterpreted as genuine
preference until you're left wondering who you are and unsure how
you really feel. Foreigners in Japan are no exception. Sashimi is an
‘acquired taste’ they'll inform you, sumo ‘refined in its simplicity’,
and enka music is ‘the true heart of Japan’.
Personally I've always tried hard to avoid this trap. Sashimi is
OK and so is sumo for that matter, but then again so is roast beef
and cricket. But of all the quintessentially Japanese experiences that
I'm sure I'm supposed to love, the one that I truly do is undoubtedly
the style of bathing. Beautifying minerals or not, there can be little
as utterly refreshing and relaxing, and a trip to the local sento or
onsen would definitely be high on my list of recommendations for
any Japan curious foreigner.
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Elections
Shout From the Top

I’

ve lived in Japan on and off for more than a dozen years
and yet confess to know only slightly more about the
Japanese political system than I do about the mysteries of
my car’s engine. The sum total of my knowledge is as

follows.
The modern Japanese political framework was modelled on
aspects from both the British and German systems and so all seems
fairly familiar.
Legislative power is vested in two bodies: the Government and
the Diet (or parliament). The Diet is made up of two houses: the
more powerful Shugiin – House of Representatives – commonly
known as the lower house, and the Sangiin – House of Councillors,
known as the upper house.
The Prime Minister is the head of Government and also leader
of cabinet called the naikaku.
There have been an incredible twelve prime ministers since I
first went to Japan in 1990; Kaifu, Miyazawa, Hosokawa, Hata,
Murayama, Hashimoto, Obuchi, Mori, Koizumi, Abe, Fukuda, and
now ?.
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The Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) has been in almost
continuous power since sometime in the 1950s.
All power, political or otherwise, was unceremoniously stripped
from the Emperor in 1945. The wartime Emperor, Hirohito, died in
1998 and the current Emperor, Akihito, took over. Today the
Emperor is merely the figurehead of the state although is still
hugely popular and much revered.
Elections to the House of Representatives are held every four
years, as are local elections at the prefectural, city, and village
levels. Elections to the House of Councillors are held every three
years.
That’s it I’m afraid. Not hugely impressive I know, although
having said that a similar precis of the mysteries that lie beneath the
bonnet of my car would have been considerably shorter. Anyway,
having little understanding of the inner workings of the Japanese
political system prevents me from passing meaningful judgement,
but what I certainly can comment on is the way in which elections,
both national and local, are fought and won.
I am the proud holder of a Japanese permanent residency visa.
The disappointingly unassuming stamp in my passport gives me the
same rights as a native Japanese but with the one exception of
denying me the vote. It would be nice to think I was enraged by
this, that I was campaigning tooth and nail for the glorious day
when I’ll be allowed to take my rightful place in the ballet booth. In
truth of fact, I couldn’t be less bothered. I’ve not the slightest
understanding of the difference between even the major political
factions and I’d never be able to reach a decision on who to vote
for.
Having said that, neither does anyone else from what I can see.
In fact, to make whole process of Japanese elections as fair as
possible, the annoying complications of politics, such as what the
candidates actually believe in, has been removed from the equation
all together. Instead a much more evenhanded system has been
introduced in which the winner is determined based upon which of
the hopefuls shouts the loudest.
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Shout loud enough and long enough and when Joe Suzuki gets
into the election booth and scans down the ballot paper it’ll be your
name that grabs his attention. That’s the theory anyway, and as far
as I can tell it seems to work pretty well.
Still let’s not be too critical. The candidates do show
considerable imagination and originality when it comes to finding
new and ever more creative ways in which to launch their oral
bombardment.
A particular favourite of mine is to hire a light aircraft, usually a
Cessna, and have it flown at low altitude round and round above the
main residential area of town early on a Sunday morning with the
speakers mounted on the underside.
“GOOD-MORNING EVERYONE. I AM TANAKA. PLEASE
VOTE FOR ME. GOOD-MORNING EVERYONE. I AM
TANAKA. PLEASE VOTE FOR ME”.
Another technique has the speakers mounted on the roof of a
white election van that’s then driven at 2 mph round the centre of
town just when people are trying to get to work.
“HELLO EVERYONE. I AM TANAKA. VOTE FOR ME
PLEASE. HELLO EVERYONE. I AM TANAKA. VOTE FOR
ME PLEASE”.
If these fail to do the job you can always park the said election
van so that it blocks off access to the drop off zone in front of the
station, stand on the roof and address the happy commuters.
“I AM TANAKA. YOU WILL VOTE FOR ME PLEASE. I
AM TANAKA. YOU WILL VOTE FOR ME PLEASE”.
Or finally you could walk with a mobile speaker system and
entourage of yes-men around the main shopping streets in a more
personalized ground attack.
“HELLO. YES, YOU ON THE BIKE. I AM TANAKA. VOTE
FOR ME. HEY, YOU IN THE FISH SHOP, VOTE FOR
TANAKA”. YOU UP THERE ON THE BALCONY, TANAKA IS
THE ONE FOR YOUR VOTE”.
Of course if you escape Operation Shout-and-Bawl with its air
and ground campaigns, there are always the flyers jammed into
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your morning paper, and the posters that litter the parks and street
corners. To be honest I don’t really mind the posters and always
enjoy examining the different styles that have been adopted. My
favourites are the ones that show the candidate looking like he’s
just stepped out of the office after a really long day fighting for the
rights of the glorious Japanese citizens. Neck tie still on but slightly
loosened and strategically askew to reveal top button undone. Hair
neatly ruffled, sleeves rolled up, both arms raised slightly and fists
clenched in what the Japanese call the ‘guts pose’. Underneath, a
simple one liner brings it all together; “Onward; Upward” or
“Together. Moving forwards”, that sort of drivel. I love to ponder
on what goes through the minds of the people who design these
things. Do they really believe that people will be taken in by these
images? Are people taken in by these images? Does the lady in the
fish shop think, “Oh, I’m to vote for Tanaka, well that’s a weight off
my mind then.”, or does she just carry on with her shopping without
giving any of this a moment’s thought? It’s all pretty scary stuff
whichever way you look at it.
This really goes on in elections big and small all across Japan. I
know this, not only because, I’ve been subjected to it with
ridiculous regularity, but also because my wife’s uncle once ran in
the local elections and, to our utter consternation, managed to get
himself elected.
Like all the other candidates, he coughed up the non-refundable
deposit of several thousand pounds, got himself the standard white
election van, set up a campaign hut in a local car park, and bought
himself a whole truck load of really powerful megaphones. I have
absolutely no idea what he stood for, but being my uncle-in-law I’m
sure his policies were all completely above-board and highly
commendable. He didn’t mess about. Once incumbent he wasted
absolutely no time in declaring that he and some of the other city
officials would be making a two week study visit to a Canadian ski
resort to meet counterparts and exchange ideas on city planning and
a whole load of other important er, stuff.
I never found out what was garnered from the visit and saw no
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evidence of any change other than a healthy looking tan on his
return. Still, he did bring us back a big bottle of maple syrup and
some lovely smoked salmon so he gets my non-vote every time.
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Food
France, Eat your Heart Out!

T

ake a bunch of Japanese people, plonk them down in a
Western city and stay with them for a couple of meals and
one of the first Japanese words you’re sure to hear will be
kudoi. This is interesting as it’s a word, that in this context
at least, you won’t find in your dictionary. People can be kudoi and
in this sense they’d be verbose or loquacious, but in terms of food
and taste there’s simply no good English equivalent. It basically
means a thick or heavy, overpoweringly rich taste. A sensation that
announces its arrival by punching your taste buds in the guts and
then makes camp on your tongue like an unwelcome guest. It’s the
feeling that 99% of all Japanese will get when confronted with
enormous portions of calorie rich Western food that their bodies are
simply not used to processing. Of course I’m well aware that
judgements on the quality of any country’s food are obviously
subjective, but it can’t be denied that Japanese cuisine manages to
get ticks in more check boxes than most.
It is, first and foremost, healthy, and the fact that the Japanese
seem to outlive virtually all other nations on earth is probably far
from coincidental. According to data from the Organization for
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Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2005), 3.2% of
Japanese people have a body mass index of greater than 30kg/
sq.meter and may therefore be defined as clinically obese. By way
of comparison, the figure for the UK is 23% and for the US, a heart
stopping 30.6%. With statistics like this it’s no small wonder that
government ministers and celebrity chefs alike are searching
desperately for any foods that could even remotely be promoted as
wholesome or nourishing. Japanese cuisine seems to get increasing
mention these days but yet is invariably taken out of all context
with chefs preaching the health benefits of Japanese basics such as
miso-soup one minute, and dishing out recipes for double chocolate
fudge gateau and spotted dick the next.
Japanese cuisine certainly is healthy, not due to any wonder
ingredient or oriental enigma, but simply because, taken as a whole
it offers low calorie dishes of relatively small sizes based largely
around fish, fresh vegetables, rice and other pulses. Meat is eaten,
but fish is very much the mainstay of the traditional Japanese diet.
In fact, although common today, the eating of meat in Japan is a
comparatively recent occurrence and is still seen as somewhat nonJapanese. Meat consumption was formally banned sometime in the
Seventh Century after the arrival of Buddhism, and this tied in
nicely with similar beliefs in the native Shinto religion. Amazingly,
it was only with increasing contact with the West in the late
Nineteenth Century that attitudes started to change, and in an
attempt to breed a taller and sturdier population, the government
began to actively promote the addition of meat to the diet. It seems
to have worked as well. Meat is indeed popular today but there are
a couple of interesting things worth mentioning about the Japanese
taste for it.
As in West, it's beef that's very much seen as the daddy of the
meat world, yet it's bred rather differently than in most other places.
Unlike computers and mobile phones, Japanese cows don't readily
lend themselves to frenzied product re-launches every few months
to meet changes in market demand, but that doesn't stop the
Japanese going to incredible lengths to ensure that their cows
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produce, what's now widely acclaimed to be, the best beef in the
world. Known as wagyuu, Japanese beef comes from a number of
species of cow that are generally referred to as Kobe or Matsuzaka
beef depending on the region from which it's sourced.
To ensure the very finest quality meat, the cows are pampered
like royalty. They're fed a special and often secretive diet, receive
regular massaging sessions, and apparently have classical music
piped into the cow shed to keep them happy. More interestingly,
and famously in Japan, they're also topped up with a regular supply
or beer to keep them even happier. In short, no efforts are spared in
ensuring that these animals enjoy the cow equivalent of the good
life right up to the moment when Mozart's Symphony No.41 in C
major is unexpectedly interrupted by a sudden pain in the side of
the head and slit jugular. Still, at least as they look down from that
great green pasture in the sky they can feel happy in the knowledge
that they didn't give up their succulent flesh for nothing. All that
beer, music, and massaging results in a meat that's beautifully
marbled with the thin white lines of omega rich fat that in Japan are
seen as the embodiment of top quality beef. As you'd expect, the
monumental effort required to breed these animals doesn't come
cheaply. One hundred grams of this meat can cost anything from £6
to £60, making a traditional 8oz steak worth up to about £130 at
current exchange rates. Not that the Japanese normally eat their
beef in great wedges like that though, and instead prefer it in wafer
thin slices or die sized cubes that practically melt in the mouth in a
brief moment of gustatory ecstasy.
Interestingly the Japanese have never grown to love lamb in
quite the same way. Most Japanese will instinctively tell you that
both lamb and mutton have an unpleasant odour, although most will
probably never actually have tried it or even smelt it. Lamb does
however enjoy a degree of popularity in the northern island of
Hokkaido where it's usually eaten as jingisukan. Named after
Genghis Khan, it's a dish in which thin slices of lamb or mutton are
seared on a small convex griddle shaped into something that's
obviously been modelled on a Mongolian warrior's helmet. The
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meat and accompanying vegetables cook in no time at all and are
then dipped into a special seasoning sauce and usually washed
down with much beer and merriment. Delicious.
Today by far the most important difference between Japanese
and Western food lies in the size of the portions and their calorific
count. The Japanese, especially the young, now eat a fair amount of
what could roughly be defined as Western, or at least nontraditional Japanese food. They have bisuketo and ke-ki, hamuba-ga
and piza, yo-guruto and poteto chipu. But take any of these products
at random and compare it with a similar offering in the West and the
difference is staggering. The Japanese fare will typically be about
30% smaller in size and with about half the calories. This is surely
the danger of Western food and lifestyles. I’m not sure how much
longer they’ll be able to hold out, but as of yet, the Japanese have
managed to avoid the ‘supersize-me’ phenomena that now plagues
our lives.
In addition to being healthy, Japanese food is also delectable.
Some of the more weird and wonderful dishes I have to admit I'm
not crazy about, but the vast majority of normal Japanese food
tastes great to me. Interestingly, whilst writing this book I've had a
number of discussions with friends and colleagues who, after
returning from trips to Japan, have often commented that although
the food is admittedly nice, it's not what they'd describe as
delicious. In trying to understand this, and without wanting to
sound pompous and hackneyed, I can only say that the cuisine is an
acquired taste. I'd certainly agree that to the unaccustomed pallet it
lacks the immediate pleasure rush of many heavily flavoured dishes
from other Asian or even European countries, but instead offers
subtler tastes that perhaps take some time for our saturated pallets
to readjust to. Once acclimatized however I can equally testify that
the process is just as hard to reverse. I've been eating Japanese food
every day for close to 20 years now; as an ordinary English guy I do
occasionally get the urge for some fish and chips or a curry, but I
usually regret it almost immediately and suffer for several days
after. On reflection, this lack of an immediate high is no doubt the
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reason for the comparative scarcity of Japanese restaurants abroad,
but this too is now starting to change with the increasing
proliferation of cleverly marketed Japanese-themed restaurants
here in the UK.
Now, simple minded Englishman as I am, the fact that Japanese
cuisine is both tasty and healthy is pretty much good enough for
me, but in Japan that’s only half the battle. Food is designed to be
pleasing to more than just gustation. Although flavour is obviously
the primary concern, the visual appearance on the plate is not far
behind. As most standard Japanese meals involve helping oneself to
numerous small portions from a number of central dishes, the visual
appeal of each dish is seen as being intricately linked with how
appetizing the food is perceived to be. My usual ‘it all goes down
the same way’ attitude will certainly not wash. Each dish is
carefully designed to play on contrasting colours and shapes and
remain appealing until the end of the meal. Certain foods are even
prized merely for their decorative purposes, for the aroma they
bring, or for the sensation that they create on the pallet.
One final thing that makes Japanese food distinctive and
markedly different from here in the West, is the sheer variety of
items on offer. There’s an incredible array of foods from which to
pick. I have no idea of the statistics but I’d be happy to bet that the
number of items considered edible in Japan must be at least twice
that of most Western countries. Ask yourself how often at home
you go out for a meal and spy something on your plate that you
don’t recognize. I’m sure you’ll agree that it hardly ever happens
but in Japan it seems to be a fairly regular occurrence even to the
Japanese themselves. I can think of countless occasions, even after
years in Japan, when I’ve asked Japanese friends to identify
something on my plate and they’ve been as clueless as me.
Sometimes they’ve actually asked the manager or waitress but even
then have had to admit that they’ve never heard of the item in
question. Of course, this experience is even more common the
further you venture from home as each region of Japan has its own
foods and dishes that are probably not found elsewhere.
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But variation is also achieved through Japan’s love of seasonal
specialities. Summer is marked by cold noodles and refreshing eel,
Autumn by chestnut dishes and overly priced matsutake
mushrooms, Winter by steaming casseroles and shared favourites
like nabe (a fish based casserole) and shabu-shabu (thin slices of
meat and vegetables cooked by briefly dipping them into a
casserole of boiling stock). Each dish does more than bring the
required stamina or warmth that the season necessitates, it’s an
inseparable part of the season itself – the comforting reassurance of
Christmas pudding and Easter eggs all rolled into one.
I really would say that almost everything about Japanese food is
pretty much in a league of it’s own. Not only the taste, the
freshness, and the health conscious combinations, but also the
presentation, the professionalism of the chefs, and the sheer variety
of dishes and restaurants on offer.
It seems I’m not the only person who’s noticed. On November
19, 2007 Tokyo officially become the culinary capital of the world
when, after 18 months of incognito visits to about 1,500 of Tokyo’s
restaurants, Michelin liberally sprinkled 150 restaurants in the city
with 191 stars for really good grub. Paris, by comparison, has a
mere 65.
In the reserved euphoria of the ensuing press conference JeanLuc Naret, the Michelin Guides’ Director got straight to the point.
Tokyo is, he declared, "The world leader in gourmet dining," and
without doubt a “shining star in the world of cuisine”.
I wonder why no one noticed earlier.
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Roads
You Doraibu Me Crazy

A

s you now know, a lot of English words have been
morphed and bastardized into the Japanese language
and are today written in katakana, one of the Japanese
phonetic scripts. One such word, and in fact one of the
very first Japanese words I learnt, is doraibu. Say it quickly over
and over and replace the bu sound at the end with a vu and you'll
eventually get to ‘drive’. Rather than being used in any context of
driving though, a doraibu is reserved for the action of going out for
a special drive, usually as a date, or perhaps just for the pure
pleasure of getting behind the wheel.
Picture the scene if you would. Young handsome guy jumps into
his groovy new motor, zooms round to rendezvous with his babe
and off they cruise into the sunset, one arm over her shoulder the
other on the hand stitched wheel. Sadly though, unless you have a
particular penchant for crawling along at 5 mph and stopping every
15 metres, the reality is somewhat less attractive. Whilst all forms
of public transportation in Japan are generally pretty wonderful the
traffic system and road infrastructure certainly are not. There are a
number of reasons why.
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The first, and the one that really sucks the pleasure out of
driving is the staggering number of traffic lights. In many urban
areas there are lights every 20 or 30 metres on some roads. Unlike
here in the UK, there are no roundabouts in Japan, so every
intersection of even mediocre size comes bedecked with a set of
lights for your pleasure. Because driving under these conditions is
so exasperating it also becomes quite dangerous. Even the most
unassuming of Japanese motorists turn into utter maniacs prepared
to go to almost any lengths to get through two consecutive sets of
lights without stopping. Of course, it’s a well known fact that this is
utterly impossible. There’s a little man monitoring every
intersection in the land and he quickly flips the lights to red if you
remotely look like you’re in the slightest hurry.
Not that the drivers are not partially to blame though. One of the
reasons for the need for so many sets of lights is the fact that so few
drivers actually bother to stop for pedestrians waiting at designated
crossing points. Quite a number of the more determined ones keep
going even if you're already halfway across, and can only be
brought to a halt by a raised open hand and a glare that leaves them
in little doubt that you're making a mental note of their number. It
all seems strangely out of place in a normally law loving and law
abiding society like Japan and you have to ask yourself what on
earth is going wrong.
It's certainly not that the Japanese road safety law is in any way
ambiguous. Article 38 makes it quite clear that motorists must
come to a complete stop at all pedestrian crossings unless they've
made absolutely sure that there's nobody waiting to cross. A later
article goes on to explain that motorists who fail to adhere to this
law face a fine of about £230 or a three month stretch in the local
prison. In practice though this is hardly ever imposed and part of
the problem is that many motorists and pedestrians alike are simply
unaware of the rules; motorists fail to stop and pedestrians know
better than to expect otherwise.
But more fundamentally the problem ties in with the Japanese
system of correct manner and etiquette that hinges on having a
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connection, however distant or vague, with the opposing party, and
thus a personal fear of minor comeuppance for failing to follow the
expected rules. As the driver has no such connection with the
waiting pedestrian, will probably never see them again, and can
quickly exit the scene, the normal rules of etiquette simply don't
apply.
The same logic can also be seen in a resounding lack of what
would normally be viewed in the West as polite or gentlemanly
behaviour. Giving up one’s seat to a pensioner, holding open doors,
or helping pregnant ladies carry push chairs up flights of stairs all
go largely unobserved in Japan, unless the other party crosses the
threshold into one's own Venn diagram of intersecting social
spheres. As a Westerner it's remarkably difficult not to view this
system as shallow, or self-centred at the very least, yet more
importantly it's further proof that almost nothing in Japan can be
understood without a clear grasp of the importance of the social
hierarchies that govern all aspects of life.
Anyway, once you get used to dodging the cars as you cross the
road everything is fine, but I'd love to get some statistics on the
number of foreign tourists killed on Japanese roads after innocently
stepping out and expecting the drivers to adhere to the law of the
land.
The ridiculous speed limits are another problem. On a normal
road in a built up area the speed limit is an incredible 40 kmh (24
mph) which, in a modern car, is surprisingly difficult to achieve.
Elsewhere on what would be considered a main road the limit is
still only 50 or 60 kmh (31 or 37 mph). With these restrictions
there’s no hope of making any headway even if you don’t get stuck
at the lights every few metres.
Finally, and even more fundamentally, there’s a slight problem
with the relationship between the size of the cars and the size of the
roads. The roads in Japan are often fairly narrow which wouldn’t be
a problem if people drove normal sized cars but unfortunately these
seem to have gone out of style all together.
To be fair there are two basic types of car in Japan. The first is
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referred to a kei jidousya or simply a “K” taken from the first
character meaning light. Perfectly in tune with the road conditions,
K-cars are small (in both dimensions and engine size), cheap to tax
and insure, environmentally friendly, easy to park, and economical
to run. They’re just about perfect in every way. There are still an
awful lot of these cars about, but they do have an image of being a
bit of a ladies’ vehicle. K-cars are fine as far as they go, but what
every newly qualified real man needs is a 3 litre 4-by-4 all-terrain
land cruiser with jacked up suspension and additional exhaust
system. Never mind that it won’t actually fit in most parking spaces
or traffic lanes, in central Tokyo you’ve got to be prepared. After
all, you never know when you’ll need to cut rough-shod across
town and, more to the point, no self-respecting Japanese girl will be
getting anywhere near your car unless it’s got spare tyre and shovel
strapped to the rear door.
As you’d imagine, the combination of the traffic lights, speed
limits, narrow roads, and unsuitable vehicle sizes makes for a bit of
congestion. If fact it makes for a lot. Congestion is endemic and to
alleviate the problem a network of toll-expressways has evolved
which, by and large, do seem to function relatively well. For a fee
drivers are allowed to zip along at a giddy 80 to 100 kmh (50 to 62
mph) with no traffic lights and relatively few stoppages to contend
with. The major drawback however is that using these roads for
anything more than shortest journeys quickly becomes very
expensive.
If I drive from Tokyo to Nagoya on the Toumei expressway, a
total distance of 325 km (202 miles) it will cost me ¥7,100 each
way in toll charges alone (that’s £35 at the time of publishing).
Whack on another three or four thousand yen for petrol and the
total price is probably around ¥11,000. Even on the expressway the
total journey time will probably take around 4 hours.
To make the same journey on the latest Nozomi super express
shinkansen (bullet train) would cost ¥10,070 for a single ticket. At
366 km (227 miles) the route taken is slightly less direct but the
entire journey would be completed in exactly 1 hour and 38
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minutes and not a second longer.
So let’s see: four hours of hell in the car or 98 minutes of
pleasure on the train as you kick back in your seat and a lovely
young lady comes round to see if you’d like a beer or anything from
the trolley. It is, as my son would say, a ‘no-brainer’.
Unlike some other problems in Japan, you could be encouraged
by the thought that at least the relevant authorities have noticed the
problem, and in true grandiose style, have big plans to force it into
submission. I’ve just been reading a paper by the Japanese Ministry
of Land, Infrastructure and Transport that explains the incredible
plans to enhance the expressway network. An additional 14,000 km
of expressway is to be added by linking up stretches already in use.
The ring road system around Tokyo is also to be improved.
When complete, Tokyo will be surrounded by four concentric
orbitals each intersected by nine radials heading straight for the city
centre.
The report doesn’t tell me exactly how much all this is expected
to cost, but it does reveal that in FY2005 alone a mind-blowing
¥9.3 trillion (that’s £39 billion) was invested on roads in Japan.
Costs are high and progress slow as the terrain necessitates tunnels
and bridges, and extra precautions are required to ensure that
elevated sections are incorporated with the latest earthquake
resistant technology. Yet despite the challenges you can guarantee
the work will all be finished exactly to schedule.
But will it make the slightest difference? Well to be honest I
doubt it. It won’t change the fashion for ridiculously large cars, it
won’t remove the traffic lights, and it won’t raise the speed limits.
My advice would be definitely be to take the train instead, but, if
you’ve already got yourself a girlfriend and are planning a date,
probably best to skip the doraibu part altogether and head straight
for the hoteru instead.
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Trains
Right on Track

J

apanese roads may be painfully congested and hopelessly
inadequate but the rail network more than makes up for it.
The trains in Japan are without doubt one of the country’s
greatest assets and something that the nation can rightfully
be proud of. To board a train in Japan is to experience the true
pleasure of ultra hi-tech equipment operated with a pride, efficiency
and reliability as only the Japanese know how. The trains are, in
short, an absolute joy.
To their inordinate credit the Japanese government had the good
foresight to realise many years ago that rail was the way forward. In
order to achieve any kind of sustainable economic growth, a top
quality rail network would be vital. So, in the mid-60s at around the
same time that Richard Beeching was busy closing about one third
of all rail networks in the UK, the Japanese were busy expanding
and modernising theirs like never before. In the UK the railways
were seen as old and uneconomical and thus with typical British
pragmatism had to be scrapped. In Japan, as is so typically the case,
vast sums were invested to bring the infrastructure, trains, and
working practices right up to date and into the future.
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The veins, arteries, and capillaries that comprise of the rail network
interlace the entire country and there can be few settlements
without access to a station of some kind. Most places of even
moderate size will have two or three and the real urban metropolis
have far more. Like the centre point on some huge and intricate
spider’s web the really big stations are truly incredible. They’re far
more than simply railway stations in any meaningful sense of the
word and to describe them as such seems hugely unjust. They serve
as focal points for the surrounding area, house multi-level
underground shopping centres, boast fine restaurants, and play host
to art galleries and museums, all whilst seamlessly managing
multiple network operators and getting millions of people to work
everyday without the slightest hitch.
Shinjuku station in Tokyo is a fine example. I’ve used this
station on countless occasions over the past twenty years but have
rarely managed to come out by the same exit twice. In fact I
invariably struggle to get out at all. I stride confidently off the train
but within seconds find myself hopelessly lost in yet another
undiscovered shopping arcade or restaurant complex only to
emerge hours later without the slightest clue of where I am. Still,
everyone else seems to manage. The station is used by a myriad of
commuters everyday, all apparently knowing exactly where to go,
and rushing to get there without ever pausing to wonder whether
the train will leave on time or whether the prices will have
mysteriously doubled overnight.
Something like 70 percent of Japan's railway network is owned
and operated by JR (Japan Railways), the offspring of the
somewhat less successful JNR (Japanese National Railways)
privatized in 1987. The other 30 percent is run by a number of
smaller private companies although in most major cities the lines
converge on shared stations where passengers can hop effortlessly
from one to the other.
Japanese trains differ widely in shape, size, colour, and speed
but are united in being universally clean, safe, reliable, and
comparatively cheap. JR, like most of the other companies, rank
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their trains into a number of levels based upon speed and how many
stops they make along the way. The capillaries of the network are
the ‘local’ trains that stop at every station and carry businessman
and school kids to neighbouring towns. Next come the ‘rapid’ trains
that skip some stations en route, the ‘express’ that skip a few more,
and finally, for a moderate surcharge, the ‘limited express’ that
whiz along stopping at only the major hubs.
The trains are frequent enough that timetables are something
you rarely concern yourself with, and a clever little system of
colour-coded dots makes it easy to see which trains stop at your
station. It’s all breathtakingly efficient and usually leaves me
wanting to give each smartly dressed ticket inspector or platform
attendant a big hug and personal thank-you.
Now, all of these trains are excellent, but if you’re travelling long
distance then it’s the main jugular of the network that you need; the
shinkansen super express, or Bullet Train as it’s known in the West.
First developed in 1964 just in time for the Tokyo Olympics, the
first shinkansen ran from Tokyo to Osaka and were the fastest trains
in the world at that time. The first time I heard of the Bullet Train
must have been in the mid 70s when Blue Peter brought a taste of
the exotic straight into the living room. I'm not sure if it was just me
but constant references to THE Bullet Train left me thinking there
was just one of these trains and I probably didn’t know any better
until I actually arrived in Japan. Of course there’s a whole fleet of
them flying up and down the Pacific seaboard linking Tokyo with
Hakata to the south and Akita to the north. Today they clock speeds
of over 300 km/h and are used by around 800,000 travellers each
day.
Although now used generically, the term shinkansen actually
refers to the specially designed track rather than the trains
themselves, the three characters in the name – 新幹線 – translating
literally as “new trunk line”. Interestingly the term Bullet Train is
little known in Japan and doesn’t even appear in most English/
Japanese dictionaries. Instead, with typical modesty and
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refinement, softer names have been assigned to each of the three
shinkansen types in existence at present.
With obvious allusion to the speed of sound, the original and
today the slowest of the shinkansen, are called Kodama meaning
‘Echo’. The next level up, stopping at fewer stations, thus became
Hikari or ‘Light’. But then, with nowhere left to go, the latest
additions were christened Nozomi or ‘Hope’. A strange choice I
think you’ll agree. Hardly fills you with confidence does it. I don’t
know about you but when I’m getting into a steel tube that will
hurtle me across the country at 300 km/h I’d rather it wasn’t called
‘Hope’.
Still, not to worry, they’re universally fantastic. For a start they
arrive and depart exactly on time, stopping at the precise position to
match the carriage numbers marked on both platform and tickets.
Inside they’re air conditioned, far more spacious than any airplane,
and always cleaned thoroughly at each terminus. All you need to do
is just sit back in your reserved seat and enjoy the views, and if you
don’t like what you see you can always swivel your seat round to
face the other direction. The staff are all immaculately attired and
bow apologetically before taking the liberty of checking your
ticket. And if you get hungry or thirsty don’t panic. There’s a buffet
car downstairs and a host of lovely trolley ladies to bring you a beer
or a meal if you’re too comfortable to get up. It all turns travel from
purgatory to pure pleasure.
I’ve seldom met anyone who’s critical of these trains but there
are those who claim they’re expensive which is something I’ve
never really understood. Even a ticket on the very latest Nozomi
shinkansen from Tokyo to Nagoya costs just over ¥10,000 (around
£40) which I’m sure you’ll agree is very reasonable given that it’s a
distance of 360 km and you’ll be rocketed there in just over an hour
and a half. In fact if you’re a non-resident, even a Japanese nonresident, planning on doing a little travelling it’s even cheaper if
you purchase a ‘Japan Rail Pass’. Giving you unlimited use of
almost any JR train in Japan the pass is incredible value at just
¥28,300 (£117) for 7 days. You can even use JR buses and some
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ferries as well.
Now, as the Japanese have clearly got high speed travel licked
you’d be excused for thinking they’d take this chance to sit on their
laurels for a bit. Not the Japanese. The shinkansen may function
perfectly well, it may be the best such system in the world, but in
Japan that’s absolutely no reason to relax.
In the summer of 2007 the Japanese papers were full of the
happy news that JR East had proudly announced the development
of the next generation. Scheduled for introduction in 2010 this new
shinkansen will apparently be capable of a stupendous 320 km/h –
by coincidence just topping the maximum speed of the French TGV
– and breaking the three hour barrier on the run between Tokyo and
Shin-Aomori in the north of the country. In fact, incredibly, they
already have a train that reaches speeds of 360 km/h although it’s
not yet in service as they can’t cut the noise down to anything less
than a small sonic boom.
What the article doesn’t tell me is what this new super train is to
be called so I’ve been racking my brains trying to come up with a
fitting name. The artist’s impression in the paper shows something
resembling a sharpened steel tube, but ‘really fast pointy-tube train’
is probably a bit long. ‘Hope’ was clearly a little bizarre for the last
one, and with names relating to sound and light already taken
there’s little room for further development on this ‘speed’ theme.
Actually I hope they choose to break away from this altogether. The
fact that I can arrive at my destination on the other side of the
country ten minutes quicker than before has surely got to be of little
relevance to all but the saddest of businessmen. What matters is not
the speed but the fact that the good people at JR rose to the
engineering challenge for the sheer hell of it and beat it into
submission hands down.
I first thought that ‘Pride’ might be a good name just to spite the
French, but that would be far too disrespectful for the Japanese.
Next I thought Kangei meaning ‘emotion’ or ‘inspiration’ might be
suitable, but after much deliberation I’ve plumped for Yorokobi. It
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sounds suitable enough for a train and in English means simply,
‘Joy’.
Roll on 2010, I know they won’t let me down.
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Town Planning
The Golden Turd

A

n Englishman's home may be his castle, but the
Japanese can beat that hands down. A Japanese man's
home is his castle, his eco-friendly glass fronted living
space, his Mickey Mouse inspired fantasy land, or his
'Little house on the prairie' log cabin in the heart of Tokyo. In fact, a
Japanese man's home is anything he damn well wants it to be and
he'll not be tied down by common sense notions of suitability or
regard for aesthetics.
What I'm trying to explain is that in Japan, once you own a piece
of land, it seems you can pretty much do with it as you please. Oh
I'm sure there are some planning rules and regulations in existence
somewhere, but a walk down any street makes it painfully clear
they’re either not enforced at all or just so lenient as to make them
utterly redundant. Anyway the result is a cityscape that sometimes
leaves you scratching your head in wonderment and picking your
jaw up off the floor. It's not just the buildings either. It's the power
lines and cables, the bill boards and giant neon signs, the concrete
rivers and vending machines. The list is never ending.
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The Japanese have an annoying habit of telling you that Japan is a
small crowded place. They’ve had this 'fact' drilled into them from
an early age and keep it as a trump card to excuse most
shortcomings of Japanese society. Japan is small in comparison to
the US, but when you consider that it's approximately one and a
half times the size of the United Kingdom you have to ask yourself
if there aren't some other factors at play. In fact, in terms of
population density Japan fairs slightly better that some European
countries such as Belgium and the Netherlands and yet these
nations don’t seem to have anything like the same problems.
Now I'm no expert on town planning, but I do know ugly when I
see it and the sad truth is that an awful lot of Japan, or at least the
Japan where most people live, is staggeringly ugly. I often worry
about what the occasional visitor to Japan must think. The visitor
who flies into Tokyo for a week of business and sees nothing but
the urban sprawl stretching almost continuously along the coast
down to Hiroshima. If only they could break out, just for a day, to
see some of the real beauty of the country. Such a shame that their
image of Japan will be irreparably tarnished without ever even
knowing that there’s another side to the country entirely. Still, back
to the issue at hand, as I see it there are six main problems with
urban planning in Japan. I call them the six deadly I's.
1. Incomprehensible. Some buildings in Japan are so mindbogglingly dire that your brain struggles to process the signals
flooding in from outside. I'm not referring to architecture from
some distant and misguided age where people knew no better, but
to fairly recent constructions where vast sums were invested in
setting up think-tanks and recruiting top architects from across the
globe.
One such place in Tokyo is the Asahi Beer building close to the
Sumida river. Being one of the largest breweries in Japan and
obviously having money to burn, Asahi naturally decided to liven
up their headquarters in central Tokyo by adding an enormous head
of a plastic beer froth to the top of their most prominent buildings.
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Unfortunately it looks exactly like an enormous golden turd. This
shiny turd can be seen from miles off and no matter however many
times you see it, it never fails to addle your brain.
Another such carbuncle is the headquarters of Fuji TV in the
Daiba area of Tokyo. It’s staggeringly awful. The entire thing looks
like it's made of Meccano and I can't help thinking that the motto
for the design team must have been, ‘Because we Can’ or perhaps
‘For the Hell of it”. I can just imagine their design reviews;
"I know, we'll construct the whole thing from re-enforced
Meccano."
"Oh yes, that's fantastic. And lets put an enormous ball the size
of a football pitch on the top level just for the hell of it."
"Yes, I think you've got something there".
2. Impermanent. Before I got married I lived in a small apartment in
Japan on the outskirts of medium sized city near Nagoya. Like most
such places it was surrounded by a confused mix of small rice
fields, convenience stores, back street factories, and houses. Yet
despite this it wasn’t at all unpleasant. I could cycle in to work and
there was quite a nice view of the local shrine from my bedroom
window. Anyway, one morning when I got up I noticed some
workmen in the rice field next door. I thought this a bit odd for such
an early hour but cycled off as usual and forgot all about. When I
got home the rice field was gone and there was a house blocking
what used to be my view of the shrine. This came as a surprise to
say the least. I’ve seen lots of other houses of this nature since, and
now know how they do it. It all arrives ready-made in two or three
enormous pieces and is simply lifted off the back of a lorry and
slotted into place. A house of this type can quite literally go up in a
matter of hours and it’s then just a matter of fine tuning the interior.
It was only a couple of meters from my window and I could see
clearly that the entire thing was made of some kind of plastic that
had been pre-molded to look like bricks. Not only was it
monumentally ugly, it had completely spoiled my view and blocked
out most of my natural light. No-one consulted me prior to its
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erection and no-one else in the area seemed to even have noticed it
was there.
3. Incongruous. During the latter years of second world war the
American air force spared Kyoto from the carpet bombing liberally
dished out to the rest of the country. They knew of its historical and
cultural significance to the nation and so made a point of preserving
it intact. A commendable gesture by any standards but the sad truth
is that they needn’t have bothered as the Japanese have spent most
of the intervening years destroying it themselves. Nearly all of the
traditional wooden houses have been torn down and replaced with
monstrous tower blocks or apartment buildings. Today Kyoto is,
without question, one of the ugliest places in Japan. A handful of
the most noteworthy sites of cultural significance have been
preserved but today lie buried in the urban quagmire like diamonds
in a cow pat. People actually travel from across the globe to get to
this place and the disappointment that awaits them upon arrival
must be monumental.
4. Inappropriate. In the town where I lived, the one mentioned
above, the streets leading towards the central station had a good
selection of shops. There was a lovely bakery, a pretty good book
shop, a sports shop, a pachinko parlor, and a brothel. Yes that’s
right, a brothel. I never went in you’ll understand, but the huge
posters on the wall and the gorillas on the door somewhat gave it
away. Actually, the large neon sign on the wall was a bit of a
giveaway too; “PRETTY WOMAN” it read, and then underneath in
smaller letters, “Entertainments for adult”.
Every morning, as in all Japanese towns and cities, the children
walk to school along a designated route and in this particular town
they walked right past PRETTY WOMAN and then round the
corner to the elementary school. I’d often see the kids staring at the
lewd posters on the wall and joking with their friends. Now is it just
me, or does that strike you as a little bit odd?
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5. Inconsiderate. My parents-in-law have a nice house on the
outskirts of a city in central Japan. My wife and I used to visit them
often and I always enjoyed these trips for the peace and serenity
they offered. There were a couple of other houses nearby, but by
and large, their place was surrounded by rice fields. I particularly
liked to visit in summer and autumn when the chorus of the frogs
and cicadas added an exotic tang to the experience. Anyway not
that long ago one of the huge car factories in the town started to
expand and as they did they began buying up all vacant land within
about a 10 or 15 minute walk of their buildings. One by one the rice
fields around the house were filled in with loose pebbles and
boulders until today my Father-in-Law’s house sits, like a lonesome
outcrop in a Zen rock garden, entirely surrounded by roughly shod
car parks. Gone are the frogs, gone are the cicadas, and in their
place my in-laws are woken up at six every morning by doors
slamming and music blasting. Again, no-one thought to ask if
anyone had any objections and my Father-in-Law never even
considered that he might have the right to object.
6. Ignorant. Japan is a very mountainous place, there can be no
debate about that. There are vast tracts of whopping great
mountains in the Northern and Central areas, and even in the
densely populated towns and cities of the Pacific belt there are
some very respectable peaks. These mini-mountains are completely
unlike anything you find in the West and certainly in the UK. Hills
in the UK are gradual and rounded like cobblestones smoothed by
the sea. Those in Japan are smaller in circumference yet vastly
more pronounced. Like pulses on an erratic cardiograph they dash
out abruptly, head skyward for a fleeting moment and then crash
symmetrically back down. Because of their seemingly manageable
proportions, developers succumb to the temptation to quite literally
slice off the top, or hack out the sides, and use the space for
housing. As this becomes more and more commonplace so, surprise
surprise, does the incidence of houses and roads being avalanched
away in landslides. Obviously many of these are triggered by
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earthquakes and natural tremors but isn’t that even more reason for
not adding to the danger with these concrete time bombs.
The million dollar question of course is why. Why is it like this?
Why, when so many other developed nations seem to have got it
right do the Japanese consistently and resolutely get it wrong?
One answer, like that to so many things in Japan, is undoubtedly
the impact of the war. Fighting and, more importantly losing the
war changed everything in Japan. It’s impact can never be
underestimated. We’ve all seen the aerial photos of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki post August 1945 but, in terms of sheer destruction, just
as much damage was done by the prolonged and ceaseless
American bombing of more than 60 other cities. Consider the facts;
“In Tokyo…65 percent of all residencies were destroyed. In Osaka
and Nagoya, the countries second and third largest cities, the
figures were 57 and 89%.” (John Dower – Embracing Defeat)
89%, that’s astonishing.
It’s estimated that on August 15 1945, when the Emperor was
forced to announce Japan’s capitulation over the radio, close to 9
million people were homeless. I’m staring at a photo of central
Tokyo taken in 1945. It looks exactly like those flattened images of
Hiroshima. It shows the area around the Sumida river, actually the
exact area now occupied by the Golden Turd, and there’s virtually
nothing left standing. With decimation on this level, the
justification for the nuclear strikes seems greatly strained. No
nation could possibly have survived.
The end of the war thrust Japan headlong into the modern age
and in so doing it leapfrogged several stages in socio-economic
development. Helped by subsequent events such as the Korean War
in 1950, the primary concern was to rebuild and re-invent the
nation, and concerns for the aesthetic niceties of town planning
were understandably not top of the agenda. And rebuild they
certainly did. Only 19 years after the end of the war, Tokyo hosted
the 1964 Olympics. Not bad when you consider that it recently took
the British about six years to rebuild Wembley Stadium.
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Still, that was all a long time ago so why then, even today, is
there still so much that could be improved? Because the City
Planning Act of 1968 is overly focused on land zoning rather than
design and suitability? Because the Japanese choose convenience
over conservation? Because of the "Because we Can" attitude to
design and development? Because of Shinto tendencies towards
temporality? Because value is held in the land itself rather than the
property? All of these, I would argue, have a part to play. Yet
outweighing all else is one simple truth that’s even more significant
– No-one really cares or has really considered that there could be a
better way and until they do we can only prepare for more golden
turds to come.
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Japanese Pastimes
Pain and Gain

T

here are several things I’ve never done in Japan. I’ve
never hauled myself up Mount Fuji, I’ve never set foot on
the northern island of Hokkaido, I’ve never sat through a
kabuki play, and I’ve never taken up any of Japan’s
numerous martial arts. It’s not that I’m not interested in these
things, but just that work or a general lack of free time has always
got in the way. Actually that’s not entirely true. In the case of the
martial arts, lack of free time was the thing that got in the way for
only the first couple of years until I finally gave one of them a go.
After that, the thing that got in the way was a laughably poor
excuse for a padded mat and an excruciating pain that tap-danced
up and down my spine.
It was Autumn of 1992 when I politely accepted a friend’s
invitation to pop into his judo club to take a look. It all sounded
reassuringly non-committal. He’d show me round, introduce me to
a couple of people, and if I liked what I saw I could join up. He was
as good as his word, but as the clubs facilities were sparse to say the
least, the tour was over in a matter of seconds.
The simple wooden hut consisted of a single although fairly
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large rectangular room. A series of high windows ran down the
length of one side and big wooden shutters along the other could be
wrestled back to open up the entire building to the adjoining park. It
looked like it should have been, and probably once was, a village
hall, but had now been converted to a judo club by the simple
addition of a number of large and sturdy looking mats that now
occupied just over half of the total floor space.
As promised, I was introduced to a couple of the club’s
members, and as we analyzed them from a safe distance my friend
set about explaining something of the rules. Despite his lengthy and
somewhat knotty explanation it all sounded remarkably simple. The
object of the game is to immobilize your opponent. To do this you
can either grapple them to the ground and keep them pinned there,
or grab onto them and persuade one of their joints, perhaps an
elbow or knee, to take a fresh look at the world from an entirely
different angle. In either case, maintaining a position of complete
control over your opponent for a set number of seconds wins the
game. The aim then is not actually to snap your opponents arm off
but just to let them know that doing so wouldn’t put you to too
much trouble.
Rules understood, I was lent a white judogi uniform and we
stepped onto the matted area of the room for a demonstration of
some of the set practise moves known as kata. We went through a
number of kata and then to finish off I was encouraged to copy a
demonstration of what’s presumably the correct way to fall or to
dodge an incoming opponent. It’s basically a forward-roll type
movement but done from a standing position. To execute the move
you just collapse your body like a string puppet dropped from
above and then tumble smoothly forwards with little or no use of
the hands and end up back on your feet ready to carry on the fight.
It’s very impressive to watch but I found my brain reluctant to let
me give it a go and so, after several minutes of naïvely trying to
persuade me otherwise, my friend eventually relented.
Whirlwind training session over we set about for a bit of handson rough and tumble and despite my total lack of skill and
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experience I was still not unconfident that I’d be able to hold my
own. I’m by no means a big guy but I did have about a 10 kg weight
advantage on my nimble and slightly shorter friend, and I also had
an expectation that if push came to shove, my Anglo-Saxon
barbarianism would see me through. It wasn’t to be. There was a
minute or two of testing the water with some girly pushing and
shoving and then, to my utter consternation and annoyance, I was
casually hurled to the ground with a quick harai-goshi, a move that
involves abruptly snatching hold of your opponent and tossing
them nonchalantly over your shoulder in much in the same way
you’d hurl a sack of potatoes onto the back of a waiting pick-up
truck. I was so surprised I just lay there for a while flabbergasted
and unable to even speak.
We chatted as I slowly recovered and it was only then, after not
inconsiderable probing, that my friend let on he was the holder of a
second dan black belt. He insisted this was nothing special though.
With typical Japanese modesty it seems there are fewer belt colours
in Japan than in other parts of the world; the two or so ranks prior to
black belt being very much regarded as apprentice level, before a
slow climb through the ten dan of black belt maturity. He stressed
the point by adding that he’d only been studying judo for about
eight years, but by this time I was no longer listening. My
unassuming and slight of build friend had just hurled me to the
ground without even breaking a sweat and I couldn’t help being
hugely impressed.
Over the next few days I spent quite some time pondering
whether this was really the hobby I’d been searching for. It dawned
on me just how similar many of the traditional Japanese pastimes
are, how much they have to offer, and just how different they are in
both practise and mindset from comparative Western pursuits.
As I’m sure you’re aware judo is just one of several Japanese
martial arts. There’s also kendo, aikido, kyuudo, karatedo, and the
less famous jyoudo and iaido. They’re collectively known as budou
武道 and, as I’m sure you’ll have noticed, all share the use of ‘do’,
or more accurately ‘dou’, at the end of their names. Dou is written
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using the kanji 道 meaning a road, route or passageway, and
invariably translated in this context as 'the way’.
Judo, for example, uses this kanji in combination with another
meaning supple or flexible, it’s written like this, 柔 道 , and could
therefore be translated as ‘the supple way’. The others follow a
similar vain. Kendo 剣道 is the way of the sword, kyuudo 弓道 is
the way of the arrow, karatedou 空手道 the way of the empty hand,
and Jyoudo 杖道 the way of the staff or spear. Aikido 合 気道 and
iaido 居 合道 are a little more difficult to translate smoothly. The
former equates to something like, the way of harmonized energy,
the latter, the way of meeting life.
What you may not know is that in addition to these ways to
bend, slice, puncture, dislocate, and spear, there are plenty of others
offering altogether more refined ways to spend one’s free time.
Flower arranging is called kado 華道 , the way of the flower, tea
ceremony is sado 茶道 , the way of the tea, and calligraphy is shodo
書道 , the way of writing. There’s even koudo 香道 the way of the
smell or perhaps more kindly, the way of the fragrance, a slightly
more obscure pastime in which students gradually learn how to
identify and appreciate varying types of incense.
Martial art’s manliness or lady like tranquillity aside, the dou in
the name instantly unites all of these pastimes as members of the
same family. As the name implies, signing up for any of these
pursuits embodies the notion of embarking upon a long and life
changing journey. It’s a journey along a narrow and carefully
plotted route that slowly conveys the student from novice to honed
master through strict practise, sheer commitment, and an
appreciation of the rules and of those able to pass them on. It’s just
about as Japanese a concept as you could hope to get, in fact it
seems to epitomize the entire Japanese psyche more than anything
else I can think of. The idea that in pretty much everything in life
there’s a right way and a wrong way, and mastery is achieved, not
by wanton individuality, but by aspiring to replicate those who
know more. Understanding this explains so much about Japan.
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I should stress at this point that I’ve neither mastered nor even
embarked upon any of these routes to perfection, but after years in
Japan I can fully appreciate the benefits that the associated mindset
has brought to the country, its people, and its ways. There are four
clearly identifiable points.
1. Respect. Along all of our ways, the role of the teacher is
obviously of paramount importance. Whether karate or calligraphy,
the teacher guides the students along the path and demonstrates by
example how things should be done. The word used in Japanese,
and one that will be familiar to all students of martial arts, is sensei.
It’s a word which, although translated as teacher, actually has a far
broader meaning. Written in kanji it looks like this, 先生 , the first
character 先 (sen) meaning ahead or in advance, and the second
character 生 (sei) meaning born or live. Someone born before you,
someone who’s been around for longer than you and therefore
knows more, that’s all it really means. School teachers are
obviously sensei, but so are a host of other people to be respected.
It’s often used generically for doctors, lawyers, anyone giving any
instructions whatsoever, or even for anyone in your place of work
who’s been there longer than you. It’s a refreshingly humble
admittance that all in life is not, need not, and should not be equal.
An admittance that someone who’s older or more experienced than
you might actually know more and should therefore be shown a
little respect for sharing their knowledge. Of course, it’s a two sided
coin, and sensei in whatever capacity in Japan are remarkable easy
to respect. They are, almost without exception, utterly dedicated,
professional and conscious of not damaging the role-model image
that their status brings.
2. Patience and dedication. Embarking upon any of the ways
requires a great deal of dedication. Like it or not you’ll have to get
used to the idea that you can’t have everything in life immediately
and that if you want to achieve any kind of proficiency you’ll have
to invest both time and will-power. Imagine climbing a large
mountain. The path that slowly winds its way to the summit will
take you years to traverse. Along the way are a series of staging
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posts that allow you a moment’s satisfaction before plodding ever
onwards and upwards. For those who persevere the clouds
gradually thin and with each step taken comes a new and improved
view of your journey from a heightened vantage point.
3. Continued Improvement. Concepts of refinement or ability in
Japan take a while to get used to. Preference is given to honed
perfection and the importance of individuality reserved for later. In
all things the first level is to take something that works and
replicate it, not through lack of imagination but through
acknowledgement that this is the correct path. Only then, once
complete proficiency has been achieved, do you set about
improving and refining the model. Take what you have and analyze
each and every aspect of it in the most minute detail to see what can
be improved. For students this means that the luxury of
individuality is permitted only once it can be supported by firm
foundations. For companies it means a constant search for ever
more refined products and services. The tiniest change to a
movement here, a rounded corner on a product there, a careful and
constant search for perfection.
4. Food for the soul. Religion permeates into many aspects of
daily life in Japan yet the Japanese people themselves could hardly
be said to be religiously pious. They visit the shrine and the temple,
they observe a host of Buddhism and Shinto based traditions, yet
they do so largely through custom than fervent servitude. Instead,
the Japanese seem able to tap into a seam of pure nationalistic
spirituality from almost any place or occasion. They can reach it
from the sight of a tree in blossom or autumnal flame, from the
sound of the summer insects, or the enveloping warmth of a
Japanese bath. These things and so many others serve as an identity
check and a moment to retune and realign the soul with what it
means to be Japanese. Many of the arts, martial or otherwise, serve
the same role. With each swipe of the sword or stroke of the brush
comes a slice of spiritual sustenance that’s just as important as the
visible result.
Sado, the art of the Japanese tea ceremony, is the perfect
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example of all of the benefits on offer. I certainly can’t claim to be
an expert on the intricacies of this ancient pastime but I’ve attended
on a number of occasions and enjoy it more each time.
Needless to say, there’s far more to the tea ceremony than
simply dowsing a tea bag with some boiling water. Like a Swiss
finishing school, learning the way involved years of dedication and
mimicry whilst being gently prodded by the sensei. Students learn
the correct manner in which to enter the room and greet the
attendees. They learn how to kneel graciously, how to handle and
admire the large chawan bowl from which the tea is drunk, and of
course how to make the tea itself. They master how to put the green
matcha tea into the bowl, add the hot water using a wooden kama
and carefully whisk it using a device known as a chasen that looks
uncannily like a shaving brush. Students also learn how to receive
the tea. They study how to take it in the right hand, carefully rotate
the cup three times in a clockwise direction, drink, and then rotate
anticlockwise before returning.
Like all of the ways, each step in the ceremony must be enacted
slowly and deliberately in exactly the right fashion. Each utensil
returned carefully to its correct position and each and every
movement executed with grace and style. It’s an art form that
requires intense concentration and has almost nothing whatsoever
to do with enjoying a good cup of tea.
In the end I decided not to join the judo club and made some polite
yet feeble excuses to my friend. I had no problems with the
commitment side of the deal, with having my soul enriched, or even
with dishing out the required respect, but I couldn’t help thinking
I’d rather not get tossed around like an old coat in the process. Still,
not to worry, there are still plenty of other routes I’ve yet to try and
I’m sure I’ll find my way one day.
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Karaoke
Singing the Blues

W

hen I was in elementary school we sang hymns in
assembly every morning. Back then in the early 70s,
before the invention of political correctness, life was
a lot simpler than today. What was good was good,
and what wasn’t wasn’t, and when it came to singing I was clearly
in the latter group.
I can still vividly recall how, one bright Monday morning our
headmaster, Mr. Smith, stopped the entire assembly in mid
rendition through “Morning has Broken”, and pointed out in no
uncertain terms, that I and a handful of other misfits, were what was
technically known as ‘growlers’. Our singing was unfit for human
consumption and it would therefore be in the best interests of all
concerned if for today, and the rest of all eternity, we’d have the
decency to simply mime to the words. As I said, there was none of
this namby-pamby concern for people’s feeling or worries of
emotional scarring back then. Anyway, having recovered from the
trauma and grown quite conformable with the fact that I was
physical incapable of anything even remotely close to what could
be called singing, I was somewhat perturbed to say the least when,
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some twenty years later upon arrival in Japan, I discovered that the
Japanese idea of a good night out invariably involves a trip to the
Karaoke Box.
According to my Oxford English Dictionary karaoke is, “A form
of entertainment in which people sing popular songs as soloists
against a pre-recorded backing.”
This is wrong and needs correcting. It should read, “A form of
purgatory in which, in order to avoid the stresses of normal social
interaction, people sing songs against a pre-recorded backing in the
mistaken believe that this might impress their friends. See, Chinese
water torture”.
Interestingly the word karaoke, like many words in modern
Japanese is an amalgam formed from Japanese and English words.
The kara part means empty or open and is the same stem as that
used in karate meaning ‘open hand’. The oke part is a derivative of
the word orchestra, bastardized into phonetic Japanese and then
decapitated for good measure. Put it together and, although
somewhat obscure you come up with the concept of singing to
backing music instead of a live orchestra. Personally though, a
session of karaoke usually leaves me reflecting heavily on the
‘empty’ side of the experience and with little room for orchestral
appreciation.
Being an official growler I wouldn’t dream of inflicting my
singing on anyone, not even my worst enemy. But that’s not to say
I’ve got anything against a nice song. Far from it. In fact I live in
admiration of anyone who can sing and it has to be said that a
surprisingly high number of Japanese, usually ladies, certainly
know how to knock out a good tune.
Unfortunately though, that has little to do with karaoke. You see,
if you hold down a regular job in Japan, then the only real time that
you visit the karaoke bar is when dragged there, kicking and
screaming, in the latter stages of one of the frequent after work
social bonding experiences. You’ve been for the meal, moved on to
the bar for some serious drinking, and then, just when you’re
starting to think that it might be nice to go home occasionally, your
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boss announces that it’s time to hit the karaoke bar or box.
At this point, after sitting through the obligatory trip to the
second bar, most of the self respecting office beauties make their
excuses and leave. It wouldn’t be good for their reputation in the
office if word got out that they’d been up until 3 in the morning
knocking back the whisky. So, off they trot, and the remaining
bunch of hardened drinkers, past-their-prime office ladies, and new
starters too polite to refuse, stagger to the karaoke bar for a
seemingly endless night of persecution.
Some initial attempts are made at interaction above the din, but
by the time the boss has rattled off ‘Country Loads’ by John
Denbar’ for the third time, most are simply left in a whimpering
stupor and sit in silence praying that tonight, just once, no-one will
notice that they haven’t yet had a turn.
When jotting down some thoughts in preparation for this
chapter I had every intention of explaining something of the history
of karaoke. I was going to tell you how it was invented in the early
70s somewhere in Japan and spread like wildfire through Asia and
eventually into Europe. How, love it or loathe it, karaoke is in fact a
natural progression of both bushi (samurai) and geisha principles. I
was also going to tell you about Japanese attitudes to mimicry and
enlighten you on the burdens of peer pressure. But, I’ve changed
my mind. No point in needlessly overcomplicating the issue. No
point in trying to cover up the facts with historical justification.
No, Karaoke can, without any fear of remorse, be forever filed
away in your ‘Japan – Really Bad Things’ folder and I’m sure Mr.
Smith would be most relieved to hear me say that.
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Cleanliness
Keeping my Nose Clean

I

t’s a sad day. Yesterday my wife and kids departed for a few
weeks in Japan and today I find myself all alone in the house
for the first time in ages. Like most men granted a temporary
reprieve from all parental and husbandly duties I’d planned to
slob out on a monumental scale. I had every intention of setting up
daily standing orders with the pizza and curry delivery shops, and
of doing no cooking, cleaning, or domestic chores of any kind
whatsoever until launching a frenzied last minute campaign on the
eve before their return.
Alas it’s not to be. They’ve only been gone for a day and already
I’m getting guilt pangs for not vacuuming the stairs or scrubbing
the inside of the cooker. I’ve just had my dinner and dumped the
dirty dishes in the sink but I don’t think I’ll be able to hold off much
longer without washing them up and having a ‘quick wipe round’ for
good measure. I am, in short a broken man. After 14 years of
dedicated and steadfast resistance I have to admit that the battle is
lost, I’ve been domesticated.
I’m not a dirty person you’ll understand. I wash regularly, tidy
up after myself, and am generally pretty good around the house.
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But in comparison to my wife, and probably therefore all other
Japanese women, I’m positively primeval, for it has to be said that
the Japanese are obsessive about cleanliness.
It’s not been easy for me. Having to relearn and refine my
concepts of cleanliness has been a long and slow process probably
not unlike learning a new language. You think you’re doing pretty
well and then bang, a new tense inflection or irregular verb
conjugation suddenly pops up to throw you of course yet again.
Remove slippers before walking on tatami mats, use the other cloth
to wipe the units, and use the other sponge to wash the pans. I’ve
tried desperately to get it wrong but it looks like I’m defeated so
may as well just get on with it.
In comparison with the West, Japan has always had a high
percentage of stay-at-home housewives. Their role is to look after
the kids, to clean, to balance the accounts, to clean, to cook the
meals, and to clean. And if they finish all of that there’s the
cleaning to do as well. It’s all made possible by an ever evolving
and ever increasing range of anti-bacterial sprays, chemicals, and
wipes, each lovingly crafted and tested for ease of handling,
application, refilling, and disposal. My wife loves these products.
Nothing makes her happier than testing out the latest ranges and
she’s still not got over the disappointment of finding that here in the
UK many such products have changed little in over fifty years.
It’s probably not an exaggeration to say that most houses in
Japan are given what you and I would normally consider a once a
week ‘seeing to’ on a daily basis. The bathroom and toilet will be
thoroughly scrubbed clean, all rooms vacuumed, all surfaces
dusted, and the kitchen kept gleaming. This is all more than enough
but then just to top it off the entire house is given a really good
going over at the end of each year. Oo-souji it’s called, literally ‘big
cleaning’, and it happens in the vast majority of households in
preparation for New Year’s Day.
What with the normal cleaning routine you’d be excused for
thinking there’d be nothing left to mop, polish, or scrub but you’d
be sadly disappointed. There’s furniture to be shifted and vacuumed
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under, cupboards to be emptied and wiped, tatami flooring to be
removed and beaten, and curtains to be washed and re-hung. It
really is a nightmare and even when it’s finally over there’s a
plethora or rules and customs to ensure that every room is kept
spotless until the next really good clean the following day.
I’m sure you’ll know that Japanese people remove their shoes
before entering a house. There’s no deep cultural significance or
religious reason for this other than a desire not to tread mud and
doggy-do all over the place. It’s similar to their aversion to blowing
a nose full of snot into a small piece of cloth, leaving it to incubate
in a pocket for a few days, and then tossing it into the washing
machine along with everything else. It’s just not hygienic. So, shoes
are lovingly removed or exchanged for inside slippers at the
entrance to each house.
But the rules don’t end there. Even slippers should be removed
before entering a room with traditional tatami flooring. When
entering the toilet they’re swapped with communal ‘toilet slippers’
that remain in that room at all times. There are also communal
‘outside’ slippers used for nipping out into the garden or onto one
of the balconies. Life is one never ending round of removing and
replacing footwear and it can all take a while to get used to. The
rules are there to keep the place spotless during intermittent breaks
in the cleaning and unfortunately for Dad and the kids there’s no
place to hide out until it’s all over.
There’s certainly no escape for the children at school, and on the
contrary, school life is very much an extension of already familiar
rules laid down at home. Just as at home, shoes are exchanged
before entering the main school building, and just as at home the
children are constantly harangued to wash their hands.
Japanese schools are pretty much all designed to the same
practical, yet somewhat austere template. Classrooms open up on to
long corridors fitted down one side with enormous communal sinks
at which the children wash their hands and have mass gargling
sessions believed to ward off coughs and colds. Unlike at home
however, in school it’s the kids themselves who do the cleaning.
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Once a day, usually just after lunch or before going home, pens
and rulers are swapped for dustpan and brush and the children quite
literally drop to their hands and knees and scrub the place clean. It’s
a system that has several obvious benefits to both the school and the
individual. For the school it represents a hefty saving in cleaners’
bills and a system with a built in guarantee of success. After all,
who’s going to graffiti the walls if it’s you that’s going to have to
scrub them clean later on. For the kids, the system teaches them not
only how to clean but also instills the importance of cleanliness and
good hygiene. Perhaps even more significantly though it readies the
kids in preparation for a lifetime of cleaning, for it’s certainly not
going to end once they graduate.
There’s no escape for Dad at the office either. Although
professional cleaners now handle the more unpleasant hands-on, or
rather, hands-in tasks, the main work areas in most offices are
invariably cleaned by the employees themselves. There’ll be some
kind of rota system in place and everyday, usually around midafternoon, a couple of people from each section will suddenly start
cleaning. It’s really quite strange until you get used to it. No matter
that you’ve got an important deadline to meet that day, no matter
that the guy on the phone next to you is in the final stages of
clinching a major deal, the cleaning goes ahead regardless.
Employees scramble out of the way or just hold up their legs whilst
someone cleans under and around them. It’s all rather homely and I
always find it helps to keep things in perspective.
To add to the homeliness still further, many companies
thoughtfully adopt ‘big cleaning’ days when everyone mucks in
together. Visit almost any large office on the last day before the
summer or winter shutdowns and you’ll find operation oo-souji in
full swing. There’ll be people standing on desks dusting lights,
people wiping windows and others polishing keyboards. Naturally,
it’s all carried out using the correct mop and cloth and with only a
resigned murmur of protest.
Of course it’s not only the homes, schools, and offices that need
to be kept clean. In Japan like most countries these days the street
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sweeping machines are out from early morning sucking up litter
and jet washing the curb sides. But the Japanese could hardly be
expected to leave it at that.
Since a few years ago I’ve been following with interest a
growing number of newspaper articles and TV reports on the
ongoing development of robotic street cleaners. There was one I
recall called OSR (outdoor street robot) that could be let loose on
the streets to identify and collect litter. I’ve never actually seen an
OSR in operation but I did see something similar at the World Expo
in 2005. Apparently called ‘SuiPPi’ it looked unnervingly like an
large office style photocopier and could glide along the pavement
sweeping up litter whilst cleverly managing not to suck up any
small children or fall off the curb in the process. It really was most
impressive but I get the feeling it’ll be a while yet until SuiPPi
becomes a regular on the streets so until that time it’s down to the
humans to keep the place clean.
Of course the street sweepers and council workers do a great job
but that doesn’t mean that the residents have to miss out on all the
action. In most communities in Japan the locals get together a
couple of times a year to clean the streets in their area. To ward off
laziness this usually takes place at about 6am on a Sunday morning,
with residents meeting at a convenient spot to receive instructions
from their community leader. Trash is collected and dutifully split
up for recycling, overgrown borders are cut back, and communal
drainage channels raked clear of obstructions. After a couple of
hours of neighbourly bonding and mass reflection on the joys of
good citizenship the OK is given and all head back indoors for a
much deserved breakfast and a really good wash….although not in
that order of course.
The Japanese love to wash and go to great lengths to avoid all
contact with anything seen as ‘unclean’. Gloves are worn for most
manual tasks, surgical style masks donned at the first signs of a
cold, and medicine dished out liberally at the slightest hint of any
ailment. In fact, what with all the cleaning, washing, and reliance
upon medication, it’s a wonder that the Japanese race hasn’t
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evolved away its immune system all together. If it does still exist it
certainly hasn’t been used for a while and will probably be a little
taken aback when nasty incoming bacteria fail to remove their
shoes before entering the small intestine.
Still, this is all fine by me. It’s nice to be clean, it’s nice not to be
ill, and it’s even nicer to live with people who have the good
manners not to spread their infections to me. Indeed, I think this
whole business about cleaning and cleanliness is great. OK, I admit
that I’d rather my wife was just a little less attached to the vacuum
cleaner but that’s a small price to pay for spotless dwellings,
squeaky clean public toilets, pristine parks, immaculate amenities,
and sparkling streets.
I was thinking about the streets the other day and trying to work
out why they just feel so much cleaner in Japan. It took me a while
but I eventually realized that it was the gum, or more accurately the
absence of it. Unlike here in the UK, the streets in Japan are not
leopard spotted with discarded chewing gum. It’s not that they
don’t chew gum in Japan, it naturally comes in a myriad of different
shapes and flavours, it’s just that they choose not to leave it on the
pavement for you and I to share. It’s a small thing but it makes an
enormous difference to the general look and feel of the place.
The dense urban belt of Japan may admittedly not be the most
picturesque place on earth but it is at least clean and that’s
undoubtedly one of the best things about it.
Now, with all that off my chest, you’ll have to excuse me. I’ve
got the dishes to wash before dusting the backs of the radiators and
waxing the fridge door.
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22
Company Life
Three Years on a Rock

S

o much has been written on ‘the Japanese company’ (the
kaisya) that the idea of ruminating further lacks appeal.
Everyone is an expert. They know of the long hours, and of
the morning exercises. They know of the uniforms and the
short holidays. They know these things and are unwilling have them
unlearnt in a hurry.
I had every intention of including the kaisya in my list of things
good about Japan. There’s certainly a lot that’s praiseworthy. The
major companies are largely responsible for rebuilding the country.
They provide stability for millions of workers. They guarantee the
survival of innumerable backstreet supply companies. They
contribute huge sums to their host towns and cities; reducing taxes
and improving amenities. For their workers they provide lifetime
employment, paid commuting expenses, subsidized meals and
often accommodation, and the opportunity to join clubs and social
gatherings. A commendable achievement to say the least, yet on
reflection these are not the real issues that employees contend with
on a daily basis. When forced into honest appraisal, a number of
more important concerns cannot be ignored and at the very top of
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the list are a number of problems stemming from the hierarchical
rules and regulations that abound.
Kaisya, and especially the larger ones, are tiny enclaves of Japan
from some feudal era long past. The modern day samurai – known
in Japan as a ‘salaryman’ – has replaced his sword and horse for PC
and train but remains as a pillar of society in much the same way.
Within the company the rules of hierarchy dictate that those who
have served longer and, by definition, are therefore older, are duly
respected by the young blood. Senpai are to be addressed in the
correct manner by their kouhai, their opinions sought and their
approvals requested. The rules of engagement are known to all and
to break them is asking for trouble.
A seniority system of this nature is a commendable thing, but in
Japan is too often impaired by petty desires for one-upmanship.
Personalities change Jekyll-and-Hyde style as the scolded kouhai in
one situation switches effortlessly to the scornful senpai in the next.
What could be an invaluable built-in tutoring system is rarely more
than an elaborate ego boost or endurance ritual. It’s unnerving to
say the least. It leaves you unsure of the true nature of those around
you, wanting to ask them to drop the pretence and simply act their
age.
Some employees manage to handle both the upper and lower
positions with dignity, but the more insecure individuals slowly
mature into what I like to call ore wa na. If you’ve ever been into a
Japanese office I can guarantee you’ll have met one. Even if you
don’t speak the language he’ll be instantly recognizable. You’ll
hear him speaking too loudly on the phone so that all can bear
witness to his boastful drivel and overuse of ‘ore wa’ – the ultramasculine form of ‘I’. You’ll see him shuffling his feet as he
swaggers round the office and hovers over the desks of the cuter
office girls. You’ll be annoyed by his imbecilic snigger and his over
familiarity. You’ll long to cut the cord on his phone and slam his
laptop shut on his fingers.
Of course the hierarchical latticework doesn’t end with the
senpai / kouhai relationships. Promotion up the slippery ladder of
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power is based almost solely on longevity rather than suitability,
particularly within the first ten years or so of service. Annoying as
he is, the possibility that Mr. ‘ore wa na’ will be promoted to section
and department manager is alarmingly high. Those around him left
to serve out their time and long for the next department reshuffle.
As employees notch up decades of unwavering service their
importance moves with them. It’s a system that works well enough
in principal but suffers from the obvious weakness that there are
never enough managerial positions for everyone to move into.
Particularly at the higher reaches of the ladder there comes a point
when some employees are left behind; too old and experienced for
their current role but with nowhere else to go.
I remember one such guy at a company I used to work for. He
was about 58, had reached the level of middle management but had
then been cast aside; now floundering and out of touch with both
products and company directions. He was a nice guy – no doubt
that was the problem – and had been shuffled to a cosy desk in the
far corner of one of the big rooms on the third floor. Unable to get
rid of him, the company were happy to just let him sit out his years
to retirement and that’s precisely what he did. His days were spent
reading the paper, using his umbrella to practise his golf swing, or
just staring at his laptop; a device as alien to him as the young
recruits who sat nearby. “Ishi no ue ni mo san nen” the proverb goes
in promotion of perseverance, – three years and even a rock will
warm – he had served his time and his rock was now warm.
Expecting people to put up with even the harshest conditions for
a minimum of three years may sound severe but actually, when you
consider the amount of overtime that employees are required to do,
they can probably fast forward things a little. When I lived in Japan
I used to work about 40 hours overtime a month. Although
constantly harangued by my moronic boss to do more, it was
probably a fairly average figure for my position and age at the time.
Work it out and it means I toiled for about an extra week in every
month. Or to put it another way, I could serve out my time on the
rock in about two years three months and then move onto the next
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thing a full nine months early!
Actually the word ‘overtime’ is misleading in the Japanese
context. To the Westerner it implies work, over and above normal
hours, that may be required from time to time to meet a particular
deadline. This has nothing to do with Japan.
Overtime is not about putting in an extra push to meet a specific
release date, and is certainly not ‘over and above’ normal hours. It’s
merely an extension of the working day. There are no forms to fill
out or permissions to be sought, it just happens automatically. At
5pm each day as bells and buzzers sound across the country, most
Japanese simply carry on working for another 2 or 3 hours, their
salaries adjusted automatically at the end of the month. The
pressure to do overtime is enormous and clocking up a good tally is
seen as the epitome of dedication. Pressure comes not only from
management but also indirectly from ones peers. Those who sneak
out at 5pm do not go unnoticed and will be made to suffer for
shirking their responsibility. Working on weekends and holidays is
also common. You can see them on the train on a Saturday, head
down and forlorn longing to replace their suit with jeans and T-shirt
like most of the other weekend passengers.
One thing I’ve never really understood about overtime in Japan
is the way in which some workers seem to positively revel in
racking up the hours and enjoy nothing better than to compare
statistics. Some no doubt do it simply for the money, but sadly there
are a good number who seem to actually prefer being in the office.
For several years I used to sit next to one such sententious little
twerp who’d consistently notch up 70 or 80 hours overtime a
month. He’d do three or four hours each night and then pop in on
Saturday mornings for good measure. Nothing gave him greater joy
than tallying up his monthly total and he’d be desperate to know
what those around him had amassed. Like those people who take
pride in the severity of an illness or a particularly inclement spell of
weather he lived for the reaction brought on by his “80 hours” and
he hated me for failing to deliver.
Considering the amount of time that employees spend in the
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office you’d think that it would be in the company’s interests to
ensure that the workplace was as comfortable as possible. You’d
think they’d be warm homely places with acres of space, relaxing
furnishings, and soothing greenery. They’re not, not even a little
bit. In fact most work places are more like classrooms than offices.
There are exceptions of course, but the vast majority of offices
adopt the same basic layout that ensures everyone knows who’s the
boss and who’s the new starter. Small desks butt up end-to-end and
back-to-back to form a number of islands. The boss sits at the head
of an island and those of highest rank sit closest to him. There’s
little if any room for bookcases or shelving and comfort is usually
seen as a unnecessary distraction rather than an ergonomic
necessity.
What with the tiny desks, poor furnishings, and over reliance on
small screen laptops, I’m sure that the typical setup would actually
be illegal in the UK; it really is shockingly poor even in the famous
companies known worldwide. The classroom image is heightened
by a loudspeaker system from which there’s no escape. Its helpful
chimes keep you informed of when it’s time to start work, eat
lunch, and stop for a short break. And, once a day, you can stand in
the small space between desk islands to bend and stretch in time to
the musical exercises. A word of warning though. Be careful not to
work up too much of a sweat; the windows don’t actually open and
there are no showers in which you can freshen up.
The dated environment is matched by equally dated working
practises. Consensus management and the associated meetings and
decisions by default are tied in closely with the cultural makeup of
Japan, its history, and its people. Such practices are often put safely
beyond the reaches of scrutiny but don’t bite with the realities of
modern business. Time is needlessly wasted in endless meetings
when the outcome is already clear to all, in stamping and
circulating papers, and in maintaining the balance. Money is
needlessly wasted on shoddy work from companies and contractors
grown complacent by the security brought with their special
relationships and protected contracts. And resources are needlessly
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wasted through managerial practises stuck in the 70s.
People often talk of a ‘glass ceiling’ that blocks promotion to
those outside the corporate cookie cutter but this is far too subtle a
concept. I remember a performance review I had with a boss in
Japan once. At the end of our ‘little chat’ after about an hour of
sanctimonious moralization he casually announced,
“Of course you realize you’ll never make it to management”.
“Oh, and why’s that then?” I enquired.
“You’re not Japanese” he let on, his raised eyebrows and
indignant expression turning the situation on its head and inferring
loudly, “Stupid!...hadn’t you noticed”.
That’s not a glass ceiling. It’s a big slab of cold grey concrete
with spikes sticking out and notices that read, “Forget It. It’s Not
Going To Happen”.
The notices apply to women as well as foreigners and other nonconformists. Management in corporate Japan is now occasionally
coloured with a token female presence but by and large female
employees are earmarked from the word go for a dazzling career as
office ladies. “OL” as these people are known, perform the day to
day running of the office. They reserve meeting rooms, take notes,
copy papers, convey circulars between departments, order and
maintain office supplies, plan parties, and carry out a host of other
duties. It’s a vital role and they certainly have plenty to keep them
occupied, but it’s hardly tops in terms of career satisfaction.
The OL is personified by her neat office uniform and generally
bubbly personality. She’ll be in her low to mid twenties and
generally plays up to expected norms by adopting a cute yet reliable
persona. Her desk will often be bedecked with a stuffed toy or two
for company but her desires to brighten things up a little are
understandable.
Given the working conditions and the stresses of the day it’s no
surprise that the cuter OLs play host to a constant stream of battle
weary salarymen who take a moment out to refresh their eyes and
spirits. The OL giggles encouragingly as they bathe in her
loveliness and make subtle passes. She’ll generally end up dating
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one of the more persistent guys from the neighbouring department
and then, matching management expectations to the last, quit for
marriage and kids like women are supposed to. It’s a viciously selfperpetuating circle. Management maintain discriminatory practices
under the pretext that the women are likely to quit after five or six
years. Low salaries and menial responsibilities push the women
into marriage. They quit shortly after and the circle is complete. A
convenient yet wasteful process for all concerned.
Marriage is not all connubial bliss though and it still doesn’t
divorce these women from the strains of Japanese business. They
know full well that after a whirlwind honeymoon, Hubby will be
back in the office and she’ll see little of him for the foreseeable
future. He’ll start with good intentions of coming home early but
after a week or so will be crawling back at 9 or 10 pm as usual, just
in time for dinner and a bath before collapsing into bed.
And things don’t get any easier when kids arrive on the scene.
The closest I’ve ever been to punching someone in the face was
when I went to see my boss (the same conceited moron I mentioned
earlier) to ask for permission to leave early as my wife had just
gone into labour. He screwed up his eyes for what seemed like an
interminably long time before reluctantly agreeing and asking,
“Will you be back this afternoon?” in all seriousness.
As the kids grow up many fathers may never see them awake
from Monday to Friday and have almost no involvement in their
school or social activities. But far from acknowledging these
problems and attempting to tackle them, Japanese companies seem
to go out of their way to make life ever more difficult, utterly
failing to even consider the complexities of trying to juggle work
and family responsibilities.
Contrary to popular belief Japanese employees are entitled to
considerably more holiday than would be normal in the UK. In
addition to their yearly allowance they receive about 12 bank
holidays and extended breaks for shut-downs in spring, summer,
and winter. With this predefined holiday allowance you’d think
everything would run smoothly but like many things in the Kaisya,
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proceedings are turned into a farcical game of endurance in which
employees rarely use up their holiday quota for fear of being
branded as slackers.
The long hours and pressure all place considerable strain on a
marriage but this is as nothing compared to the trump card that the
company keeps up its sleeve. One day, probably just when the kids
are reaching an important point in their school careers, our
salaryman will be casually informed that he’s being transferred to a
different office at the other end of the country. As moving the
whole family is never really a feasible option, he’ll invariably elect
to join the ranks of Japan’s tanshin funin – those on ‘solo
assignment’. He’ll move to a small apartment somewhere near the
new office, work all the hours that God sends, and live off
convenience foods and snacks. Sure, he’ll try to head back to see
the family for weekends but this too may sometimes be shelved by
overtime or sheer exhaustion. It’s not much of a life really but is
accepted without fuss by thousands upon thousands of families
across the country every year. Making progress in one’s career calls
for sacrifices and if this means seeing the wife and kids only two or
three times a month then so be it.
Having read this far you’ll probably be getting the message that
our poor ‘salaryman’ has got rather a lot to contend with. What with
the hours, the regimentation, the pettiness, and the working
conditions you’d be excused for thinking that he must be on one
hell of remuneration package. Alas you’d be wrong. Salaries in
Japan are pretty much determined by a number of simple factors.
Initially based upon gender and time spent in further education, and
subsequently incremented based upon the number of years served.
Ability and performance? I hear you ask. Well no, not really. They
may have a tiny bearing on the size of the bonus but basically it’s
dedication that counts not results. That may come as a surprise, and
what’s even more surprising is how low salaries actually are,
certainly in comparison with the UK or US.
Much is made of the Japanese bonus scheme but like
‘overtime’, translations can be misleading. The legendary bonus is
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actually a contractually guaranteed portion of the salary; siphoned
off and used carrot style to ensure loyalty and boost morale levels.
Even when the bonus is factored into the equation the yearly
remuneration still falls short of what you’d expect, and is way
below what you’d want given the conditions to be endured.
So there you have it. Far from ideal I’m sure you’ll agree. And
people wonder why attempts to replicate the Japanese business
model fail in the West!
Ultimately I suppose the way that these problems pan out
depends entirely on who you are.
If you’re Japanese there are those that argue that it all works
well and in a way I suppose it does, but only because the average
salaryman has no other experience from which to draw comparison.
Dog shit on the pavements was an accepted norm of life in the 70’s
and 80’s until someone twigged there might be a better place for it.
If you’re a foreigner working in a Japanese company then the
issues are very different. The fundamental problem is that all the
rules and pettiness, all the noise and immaturity eventually just
grind you down. You become prematurely bitter and twisted. You
end up wanting to kick people into gear, wondering why everything
takes so long and is made so unnecessarily complex. These are
feelings commonly shared by Japanese nationals returning home
after a transferal overseas.
And if you’re a foreign company trying to do business with the
Japanese then good luck to you. Remember always that Japanese
and Western companies are similar in about the same kind of way
that baseball is similar to cricket; they’re both games in which the
aim is to hit a small ball with a bat, but there the resemblance ends
and trying to apply the rules and logic of one to the complexities of
the other will invariably end in tears. You need to appreciate that
success in Japan won’t come overnight and it certainly won’t play
by your rules, however hard you try.
Buy a big, thick book on Japanese business practices and keep it
with you at all times. It’ll probably help you avoid some initial
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blunders and more importantly it’ll give you something to sit on
during your time on the rock.1

1. Afterthought: For the sake of my pension, I'd just like to add that
none of the descriptions within this chapter apply in any way
whatsoever to the headquarters of my own employer in Japan.
Everything there is completely wonderful and fantastic.
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23
Izakaya
A Red Lantern Day

W

hen last in Japan I arranged to meet up with some old
colleagues and we headed off to a local Izakaya for a
long belated evening of merriment and overconsumption.
An izakaya is as a traditional Japanese bar serving beer and
sake, and a vast range of foods that are usually ordered and eaten
communally by everyone in the party. Found in ample supply in
every town and city across the land, they’re easily identifiable by a
large red paper lantern hanging outside and it’s because of this that
Izakaya are sometimes known as Akachouchin – Red Lanterns.
We slide open the door and head inside and as in all such places
are immediately greeted by a stupendous cry of IRASYAIMASE from
the guy on till. His booming welcome signals the formal start of our
evening’s entertainment, and serves to notify the other staff of our
arrival. They respond in kind, echoed welcomes hitting us from all
corners of the room.
Thoroughly welcomed in we’re guided to a raised tatami
platform at one side of the bar where customers remove their shoes
before stepping up to dine whilst kneeling or sitting cross-legged at
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a knee high wooden table. Our table is one of four on the platform
and is mirrored on the far side of the room by an identical
arrangement. The kitchen area occupies most of the length of the
wall by the door, the front of it completely open to view and
attached with a broad counter at which eight high wooden stools are
arranged. The central area of the room houses five ordinary wooden
tables each seating four people at a push. In total there’s seating for
about 60 people all of whom are looked after by four staff behind
the counter, three to carry out the food and take the orders, and one
take the money by the door and yell IRASYAIMASE at the top of his
voice.
It’s a Friday night and so the place is naturally hectic. There are
a couple of spare tables and one empty stool at the counter but
otherwise it’s pretty much full. A steady stream of people come and
go, and each time the door opens a draft from outside sends
deliciously dark and smoky rich odours wafting from the kitchen
out across the room to mix like the colours in marble with smells of
warm sake and tobacco.
Most of the diners are men. The majority look like they’ve come
straight from the office, either for a quick drink on the way back to
the station or on the pretence of continuing the afternoons meeting
in a more relaxed environment. Out of hours social bonding (read
as ‘drinking’) is something that the Japanese are particular keen on.
Nominication they sometimes call it, cleverly combining nomi
meaning ‘to drink’ with the latter half of ‘communication’. It’s seen
as a fairly integral and stereotypical part of the life of a salaryman,
and pretty much vital to relieve the stresses and pettiness of the day.
Once in position, the waitress comes over to bring us the menus
and the obligatory oshibori or piping hot hand towels used to
freshen up before eating. A group of four workmen who arrived just
ahead of us sit at a table close by and jokingly torment one of their
party for using his oshibori to rub the days dreariness from his face.
He is, they inform him, “like a smelly old granddad” and the group
erupt into boisterous laughter.
We order three large bottles of beer to share and then turn our
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attention to the menu whilst the waitress scampers away. The
Japanese rarely drink alcohol without also having something to eat.
It’s seen as somehow wild and slightly uncouth, something that’s
just not quite right like toast without butter or a roast beef without
gravy. Even if enjoying a quiet drink at home it’s usual to have
some small snacks to help it go down. Here in the izakaya there’s
plenty to choose from. The menu alone must contain over a
hundred items and others, perhaps the seasonal or daily specials,
are written on a number of small wooden plaques hung high above
the counter. Some of the dishes are no more than a small mouthful
but others would make an ample meal in their own right.
We each make a mental note of a few things that take our fancy
and when the beer arrives shout them out at random to the waitress.
“Tebasaki, yakitori…a couple of those, no, make it three,
yakisoba…better make it a large helping, a couple of negima,
agedashi doufu, some sashimi…a big mixed platter, oh, and a couple
of bowls of edamame, …that should be enough for the moment,
we’ll get more later.”
We resist the temptation to go for some of the more unusual
dishes on the menu but if raw horse meat or grasshoppers in miso
are your thing, they’re available too.
‘Cheers everyone, Kanpai!’ we toast the reunion and down the
beer. The place is now heaving, the happy throng inside the envy of
those at the door waiting to be seated. The food starts to arrive and
plate by mouth-watering plate is positioned in the centre of the
table for us all to share. There’s chicken, fried noodles, skewered
meat kebabs, deep fried tofu, sliced raw tuna, and green soybeans,
although it’s soon obvious that it won’t be sufficient and we call
over to the waitress to order other mixed dishes and more beer to
boot. And so the evening progresses. More beer and yet more food
lubricate the earlier restraints until, like those around, polite reserve
slips easily into rowdy familiarity.
At last, after about three hours, we stagger to our feet, struggle
back into our shoes and emerge out onto the now darkened streets.
Despite the initial objections of my senior colleague we split the
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bill roughly four ways, each of us paying our dues by forcing
random notes into his jacket pocket as he runs off down the street in
a polite attempt to protest.
As I could have predicted it’s been a marvelous evening. I’ve
renewed old friendships, filled my belly with delicious food, and
had sufficient beer to stop me feeling the chill of the night air. More
importantly still I feel happy to have taken some time out to remind
myself why I love this country so much.
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24
Pachinko
Men with Steel Balls

A

fter a few years in Japan I decided to move apartment.
The place I’d been in until then was starting to get a bit
cramped and when a house sprang up next door
blocking off my view of the shrine and cutting out most
of my light I decided it was time to move on.
The new place was better altogether. Airier, handier for the
station, and with plenty of room for my wife-to-be and her cleaning
equipment when she joined me there a while later. Being on the
fourth floor it also had better views and there were no more
problems with blocked daylight. In fact light was not a problem at
all. By day the sun came streaming in and kept the place warm even
in winter; by night the two rooms at the rear of the apartment were
brightly lit by the pachinko parlour about one hundred metres down
the road. “TAIHO” it was called and its name would reflect
colourfully across my bedroom wall every time the three metre
high neon sign on the side of the building changed in a never
ending cycle from red to blue to yellow and then back again. I
actually quite liked it. I found it somehow relaxing to watch the
letters dance across the wall before shooting away behind the
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wardrobe and on through the ceiling. They seemed to be beckoning
me in.
Whilst in that apartment and in years since, I’ve tried pachinko
on a number of occasions, most recently during a spell in Japan last
year. Always keen to find myself a nice little hobby I’ve really
made an effort to like it, but on every occasion have failed
miserably. On one occasion I even tagged along with a friend, a
pachinko addict who seemed to do little else, and got him to explain
some of the game’s finer points, but it was still hopeless. I couldn’t
play the game and struggled to even stay in the building for more
than a few minutes.
Pachinko is, according to the “top-pachinko.com” website I’ve
just been looking at, a game “similar to pinball in that small balls are
shot onto the playing surface where they haphazardly bounce around
and through a network of nails with the purpose of getting into the
winning pockets”.

Sounds quite good doesn’t it, even quite fun. Conjures up an
image of a spacious billiard hall like place where friends might
meet for a quick game and a chat before heading off for a night out.
I’m afraid not though. But it certainly is big business. According to
a study by the “Japan Productivity Centre for Socio-Economic
Development”, in 2004 alone total ball fees were ¥29.5 trillion
that’s an amazing $271 billion or, to put it into perspective, about
5.5% of Japan’s total GDP.
Pachinko is played in ‘parlours’ although you’d be hard pressed
to find a place more removed from any conventional definition of
that word. They’re not hard to find. Statistics vary but most sources
claim there are between 15 and 17,000 of them in Japan, so if you
fancy a game just walk out of any station or stroll around any town
centre and there’ll be several to choose from. There are superficial
differences from place to place; the colour of the stools and the
plastic buckets used to collect the balls, the newness of the
machines, but otherwise they’re all pretty much built to the same
template. Pachinko TAIHO was typical.
The automatic doors slide open and you step inside.
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Immediately in front of you an aisle of pachinko machines stretches
end-on from where you’re standing to the back of the building.
There are ten vertically set machines on each side of the aisle, each
with a revolving stool in front, each machine adjoined to the next
and leaving neighbouring players no more than 30 cm apart. A
space down the centre of the aisle, just wide enough for two people
to walk, separates the backs of the players on one side and those on
the other. Another six or perhaps seven identical aisles stretch out
across the floor and stop to leave just enough room for a counter, a
couple of snack vending machines, and a smaller side door leading
off to a backstreet. There are probably about 120 machines in total,
some shiny new ones and a few that look like they’ve seen better
days.
Let me explain how to play.
The first thing you obviously need to do is find a parlour that
looks good. As I said earlier, this shouldn’t be at all difficult. If
you’re in the slightest doubt just stand in the front of any station
and slowly move your head from right to left in search of the
ugliest, most conspicuous building that comes into view. You’re
looking for something that’s probably themed like a space rocket
and will have more flashing neon than most Vegas casinos.
Alternatively, if you’re out early in the morning, just look for the
queue of people outside any of the more popular places. If the
queue is long it’ll invariably mean that these delinquent pachinkoheads are on to something, some kind of special offer, a bank of
new machines, or an improved win rate to attract new customers,
either way you can’t go wrong so tag on to the end of the line and
wait for opening time.
Once inside, you first need to purchase a pre-paid card that
you’ll insert into your machine to buy the steel balls you’ll play
with. Now, card in hand, select your machine and take your place
on the stool. In the past the positions of the pins within the
machines were adjusted each night by a kugishi (a nail man) to
change the flow of the balls passing through. For any serious
players this meant that ‘reading’ the nails was vital in selecting the
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day’s machine, but today I understand that most of it is controlled
digitally. Anyway, for you and I it’s not going to make the slightest
difference, so just find the nearest available machine and sit down.
Insert your card into the slot and push one of the buttons to
select the number of balls you want to start with. In pachinko
TAIHO you got 125 balls for every ¥500 making them about 4 yen
per ball.
Each machine has two bucket type receptacles built into it at the
base. Insert the balls you’ve purchased into the top one from where
they’re machine-gunned upwards when you begin. The bottom
bucket is the one into which any balls you amass come spewing out
so you probably won’t need to worry about that. Look down at the
bottom right hand corner of the machine and you’ll see a round
knob or dial. Turn this to propel the balls out and start the game.
On early pachinko machines there would have been a lever or
trigger used to fire the balls and it’s with reference to this and the
onomatopoeic word pachin meaning a clicking sound of something
being fired, from which the game takes its name. Anyway,
adjusting the rotation of the handle controls the speed at which the
balls are released and thus the speed at which you watch your
money dart quickly down the drain. I guess you can probably fire
off about 100 balls a minute so it can all be quite a short game
without some considerable outlay or some considerable luck. I say
luck because the only element of skill involved is to control the dial
so that the balls channel roughly through the pins and ricochet into
any of the special pockets. Balls entering these pockets send the
fruit machine style display into spasm and after cries of “Reach” or
“Super Reach” trigger it to spew back out a load of the balls you’d
fed in a moment before.
The displays are far more sophisticated than any fruit machine
though and on some of the latest models you can even change the
background theme to match your mood. The machine I played on
most recently had obviously been set to ‘sexy marine’, the display
populated by semi-naked dancing fish, three of the same fish in a
line triggering a win. A topless mermaid apparently called Atari-
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chan would also swim by now and again to urge me to aim for the
crab’s opening and closing pincers and go for the big win. How
could I resist?
I never win at pachinko, that’s guaranteed from the start, but there
always seem to plenty of others who do. A big payout can equate to
several thousand balls which funnel out like silver magma into the
bottom pocket on the machine. As the pocket fills up, you slide
back a slot on the underside to release the balls into plastic tubs
positioned on the shelf below. Full tubs are then stacked up on the
floor beside you. When all the balls in your firing tray have gone,
you can either purchase more or just top them up with any winnings
you may have. The game finished when you run out of balls, run
out of bottle, or decide that eight hours is probably enough for one
day and decide to cash in your winnings.
Let’s imagine you’ve been playing for a while and have
managed to accrue two tubs full of balls. Carry them over to the
counter at the far side of the room and let’s get them weighed. The
balls are poured into the weighing machine and you’re handed a
receipt for the appropriate amount.
Interestingly, with the exception of betting on horse racing and
one or two other sports, gambling is actually illegal in Japan so you
now have two choices. You can elect to swap your receipt for any
of the prizes on the glass shelves behind the counter. Or, if you feel
you’ve already got enough teddy bears and are probably OK for
aftershave, you can elect like most people, to exchange for cash.
Again though, the gambling laws dictate that this activity cannot
take place on the same premises or even by the same organization,
so there are now a couple of hoops to jump through before you get
your mitts on the cash.
First you exchange your receipt for a ‘special prize’ which is
always something utterly useless but yet with some nominal cash
value. You then leave by the side door and are directed down the
back alley to a tiny hut a few metres away where, by sheer
coincidence, there’s a guy who just happens to love empty cigarette
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lighters and boxes of pencils so much that he’s prepared to buy
them off you. Just slide your winnings through the slot and out pops
the right amount of cash with no questions asked. The fact that the
guy in the hut then sells your pencils straight back to the pachinko
parlour to complete the transaction is conveniently overlooked by
all involved.
Most pachinko players probably come in about once a week,
stay for two or three hours, and spend between ten and twenty
thousand yen. Interestingly, the majority actually seem to win. It’s
not at all unusual to see people with several stacks of winnings,
each one four or five tubs high. The win rate is carefully configured
to keep the punters happy and the profits up. As I said earlier, you
pay about ¥4 per ball to play the game, but as your winnings are
bought back at about half that price you still only break even by
doubling your tally of balls. Clever eh? Give people some limited
feel of having won (but not actually profited) and they’ll be back
for more time and time again.
So what’s the problem, where’s the harm? Well, there are
several and the first one is the building itself. Pachinko parlours are,
almost without exception, stunningly ugly. They’re invariably high,
windowless facades bedecked in acres of flashing neon, enormous
banners, and not even scant regard for their surrounds. They’re just
about acceptable in the centre of a large city where you’d perhaps
expect that sort of thing, but pachinko parlours are to be found
everywhere, even in tiny communities, and the designs change little
regardless. They really are truly hideous and nowhere more so than
in Aichi prefecture, the proud home of pachinko, and the place
where I lived for so long. By night the view from my forth floor
apartment revealed not just pachinko TAIHO down the road but
about four or five others winking and flashing away at me merrily
from every point across the town.
The noise is another problem you could hardly overlook. As
soon as the doors slide open the noise that hits you is truly
incredible and would probably be illegal in most countries without
the associated health and safety warnings. It’s the combined noise
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of a million steel balls bouncing off a million metal pins, of a
thousand singing fish and a hundred naked mermaids, and the
sound of the lady on the PA system thanking you yet again for your
custom and welcoming you in and out. Any attempt at oral
communication is utterly futile. Words leaving your mouth vanish
instantly into the ether so messages are relayed through flashing
lights and hand signals to the employees who stand on duty at the
end of each aisle. The noise isn’t confined to within the parlour
either. There’s the din when you just walk past the place, the din of
the cars in the car park, and the even more annoying din of the
Cessna that circles town on a Sunday morning trying to drum up
business. It really is painful.
Of course the noise is all part of the attraction. With no
possibility of communication, pachinko offers one of the few
chances these days for uninterrupted solitude, the opportunity to
plug in and switch off from the world completely.
All you do, all you can do, is sit and stare at the monitor and lose
yourself in its flashing lights and animations. It’s sad, lonely, and
not a little bit frightening. It’s also mesmerizing and pretty
addictive. The very nature of the game dictates that you can’t afford
to avert your gaze from the special pockets for even a minute and,
as if this weren’t enough, there are a host of animated attractions
that keep you from leaving. On one of the machines I saw recently,
a very lifelike animated young girl on the display got so excited
every time somebody won that she’d remove an item of her
clothing. One by one they all came off until the old guy on the stool
in front started to get pretty animated himself. He looked like he’d
been there for days, hooked Pavlovian style on the combined
sensory overload of the noise, the lights, and even the smell.
Pachinko seems to get increasing mention in the news these
days. There are stories of the Korean owners funnelling back profits
to the homeland. There’s debate about Pachinko’s chances of
survival if, as rumoured, Japan’s gambling laws are relaxed. And
there are frequent stories about a very tangible decline in
popularity. According to a survey by the Japan Productivity Centre
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for Socio-Economic Development, male participation in pachinko
dropped by 15.4% between 1995 and 2005. Female take up,
although never high in the first place, was also down by 8.3% over
the same period. Not surprisingly then the industry is keen to ensure
that none of the other punters be allowed to quit. Parlour owners are
making real efforts to improve their disreputable and tobacco
tarnished image by introducing women only sections, no smoking
rooms, and locker fridges if you happen to have popped in on your
way back from the supermarket.
But for me it’s already too late. Like so many things in Japan,
the outer façade may have been tarted up, but the heart and soul of
Pachinko remains firmly rooted in the Japan of the 70s and 80s. It’s
a neon dinosaur from days gone by, a place where disgruntled
salesmen pass the day and overworked businessmen chain smoke
before heading home to appease the wife with cute prizes or
excuses of overtime. It’s time to move on.
I don’t think I’ll be playing pachinko again, it’s jaw-droppingly
ugly, ear-splittingly noisy, and nose-pinchingly smelly. It’s also
hopelessly outdated, probably quite dangerous, and now it seems
that the money I’ve wasted there over the years has actually been
funding North Korean missile launches into the Sea of Japan.
I’ve lost the desire to like it. I don’t have the will and I certainly
don’t have the balls to go on.
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25
Geography
Of Hill and Dale

I

‘ve just been looking at some night-time satellite images of
Japan. As you’d expect, being taken at night there’s not a
great deal to see except lights. Billions and billions of them.
Tiny specs that when viewed from the vantage point of the
telecoms satellite take on a somewhat sinister form that looks
uncannily like a Cheshire-cat.
Two eyes stare up at you. The one on the right is the more
rounded and sits plum on the top of Greater Tokyo. The one on the
left, slightly more oblique, covers the area of Nagoya. In between a
tight lipped mouth grins up, and trailing behind, a continuous tail
plots its course in a South-Westerly direction; from Nagoya to
Osaka, on through Kobe and Okayama to Hiroshima before finally
petering out at Fukuoka.
What I’m looking at of course is what’s usually referred to as
the Taiheiyou – or Pacific – belt. An almost unbroken urban ribbon
running straight from Tokyo to the Northern tip of the southern
island of Kyushu. That’s about the distance from London to
Marseille; 1200 km or 750 miles of subtropia, mayhem, and stress.
OK, that’s a slight exaggeration, it’s not all mayhem and stress.
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Even within the belt there are plenty of areas of green tranquillity,
but these images from space are nonetheless startling. The belt
itself represents less than one-quarter of Japan’s 377,000 sq.
kilometres but is home to about 60% of the population and accounts
for something like 70% of all industrial output. The Greater Tokyo
area alone (that’s Tokyo and the neighboring prefectures of Chiba,
Kanagawa, and Saitama) houses more than 25% of Japan’s
population, and with over 34 million inhabitants is the most
populous metropolitan area on earth.
This Pacific belt is the Japan that most people visualize. It’s the
Japan of company sirens, and neon signs, of scurrying ‘salarymen’
on packed trains and grid locked roads, the Japan of towering
apartment blocks, pachinko parlours, and karaoke boxes. And like 6
out of 10 of the Japanese population this is the Japan I know best.
All of my twelve years in the country have been spent in either the
right or left eye and I’m happy to admit that I like it a great deal.
I’ve worked for it, married into it, and prospered by it, but I do find
that from time to time I need to get away for a breather.
Looking again now at the satellite images in front of me I realize
that most of the country outside of the belt is not even visible. My
mind had thoughtfully pencilled in the outline for me but on closer
inspection it’s completely black. Either there’s nobody there at all
or they’ve thoughtfully switched off the lights. Either way it’s good
news for the weary urbanite in need of a little R&R.
Most books on Japan, including this one, will at some point
make mention of the concepts of uchi and soto, the private ‘inner’
and public ‘outer’ sides of the Japanese character. Japan itself is not
unlike its people. The ultra modern urban belt grins out at space,
but a hidden and often radically different inner side sits quietly
behind.
It all reminds me of my mother-in-law’s house and the stark
contrast between the jumbled disarray of the lived-in kitchen and
the uncluttered and largely unused reception rooms. I'm not
attempting to romanticize things or suggest for even a minute that
the modern face of the nation is in anyway a façade. It’s real in
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every sense, but it’s probably fair to say that there’s another real
Japan as well. A far less hustled and bustled one, and one that I’m
also very fond of.
If you’re wondering why so many people should choose to live on
one narrow belt of land the answer is simple – mountains. Japan has
rather a lot of them, particularly on Honshu where they form an
angry backbone right down the central axis of the island.
Most people will of course have heard of Mount Fuji, the
highest peak in Japan. At 3776 meters it’s admittedly tiny in
comparison to hundreds of its Asian cousins, but for me, coming
from the UK, it’s absolutely enormous.
Funnily enough Fuji happens to sit right in the middle of the
urban belt and, pollution levels permitting, is clearly visible from
Tokyo and much further afield. But there are plenty of other very
respectable mountains that take refuge further away from the
crowds. There are, I’ve discovered, 13 peaks in Japan over 3000
meters, 35 over 2000 meters, and more than 50 over 1000 meters. If
you happen to come from Tibet or Bhutan you’re probably scoffing
right now, but I come from England where Scafell Pike, our highest
‘mountain’ gives up the chase at a mere 978m, so you’ll forgive me
if I get quite excited by these statistics.
The company I work for have their headquarters in a city in
Kanagawa prefecture. It’s about 50 minutes on the train to the
South West of Tokyo and very much within the urban belt. I’ve
been there several times now and on each occasion have been
struck by a sizeable mountain just on the outskirts of the city. On
my last visit I had an excellent view of it from my desk on the
fourth floor of the office and decided to find out what it was called.
“Ah, chotto wakaranai” – “Oh, I’m not sure” replied the guy to
my right after screwing up his eyes and sucking hard on his teeth
for a while.
“Dore?” – “Which one?” replied the guy to my left looking
utterly nonplussed.
“Er, that enormous one just down the road,” I replied.
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He got up and walked to the window in disbelief. After a
moments deliberation he reluctantly acknowledged its existence
and let on that he thought it was called Ooyama but couldn’t be
sure. I immediately checked on the internet and found he was right.
I also found out that at 1252 metres it’s only a cat’s whisker smaller
than Ben Nevis.
I think that’s marvellous. An enormous mountain far bigger than
anything in England and smaller than only five peaks in the entire
UK and most people had either utterly failed to notice it there or
had never even bothered to find out its name.
Size, I know, is not everything, but in addition to its mountains,
Japan has no shortage of other magnificent scenery to offer. There’s
the spacious, almost European openness of Hokkaido, the deserted
tropical beeches of Kyushu and the southern islands, enormous
lakes by the score, majestic waterfalls up to 500 meters high, and
huge tracts of forest. In fact, according to the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport, exactly 66.4% of the total floor space
of Japan is forest. This, I’m well aware, is probably because, an
almost identical percentage of the country is defined as
mountainous, but it’s nevertheless a pleasingly large figure. And
the great thing is that none of this beauty is kept in isolation. It’s not
cordoned off or vacuum packed like an American national park, but
is lived in and looked after and available to all simply by jumping
on a train.
The Japanese often describe their own country as semai; a difficult
word to get a handle on. In some contexts it means nothing more
than ‘small’ but this is clearly not appropriate in the case of Japan
itself. Despite frequent translations to the contrary, the Japanese are
under no illusions that Japan is small, and snide criticism of
geographical ignorance by scoffing foreigners is largely unfounded.
More commonly, semai is used to denote a lack of openness, a
description of a space that’s cramped, or a feeling of being tightly
packed. No elevator is large, but murmurings of semai will only be
heard when the fifth or sixth person squeezes in and stands on
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somebody’s toe. It's a word used to describe the feeling of the space
in question rather than its physical dimensions.
When understood in this way I’d certainly agree that Japan is
indeed semai, but to me this is far from negative. Just like my
mother-in-law’s kitchen, Japan is a place with an awful lot packed
tightly inside. Yes, there are plenty of people, cars, and buildings,
but there's also an enormous wealth of amazing scenery and
stunning vistas, and like the mountain outside my office, it’s all
yours for the taking.
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26
Gaijin
Aliens have Landed

A

s a small child I always dreamt of achieving some kind
of celebrity status. I’d be a famous sportsman or
politician, a pop star or war hero. The details would
chop and change from daydream to hopeless daydream
yet were held together by a common thread of me as the centre of
attention, adored and respected by all around. Well surprise surprise
it never happened. As I grew older I failed to shine, or even dully
glow, in almost all aspects of life and slowly came to terms with
being an average Joe. Until.... kaboom! One day I boarded an
aeroplane and 12 hours later I was famous.
Well OK, I wasn’t actually famous, at least not for anything
involving forte or flair, but I certainly did have all the attention I’d
ever craved and quickly discovered I wouldn’t wish it on my worst
enemy.
It was the spring of 1990 and, as one of just two white
foreigners living in a small town somewhere outside the city of
Nagoya, I attracted more than a little attention. Everyday I’d leave
my apartment to walk to the nearby station and everyday I’d be
followed like the Pied Piper of Hamlyn by a lively entourage of
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small children. On some days they’d come running up to greet me –
“Oh, herro, herro” – asking to shake my hand and get my autograph
with a “Sign, prease”. On others they’d be happy just to mimic me,
or to get their kicks hurling random English phrases in my
direction. Actually they only knew two lines of English: “Oh my
God” – picked up from some commercial on TV, and the somewhat
less useful, “This is a pen” – taken from page one of their English
text book and forever seared on the minds of generations of
Japanese.
It wasn’t just the kids either. Wherever I went I’d be
accompanied by cries of “ah, gaijin da” – “oh, a foreigner”, by
people just staring at me agog, or shooing their kids inside as I
walked past their houses. People would talk about me quite openly
on the train, “I wonder where he’s going, he’s probably lost”, “Not
very tall is he, I thought they were supposed to be tall and
handsome”. Mothers would even use me in an attempt to control
their unwieldy toddlers, “Come and sit down or the gaijin will get
angry and tell you off”. It was all very peculiar and I quickly grew
to appreciate the fact I never achieved the real stardom I’d always
craved.
The number of foreign residents has jumped sharply since those
days. In fact, according to government statistics, there was an 87%
rise between 1990 and 2005. This is undeniably a big increase, but
even at current levels of just over 2 million still only represents a
tiny 1.5% of the entire Japanese population.
Still, the increase in numbers seems to have been enough to
largely put an end to the days of the “ah, gaijin da” comments but
problems for foreigners in Japan linger on and new ones seem to
arrive all the time. Like most countries the Japanese maintain a
league table of acceptability for the varying foreign factions that
share their land. Gaijin are gaijin, but there are those to be shunned,
those to be grudgingly tolerated, and those to be embraced with
open arms. The problems faced are radically different depending on
which group your country happens to fall within.
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At the most recent full census in 2005 the six largest groups of
foreigners in Japan were Koreans (comprising approximately 30%
of all resident foreigners), Chinese (about 26%), Brazilians (about
15%), Philipinos (about 9%), Peruvians (about 3%), and Americans
(about 2.5%).
Unfortunately, most of the non-white foreign residents have a
fairly bad reputation and, rightly or wrongly, are often associated
with the KKK. Not the Ku Klux Klan, but a description of the blue
collar roles they often fill, Kitanai, Kitsui, and Kiken – or in English
DDD (dirty, difficult, and dangerous).
The non-white foreign communities face many problems. They
have a reputation for being in Japan solely for the money and for
getting involved in petty crime and fraud. Their tarnished
reputation is helped little by their ever growing visibility. Whilst the
number of Koreans has levelled off over the past few years, the
number of Chinese is up by 71% and the number of Brazilians by
16%. In addition to growing in number their presence is
exaggerated by a tendency to congregate in search of some of the
reassuring comforts of home.
For their part the Japanese simply tolerate these people but have
little if any interest in their culture or well-being. They know that as
the Japanese population goes into absolute decline they can no
longer rely on their own workforce to sweep the streets and work in
the backstreet sweatshops. They simply put up with these gaijin and
leave them to get on with it.
The same cannot be said for the white foreigner residents who
face an almost exact opposite set of problems. In fact pretty much
the only issue that the white and non-white foreigner residents
share is that of the gaikokujin touroku – alien registration card – or
‘gaijin card’ as it’s more commonly known. The card must be
carried at all times by all foreign residents and produced on demand
if ever requested by the police. It’s been around for years but
remains a bête noire amongst those lost souls eager to add a dose of
oppressed street cred to their newfound minority status by drawing
tired and exaggerated comparisons with the pass books of 1980’s
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South Africa. Such arguments are lost on the Japanese. Those who
know of the card’s existence at all view it merely as a handy little
thing carrying some useful personal details in case the foreigner
should forget them. To an extent this is actually true. I’ve used my
card on numerous occasions to copy out my address but the logic of
this argument falls flat when you try to explain away the fingerprint
in the corner.
Like the other groups, there’s been a steady increase in the
numbers of white foreign residents in Japan but it’s certainly not
been anywhere near as pronounced. Today the total number of all
North American, European, and Oceanic residents accounts for a
little under 7% of the total foreign population, or just 0.1% of all
the people in the country. Partly due to this, and partly because the
Korean and Chinese residents tend to blend in more, the white guys
get more than their fair share of attention.
I’ve just been looking at some of my old school photos from
about thirty years ago. There are one or two black and Asian
looking kids in the pictures but basically it’s an all white affair.
Seeing them today the pictures seem awkward and innocent, but yet
this is how Japan is today. When you’re out and about you do see
the odd foreigner but still infrequently enough to draw your
attention; “ah gaijin da” you find yourself thinking.
Ever since the earliest contact with the West, and particularly since
the end of Second World War, the Japanese have had a particular
fascination or near obsession with all things Western. The white
guy in Japan is very much number one in the league table and
there’s absolutely no chance that this will change anytime soon.
The allure is particularly strong with the US. America is perceived
as being all that Japan lacks; spacious and hip, free and relaxed, yet
dangerous and somehow wild. Americans likewise are seen as
unreliable and exaggerated yet cool with it. The UK has a generally
similar image but at the same time is seen as shinshi no kuni –
‘Gentleman’s Country’. Everyday plane loads of Japanese tourists
touch down at Heathrow fully expecting to find Sherlock Holmes
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style ‘pea-soupers’ and gents in bowler hats giving up their seats
for ladies on the train. Imagining their disappointment never fails to
trouble me.
The obsession with the West manifests itself into a great deal of
attention for white foreigners; some of whom become addicted to it
and others of whom make tiresome cries of racism. Personally I’ve
never been able to work out whether the attention, in all its varying
forms, could be deemed racist or not. Certainly the vast majority is
in no way malicious and is metered out in innocent ignorance of
Western notions of privacy and political correctness. In trying to
analyze it you quickly find yourself back at the familiar ‘ignorance
is no excuse’ argument, but somehow the pieces of the puzzle just
refuse to fall into a comfortable order. What I do know is that the
attention is very real.
In the UK we show acceptance of foreigners by simply
pretending that they’re British. We don’t correct their English but
equally never compliment them on it nor speak slowly to help them
understand. We never ask where people are from or what they
believe. It’s a game that can become boring and awkward. Even
when we know otherwise we maintain the act, “oh, were you not
born in this country then?” we’ll ask. Compliments and expressions
of interest are kept to the ultra-safe, “I wish I could speak two
languages like that, where did you learn?”. We do all of these things
through some self-imposed fear of being branded racist; for fear
that if we ever were to ask, “Where are you from then?” they may
reply, “Wolver’ampton mate, ‘ow about you”.
It’s all very complicated and thankfully in Japan the rules are a
lot simpler. As you are clearly a foreigner the Japanese are
genuinely interested to know where you from, what you’re made
of, and what you think of their country. They’re interested in these
things and see nothing wrong with asking you, it’s as simple as that.
In my experience there are five groupings into which most
Japanese people can be lumped in terms of how they interact with
foreigners or how they prod them like a child prodding a dead fish
or the riverbank.
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Group 1: Screamers
Screamers are invariably met at blind corners in corridors, on
stairwells, or at the entrance to elevators. Without advance warning
of your arrival screamers are unable to control their natural instincts
and let out a little cry of bikurishita (‘oh surprise’) in place of a
more normal greeting. This is usually followed by a nodded excuse
me, a reddening of the face, and a hasty retreat. To reduce the risk
of encountering a screamer always walk on the outside of
stairwells, make some deliberate noise as you go along, and never
stand too close to the elevator doors.
Group 2: Patriots
Patriots can be met at any time and there’s little you can do to
prepare. They’re invariably male and have often had a little too
much to drink. Favourite expressions include, "This is Japanese
[insert any noun]." and anything to do with Japan being ichi-ban
(number one, the very best). They’ll let on that Japan is the best
country in the world, that it has the best beer, the best rice, the best
seasons, and the most beautiful women. If you get cornered by a
patriot and can’t get away just smile a lot and agree enthusiastically
with whatever they say.
Group 3: Linguists
Linguists come in all shapes and sizes but share an insatiable
desire to talk to you in English regardless of whether or not they
actually can. Some will ask you outright if they can practice their
English on you but others will just sidle up sneakily and start
gibbering away. "I amu Takabayashi Masayuki, prease to callu
Taka. I am pooru Engrish, I am sorry." These people are bad enough
when you actually are an English speaker but if you're French,
German, Spanish or any other non-English speaking white
foreigner they must be truly insufferable.
Group 4: Imbeciles
Often to be found with a patriot friend this guy is truly
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depressing. He'll talk incessantly and bombard you with question
after infantile question. He'll tell you that you are nihongo jyouzu –
good at Japanese (even if you only say one word), and hashi jyouzu
– good at using chopsticks. He’ll ask you whether you can eat
Japanese food, not ‘do you like it’ but ‘can’ you eat it. And he'll
compliment you on your nice 'high nose'. Smile politely and let him
talk himself out.
Group 5: Donators
Frequently encountered at festivals, parks, and also in bars and
restaurants, donators are the least painful but perhaps the most
indecipherable of all gaijin hunters. They'll come up to you without
warning, give you a can of beer, a snack, or a souvenir of some kind
mutter a one worder such as ‘present’ or ‘service’ or something,
and then be gone. There'll be no further interaction and they want
nothing in return. "Thank you for bothering to come" they’re
saying, "Please think well of Japan".
All five groups are very different and when viewed in isolation
seem harmless and innocent enough. They are. But when
encountered multiple times each day, over weeks, months, and
years, the novelty of the attention very quickly turns to fatigue,
annoyance and a pressing need to be left alone.
The Japanese have come an awfully long way since opening
their doors to foreigners but now need to learn to simply let them
get on with their lives. They desperately need to stop pampering
them, stop haranguing them, stop bragging to them, stop using
them. Oh, and most of all, please, please, stop screaming at them.
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Special Occasions
Stepping Stones

T

ime is made easy in Japan by markers along the way. The
seasons bring change and the comforting return of the
familiar. Each month within, a stepping stone; its sights
and smells, its celebrations and occasions a time to
reflect, a place to taste time’s passing before moving easily on.
Many Japanese seem strangely unaware that seasons exist
outside of their own country. I’ve been told on countless occasions,
although usually by drunken businessmen, that Japan is unique in
this respect. I used to scoff at their ignorance and take delight in
correcting them but these days I’m no longer so cocky. I’ve even
started to think that there’s perhaps some deeper meaning to kisetsu
than the somewhat less evocative ‘season’ found in the dictionary,
and it’s undeniably true that the Japanese kisetsu are distinct in far
more than just climatic change. Each comes complete with its own
foods and customs, its own smells and occasions; like distant
relatives that appear overnight, stay a while and are then gone for
another year. It’s all very cozy and reassuring.
Spring in Japan brings sudden and glorious relief from the often
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chilly winter. It’s a time for fresh starts, for shiny new uniforms and
unfamiliar suits. And to all Japanese, spring is synonymous with
cherry blossoms and picnics in the park with friends old and new.
As spring bubbles uncomfortably over into summer, colours
change from pink to blue and energies are diverted to the challenge
of keeping cool. Thoughts turn to cold noodles and grated ice, cool
summer kimonos, and after dark festivals, fireworks and ice cold
beer. Summer is the sound of the cicadas by day and frogs by night,
the smell of incense at the temple and the sound of the gentle
summer chimes in the wind.
Autumn sees a return to the luxury of normality after surviving
the suffocation of summer. Renewed energy levels mark a time for
sports and for trips to the mountains and parks to view the brazen
red maples. Appetites reawaken to the pleasure of seasonal manju
cakes and the return of overpriced matsutake mushrooms. It’s a time
to relax and reflect.
Winter’s return brings cold nights, extra blankets on the futon,
and high pressure days with crispy blue skies. It brings the smell of
kerosene heaters, and cozy evenings round the stove. Warming
foods shared from huge steaming pots and cup after cup of piping
hot sake. Winter means end-of-year cleaning and parties at work,
trips to the shrine on new year’s day and pocket money for the kids.
And so the cycle continues, year upon year, decade upon
decade. It’s not only the seasons that help time on its way. Without
doubt one of the most wonderful things about Japan is the wealth of
special occasions and festivals, handed down and treasured from
generation to generation. Sprinkled liberally throughout the year
they come in all shapes and sizes. Celebrations of seasonal change
and of crops harvested, rights of passage for children, and religious
traditions both Buddhist and Shinto. Each month brings something
new; a marker to look towards and enjoy.
January starts off with o-shougatsu, the New Year celebration,
and then later in the month there’s seijin no hi, the coming of age
celebration for those reaching adulthood. In February setsubun no hi
marks the beginning of Spring and the warding off of evil with the
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cry ‘oni wa soto fuku wa uchi’ – ‘demons out, good luck in’. Early
march is the time for hina matsuri, the girls day festival when
households display ornate dolls dressed in Heian era costumes in a
celebration of their daughters. April explodes onto the scene with
hanami cherry blossom viewing, and later marks the start of the
‘Golden Week’ holiday that stretches into May and includes
Constitution Day and Boys Day. July brings the Tanabata star
festival, shops and buildings decorated with bamboo and laden with
labels carrying hopes for the future. August is unquestionably
Obon, the Buddhist time in which families make offerings to
deceased relatives and light fires to guide their spirits back to the
ancestral home. It’s also a time for amazing displays of fireworks
and celebrations of summer. September sees the flaming red maples
and trips out to the country. October heralds school and company
sports days. November brings the shichi go san right of passage for
children aged three, five, and seven. And finally December sees the
Emperor’s birthday, end of year celebrations at work, and end of
year cleaning at home.
These I should stress are just some of the main events
throughout the year. Together with countless others, both local and
regional, they bring an acute awareness of time and of the passing
of the seasons and months. Each special period comes complete
with its own unique festival, or festival-like routine, and it’s these
that make each occasion so enjoyable. I enjoy all such times
immensely but cherry blossom viewing in early April is
unquestionably my favourite.
It’s no exaggeration to say that the Japanese are fanatical about
cherry blossom. Every year, from mid-March onwards, its arrival is
diligently plotted as an area of pink that starts on the southernmost
island of Kyushu rolls slowly in a north-easterly direction until the
entire country has had its turn. The eagerly awaited date of mankai
– fully opened flowers – is carefully predicted for each region and
discussed with passion on every street corner.
As the day arrives the local parks and riverside walks are
transformed into an enormous candyfloss of colour and locals
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amass for picnics and barbeques. Some simply turn up and take
their chances, but others more organised, send in the advance guard
to lay claim to prime positions with tarpaulin sheets or ropes
entwined around adjacent trees.
As the blossoms reach their peak the parks start to bow under
the weight of good natured revellers. Some bring beer and rice balls
or perhaps fry noodles on makeshift griddles. Some buy snacks,
both sweet and savoury, from vendors in temporary awnings and
run the risk of familiar jests of ‘hana yori dango’ – ‘rather the food
than the flowers’. And then, after just a few days, the blooms start
to tire and the parks return to normality as overnight clean up
operations begin with military precision.
My first hanami was only days after arriving in the country and
I’ve loved the spectacle of it ever since. I particularly like to head
down to the park just after dark when the paper lanterns add an
element of the ‘floating world’ and the sweet smoky smells carried
on the warm spring air allow a return to a still blinkered and
idealistic happiness.
Another of my favourites is the period of Obon, a time for both
reflection and celebration. Now commonly held in mid August,
Obon is a Buddhist family reunion in honour of deceased relatives
and ancestors. The Obon season usually gets underway with news
coverage of mass congestion on the roads and railways as people
stream out of Tokyo and the other major urban conurbations and
head back to the home towns of their parents and grandparents. For
those who manage to overcome the traffic, proceedings usually
commence with a visit to the temple. The family gravestones are
washed, or just doused with water, prayers are offered, and the dead
occupants invited back to the house for refreshments and a chat.
But the best part of Obon starts after dark. Held in parks and
temples all over Japan, bon dancing is a celebration of respect
towards one's ancestors and a celebration of the fact that they've
popped home for a flying visit. The dance itself is a simple affair in
which the participants dance-march slowly around a specially
constructed wooden tower known as a yagura. Music is piped from
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the yagura and in most regions it also houses an enormous taiko
drum that dictates the beat and conducts the participants around.
Two paces forward and one back, two forward and one back,
slowly the dancers ebb and flow round and round the yagura,
children and adults alike revelling once more in summer’s feel of
cool yukata kimonos and bare soles on wooden geta sandals. And
then, spirits revived, it’s over for another year and all head happily
home carrying silent drum beats for many hours after.
I’m delighted to discover that my love of the Japanese festival
was shared by the greatest of all Japanophiles, Lafcadio Hearn.
“If you ever visit Japan, be sure to go to at least one temple
festival – en-nichi. The festival ought to be seen at night, when
everything shows to the best advantage in the glow of countless
lamps and lanterns. Until you have had this experience, you cannot
know what Japan is, you cannot imagine the real charm of
queerness and beauty, to be found in the life of the common
people.” (Lafcadio Hearn circa 1895)
Hearn, often cited as one of the few foreigners to have really
captured the heart of Japan, certainly knew his stuff. The Japanese
truly know how to celebrate. They know how to make an occasion
special, they know the importance of treasuring each one, and
they’re comfortable with these celebrations of their own
uniqueness. And after all, why not? They have a lot of uniqueness
to celebrate and a lot for you and I to discover and enjoy.
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28
Noise Pollution
Empty Vessels

H

ere's a true story for you. Not long ago I returned to my
home in the UK after spending a few months in Japan.
For days after getting back I had this really annoying,
nagging sensation that somehow, something was not
quite right, that something was missing, that I'd forgotten
something really really important. I couldn't put my finger on it,
and the more I tried to work it out the more annoying it got. The
house appeared to be fine. The wife and kids were present and
correct. The car was still in the garage. The boiler was working.
Everything seemed to be tickety-boo. And then, one Sunday
morning, about a week after getting back, it hit me. There was no
noise! Well, OK there was some. The sound of the odd car, the
church bells in the distance, the guy down the road cutting his lawn
yet again, but none that really annoyed me. None that actually made
me angry and that thought made me intensely happy.
Noise in Japan is everywhere. It is, to use a word that the
Japanese seem to have fallen in love with, ubiquitous. Not just the
noise of someone playing music a little too loudly, but noise that
tears across every synapse of your being. Noise that permeates into
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the darkest corners of your conscience, taking over your body's
internal settings until, one frightening day, you no longer even
notice it. Like that piece of apple stuck in your teeth, it's only when
eventually plucked out that the resultant return to normality slaps
you hard in the face.
To give you the tiniest taste of just how noisy it can be I’d like to
take you on a little auditory tour. So, dust off your imaginations,
pick up your ear protectors and join with me as we set out on a little
stroll. It's a lovely day and you decide to walk from your house to
the train station in the centre of town. It should only take about 15
minutes and as there are a few things you need to get on the way
it’ll be easier than going in the car. So, off you go. As you walk
along, a small Cessna circles just above keeping you company. The
loud speaker rigged to the side of it blasts out a pre-recorded
message in a never ending loop; "Hasshin. The Jewellery Shop.
Come to Hasshin for jewellery. Hasshin. The Jewellery Shop.
Come to Hasshin for jewellery."
You turn the corner and in the distance see the familiar site of a
small white van driving slowly and deliberately down the middle of
the narrow street. Not to be outdone by the aural bombardment
from the skies the owner of the truck has cranked the volume of his
rooftop speaker to max and set his cassette tape to loop
continuously for all eternity, "Newspapers and magazines.
Newspapers and magazines. Bring out your paper goods for
recycling. Paper goods. Bring them out for recycling."
Two women with bundles of newspaper tied neatly with string
come dashing out and the truck now stops a short distance ahead.
The women hand over their goods and in return each receive a
couple of rolls of toilet paper. Your thoughts of what an excellent
form of recycling this is are blasted from your mind as you draw
alongside. The noise as you pass the truck actually hurts your ears
but the women stand chatting apparently oblivious to the pain. Still,
not to fear, you've now reached the local supermarket and dive
inside to escape the paper man from hell. You know this shop well
and cut through the veg section making a beeline straight for the
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snacks and rice balls. Suddenly you step on a landmine.
"Welcome, WELCOME, WELCOME, W-E-L-C-O-M-E”
screams the man hovering around the cabbages less than a metre
from your ear. You’ve seen this guy many times before but now you
come to think of it, you’ve never actually seen him do anything
other than shout. "THE CABBAGES ARE HALF PRICE
TODAY....WELCOME
WELCOME
WELCOME...
THE
CABBAGES ARE CHEAP AND FRESH....WELCOME
WELCOME WELCOME" he explodes.
Annoying as this is, there's something hugely comical about
having someone shout (and I do mean REALLY shout) some inane
message over and over again whilst standing very much within
your personal space. It's something that millions of people in many
other countries will probably never have the chance to experience
and something that rarely fails to make me smile, grin to myself
stupidly, or on occasions actually burst out laughing.
Anyway, you pay up and head back to the street. As you draw
closer to the station your route now takes you past a number of
pachinko parlours. The automatic doors of one slide effortlessly
open as you walk past and the noise from within almost knocks you
sideways into the street. The pure white noise of millions of tiny
ball bearings competes with the din of the piped rock music and the
combined effect has you skipping on ahead at double pace.
You hurry to the pedestrian crossing. The light turns green and
you're accompanied over the road by a number of tunes and
warnings blasting out from the speaker attached to the crossing
sign. In need of cash for the train you duck into the bank. As you
insert your card, the ATM barks instructions at you and then
politely thanks you for using its services.
The station is now just ahead, you're nearly home and dry and
looking forward to relaxing on the train. As you walk across the
station concourse your heart sinks as the familiar crackle of
someone tapping and blowing into a microphone bounces off the
surrounding buildings to warn you of more bombardment to come.
Seconds later your fears are confirmed. There, parked right in the
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middle of the pedestrian area in front of the station is a white van. A
small scaffold platform has been erected in front of it and, standing
proudly and neatly on display, a candidate for the forthcoming local
elections now lets the unexpected masses have it.
"I AM SUZUKI.
VOTE FOR SUZUKI IN THE CITY ELECTIONS.
I AM SUZUKI......".
Nobody pays one iota of attention nor has the slightest notion of
what this guy stands for or what he can do for them. You can still
hear his pathetic harangue as you purchase your train ticket and ride
the escalator to the station platform.
The train is not due for a couple of minutes and you decide to
get a drink from one of the many vending machines that litter the
platform. As you stick in your money the machine plays a happy
melody for you and its pretty lights spin round the display panel
until your drink pops out with a heavy clunk. Exactly on time, a
familiar melody and siren announce the arrival of your train. You
board, and feeling emotionally drained slump down into your seat.
Every sensory receptor in your body is now at saturation point but
at least you can now drop your guard a little, at least.....
"TRA-LA-LA. TRA-LA-LA. TRA-LA-LA-LI-LI. TRA-LALA. TRA-LA-LA. TRA-LA-LA-LI-LI. WELCOME ABOARD
THE SUPER-EXPRESS 302 BOUND FOR OSAKA. WE THANK
YOU MOST SINCERELY FOR USING OUR TRAIN SERVICE
TODAY AND ......" Aaaahaaaaaaa
OK, I'll stop there. I'd love to tell you that the above is all hugely
exaggerated and merely the redundant rantings of a battle-weary
foreigner close to breaking point, but unfortunately it's not. The
only exaggeration is that you probably wouldn't experience all of
the above on one short walk to the station, but then again, you
certainly could. Oh, and don't presume that I've been unlucky in the
places I've lived and visited. I can pretty much guarantee that a dart
thrown randomly into a map of Japan would lead you straight to a
town or city that was just as bad.
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Just as infuriating as the problem itself is the fact that the vast
majority of the Japanese population haven't yet noticed the noise at
all, but let's not get too negative. Like so many quality of life type
issues: smoking, equal opportunities, overtime to name but some,
the Japanese are merely a little slow off the mark. Keep bringing it
up, keep politely complaining, and one day with little fuss or to do
things will change for the better with incredible speed and
efficiency. Until that day, pack your ipod.
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29
Religion
High Spirits

Y

esterday was New Year’s Day, possibly the most
important day in the Japanese calendar and one that set
me thinking about religion.
Religion, in all its many flavours, is something that I’m
fairly comfortable with on a general interest plane, but like many
others have never taken the time to dwell upon my own personal
spiritual standing. Fear of being struck down by a bolt of divine
lightning denies me the conviction to declare myself a rational
atheist, whilst apprehension at finding spiritual sustenance in the
Bible leaves me far too frightened to actually read it. Instead I
position myself firmly in no-man’s land and bury my head deep
into the proverbial sand.
Ignoring religion in Japan is not so easy. There’s a shrine or
temple on almost every street corner and religion figures to some
extent in almost every aspect of life; from house building to sumo
wrestling.
Already knowing Japan to be a land with very clear cut notions
of right and wrong, it was with some trepidation many years ago
that I started to look into religious beliefs there. I’m relieved to
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report though that my fears of being condemned to eternal
purgatory were completely unfounded, for what I discovered was a
spiritual stance with a reassuringly human and appealing face.
Any good guide book on Japan will tell you there are two
predominant religions in the country; Buddhism and Shintoism.
Shintoism has by far the longer history in the country and is usually
referred to as the native Japanese religion. It’s been around for as
long as anyone can remember; quietly and unobtrusively getting on
with things whilst occasionally being modified by agricultural
based rites and ceremonies. Yet despite its ancient history
Shintoism has always been more of an integral part of life itself
than a religion per se and it probably didn’t even have a name until
sometime in the nineteenth century.
Buddhism on the other hand was far more defined and came into
the country from China or Korea sometime around the mid sixth
century. As Buddhism spread and became established throughout
the country it quickly settled into a happy coexistence with Shinto
ideas and the two gradually merged into an inseparable single faith.
As you probably have little knowledge of Shinto beliefs I’ll give
you a quick overview from my own rudimentary understanding.
You’ll be pleased to here that it’s all refreshingly simple.
Shinto is written in Japanese using two characters, shin 神
meaning God or spirit, and tou 道 meaning a road or a way. Because
of this it’s invariably embellished into “The way of the Gods”
which I’ve always felt is an unsuitable and somewhat overbearing
translation. Something like “The Spiritual Path” would have been
just as accurate and actually far more representative of the faith
itself. For that’s all Shintoism really is, a gentle and unassuming
path towards spiritual awareness. It’s fundamentally a form of
nature worship and a belief that anything (and possibly everything)
has a natural spirit or soul and should be revered accordingly. The
shin of Shinto is the Chinese based reading of the word God, the
Japanese reading being kami which in the case of the Shinto faith is
better translated as spirit or deity. Kami can take any form; a rock, a
tree, a mountain, or anything else.
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Shintoism is founded on four fundamental cornerstones. A love
and respect of nature. The importance of cleanliness. The role of
festivals as a celebration of life and rights of passage. And finally a
belief in tradition and the role of the family in supporting and
maintaining all of the above.
Worship, or more accurately, the offering of self beneficial
prayers or thanks, takes place at a jinja or shrine which were
originally nothing more than simple structures built to house the
particular kami in question. Shrines can be easily distinguished
from Buddhist temples by the torii gate at their entrance that marks
the division between the secular and spiritual worlds.
One somewhat unfortunate aspect of the original Shinto faith
was its association with the imperial line and the belief that the
Japanese Emperor was the direct descendant of Amaterasu, the Sun
Goddess. The Americans wasted no time in forcing Emperor
Hirohito to denounce this in 1945 and thus, physically at least,
forced Shintoism apart from its Buddhist cousin. In practise
however this was purely superficial.
Today, although no longer formally united into one religion, the
boundaries between the two are often unappreciated. When asked
about religion, most Japanese will happily tell you that they and
their family are members of one of the many flavours of Japanese
Buddhism, but they may often struggle to remember which
particular one.
Very few people would readily call themselves members of the
Shinto faith and a surprising number will probably be unfamiliar
with the word Shinto all together. Yet in reality nearly everyone
will practise both religions with little if any distinction between the
two, and it’s undoubtedly Shintoism that has by far the greater
influence on daily life.
Most of what could be regarded as the very essence of being
Japanese is related in some way to Shintoism. Prayers for a safe
birth, blessings for a new baby, celebrations of childhood, passage
into adulthood, marriage, and numerous celebrations along the way,
all are tied in with the Shinto shrine.
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The four cornerstones of the faith mentioned earlier form a
template of the Japanese people. Emphasis on ritual and fixed
greetings, a deep awareness for the feelings and status of others, an
appreciation of natures simple beauty, and even an obsession with
cleanliness all stem directly from Shinto reserve.
But death brings a sudden change of direction for the vast
majority of Japanese. As the Shinto faith gives little clue of, or even
interest in, an afterlife, Buddhism steps in to provide some comfort.
Buddhist burial practises are observed, as is the importance of
attending to the dead and occasionally inviting them back home for
a chat. It’s a convenient solution to religion and one that most of
those practising it will never have even stopped to consider.
It’s certainly not my intention here to profess that any one religion
is better than the next. I’d be far too frightened to ever risk that, but
I do think it’s probably safe to point out that the Japanese Shinto
faith does have a certain undeniable appeal.
For a start, in as much as any belief in invisible supernatural
powers can be, it’s all fairly logical. It doesn’t ask you to accept the
existence of some ancient and illusive founder, for there is no
founder at all. Likewise there’s no specific scripture such as the
Bible or Koran to form the source of debate and misinterpretation.
Shintoism doesn’t even ask you to believe in a single, high and
mighty God, but merely to accept that there’s a spirit in all things
natural and this should be revered and, more importantly, respected.
It’s also logical and rational in its concentration on this life
rather than worrying unduly about the next. Its primary concern is
about finding a natural balance in the world that we currently
occupy.
From a self-centred point of view, a second appeal of Shintoism
lies in its convenience and suitability for the modern world. It offers
valuable access to a spiritual, uncluttered, and unhassled sanctuary
yet doesn’t dictate a specific day or time when you have to be there.
There are in fact no regular services at all, nor any specific prayers
or hymns that you must commit to memory. You visit the shrine as
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and when you like, or not at all if your schedule doesn’t permit.
There’s no divine place to which you must make pilgrimage, no
restrictions on diet, sexuality, or attire, and even more appealing, no
obligation to marry off your prepubescent daughter or remove any
part of your genitalia. It’s all very laid back indeed.
But for me the most appealing aspect of Shintoism is
undoubtedly its non self-imposing nature. As I explained earlier, for
the overwhelming majority of Japanese people, religion is a happy
mix of both Buddhist and Shinto practises. They may pay their
respects at their Buddhist altar (butsudan) one moment and pop into
their local Shinto shrine the next without ever stopping to analyze
their behaviour. In short the people are not particularly religious
and most certainly not religiose, and by and large these actions are
performed merely as part of the very fabric of being Japanese.
What’s perhaps more interesting though is that fact that this is
all fine in the eyes of the Shinto faith. The fact that visitors to the
shrine may have come directly from the temple down the road is of
no concern whatsoever. No-one is ever even asked to declare their
belief through any kind of formal ceremony or indoctrination.
The contrast with beliefs such as Christianity is truly striking.
One religion condemns all non-believers, however good or saintly,
to burn in eternal hell, the other accepts them without question,
judgement, or condemnation. One religion spends vast sums
sending zealous devotees to all corners of the globe in an attempt to
persuade entire continents that they, and all their ancestors before
them have got it wrong, the other couldn’t be less interested.
As I said before, I’m not attempting to promote any one belief,
certainly not until I make up my own mind, but I’m sure you’ll
agree there is an undeniable attraction to the basic ethos of it all.
The all important New Year period in Japan is known as
Oshougatsu. It’s a time when huge numbers of Japanese visit their
local shrine to thank the kami who lives there for the year past and

to make resolutions or requests for the year to come. As we’re not
in Japan this year we won’t be able to attend but I’m sure the kami
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won’t mind. I’ve sent him a remote request for the usual good
health and happiness and I know the ‘spiritual path’ to his house
will still be open next year or whenever we get round to popping in.
Akemashite omedetou gozaimasu – Happy New Year.
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Conformity
Waiting for the Green Man

I

n writing on Japan you’re supposed to deliberate on how the
Japanese are regimented and conformist; how they all cross
the street at the same moment and all wear the same clothes to
work. Personally I’ve never had a problem with this. When in
Japan I also play by the rules. I only cross roads when the little
green man tells me to; I find that better than getting run over. I wear
the same boring clothes to work as everyone else; it saves me time
having to coordinate my wardrobe.
My dictionary defines a 'conformist' as ‘a person who adheres to
accepted norms of behaviour or thought’. By this definition the
Japanese certainly are conformist, but for what it's worth I’d argue
that they’re like this largely through indifference than a blind desire
to toe the line. The Japanese tend to act in a fairly uniform way to
any given set of events or circumstances but only because the rules
in place work perfectly well and nobody has therefore felt the need
to change them.
Conformist or not, Japan is undeniably home to a staggering
array of rules and regulations. The people are comfortable with
detailed stipulations; they serve as a security blanket negating the
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need for decision making and ensuring all are equal.
I sometimes think of Japan as a big old tree, an oak perhaps. Its
rough trunk and branches, gnarled by time and the elements,
contrast vividly with its bright green leaves. Like peas in a pod,
each leaf matures into one largely like the next, secure in its place
and at ease with the predictability of each passing day. When the
wind blows they sway in the same direction, when the sun shines
they mature in the same manner, and as the seasons change they age
and fall at more or less the same time. Longevity, uniformity, and
resilience; the very epitome of Japan.
Now, look down and notice the mixed and slightly overgrown
herbaceous border at the base of the oak. A hotchpotch mix of
shrubs, weeds, and flowers. Some thriving, some struggling, each
going its own sweet way and doing its own thing with only the
vaguest of connections to, or relationship with, its neighbours. That
is the UK.
It’s not the most fantastic of metaphors I’ll admit, but it’s one
that’s helped me slot things into place on several occasions. It’s not
supposed to be a compliment or a criticism, just a statement of fact.
I’m not suggesting that, in comparison to Japan, the UK is wild,
crass, and zany. Deep down the British are probably just as
regimented and conformist as the Japanese, it’s just that we’ve had
a large slice of identity wrestled from us by perverse interpretations
of political correctness. Like Japan the UK also abounds in rules
and regulations but unlike Japan they’re implemented with a liberal
sprinkling of common sense and can be swept under the carpet as
and when required. That is the key difference.
In the case of Japan, conformism wouldn’t be possible at all
without the framework of regulations and stipulations that clog up
every aspect of life starting from the earliest days in education.
Here in the UK my son recently came home from school with a
letter. Third item down in the list of news and events was the casual
announcement that his class would be making a trip to a Tudor
manor house and all children were therefore to come suitably
attired in Tudor costume. I watched as my wife turned the paper
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over expecting to find exacting instructions and regulations, but of
course there were none. Anything would do as long as it had even
the vaguest feel of things medieval it didn’t really matter. After a
moment’s panic my wife smiled as she recalled toiling to sew
aprons and PE bags when we lived in Japan.
“The name will be written in black indelible ink on a white label
6 cm by 3 cm. The said label will then be sown on to the top right
hand corner of the bag 5 cm from the opening and 5 cm from the
side.” I’m sure we even measured each item with a ruler. At the
time of course neither of us really thought anything of this. Like
everyone else we followed the instructions exactly simply because
that was the way it was done.
Statutes dictating correct behaviour continue into the workplace
and are the fundamental reason why business between Japan and
the West is destined for a bumpy ride. The Japanese simply cannot
comprehend how Western companies can hope to compete whilst
being so liberal and seemingly unreliable. Westerners utterly fail to
understand the Japanese desire, in fact the necessity, that things be
done, and be seen to be done, in the correct manner.
In fact, this notion of the ‘correct manner’ is the very crux of the
issue. There’s a correct manner for addressing colleagues, a correct
manner for bowing, for submitting work, for conducting meetings,
for answering the telephone, for sitting down, and for absolutely
everything else. There are vast numbers of publications explaining
this 'correct way' and most companies will also run their own
classes for new recruits. I have one such book in front of me now.
The title translates as “Workplace Common Sense: An Essential
Guide for New Recruits”. Its 170 pages cover everything from
where to sit in the taxi to how to answer the phone. It’s a good book
and I’ve learnt a lot from it but without fail each of the chapters
could be covered here in the UK by the sentence, “Be polite and use
your common sense”.
When I worked in Japan I used to sit next to a guy called Kondo
san and we had a little routine we’d go through every year. As
spring where we lived was always very warm and the office had
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been hermetically sealed against the elements, it used to get a little
sticky to say the least. Come April time Kondo would never tire of
telling me that I’d switched to my short sleeved summer uniform
too early.
“It’s 30 degrees in here" I'd protest, but he’d hear none of it.
He’d look at me, eyes half closed in antipathy, shake his head
slowly from side to side and let out a little snigger, “stupid
foreigner” he’d be saying. To Kondo san, and everyone else in
schools and offices up and down the country, the day to switch to
summer uniforms is June the first and the day to change back
exactly four months later. It’s as simple as that and in the eyes of
Kondo doing otherwise was as stupid as if I’d come to work naked.
This same attitude can’t be escaped even in leisure. There are
guidelines for exactly what you can do and where you can do it.
Fancy a trip to the sea? Well in many places you’ll have to wait
until umibiraki (sea opening day) in early July or the sea may still
be roped off. A trip to the mountains? Not before yamabiraki
(mountain opening). Yes, I’m aware that some of these annoying
customs may have their origins in Shinto traditions, but even so,
you have to ask yourself if they’re really necessary? Can’t people
be trusted to work out for themselves whether the water is cold or
the mountain a little slippery?
Conformism is assisted in Japan by aspects of the language.
Japanese presents many bewildering challenges for the foreign
student but in its favour are a number of short set expressions and
fixed replies that can be fired off without thought to match the
occasion. When leaving the house you yell, "I will go and come
back", when reciprocating it’s "Go and come back then". When
returning you announce, "I'm back now", and when reciprocating,
“Welcome back". Before eating a meal you say, "I am going to
receive this meal", when finished, "That was a feast". When leaving
the office it’s, "Excuse me for leaving before you", when
reciprocating, "You must be tired". When entering someone's house
or space, "Excuse my rudeness". When greeting an old friend, "It's
been a long time". And so it goes on and on.
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These are not simply phrases that could be used, they’re
employed without fail every time the situation arises. They trip of
the tongue automatically and are as much a part of the event as the
action itself. With language like this, a sense of oneness and
conformism is unavoidable.
Now, I freely admit that all this sameness, this uniformity, this
correctness can be a powerful drug. It’s warm and cosy and makes
you feel part of something. You’re the same as everyone else, you
conduct yourself appropriately and are secure in the knowledge that
others will do the same. I can certainly recall that on our return to
the UK it took a long time to adjust. What did one wear in summer,
what did one say before eating a meal or leaving the office, I
genuinely had no idea. Of course I now know the answer is
invariably ‘anything you like’ or ‘nothing at all’ and this still makes
me pine for Japan.
There are however problems. Japanese style conformity breeds
a nation increasingly incapable of free thought and initiative. As I
said before, the problem is not that everyone crosses the street at the
same moment, but that they’ve never even stopped to wonder
whether there’s any traffic coming or even whether the road is still
in use. When stability reigns this may not be a problem but Japan
and the world are changing rapidly and a little bit more oomph is
perhaps now required.
After a few years of Kondo’s pettiness I could take it no longer
and decided that, for fear of being forced to staple his mouth shut,
I’d sweat it out in my thermal uniform right up until the designated
day. I did however purchase a nice little desk fan and I set it to emit
the equivalent of a respectable typhoon in his direction from mid
March to early October.
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Electronic Gadgetry
Gizmos and Doohickeys

L

ast week our washing machine suddenly decided it didn't
want to wash anymore. Slightly miffed at having only
recently declined yet another kind offer from the maker to
extend the warranty, I thought I'd see if I could fix it
myself. With Mrs. M hovering pensively in the background I
eventually managed to get the back off. Feeling like a real man I
peered inside but quickly had to admit defeat. Who was I kidding?
The chances of fixing it, the chances of me fixing it, were next to
nil. I bundled the whole family into the car and off we traipsed to
the local electronics mega store: the one named after a spicy food
where they apparently have ‘no worries’.
Well the store had a good number of machines on offer and we
plumped for a cheap and cheerful model made in China, but I was
struck by how little they varied from brand to brand. There was
quite a range in price but the only discernible difference in the
machines themselves was how pleasingly satisfying the clunk of
the door lock mechanism was. On some it felt like the whole thing
was coming off in my hands, whilst on the more expensive German
models it was like sealing the hatch on a 747. But more than
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anything else I was struck by just how boring the whole shopping
experience had been. There were a couple of other customers in the
enormous store but it had all the atmosphere of a crematorium.
There was no loud music and no employees with megaphone
outside. The store assistants were smart in appearance but not in
wit, and where were the mini-skirt clad babes promoting the latest
cameras and PCs? These people really needed to get over to Japan
and see how an electronics store should be run.
Before I go on, here's a little challenge for you. Name something
invented by the Japanese. Something in worldwide popular usage,
something that could be considered genuinely beneficial but not
culturally bound like sushi or kimonos. Stop reading for a minute
and have a really good think about it.
How did you get on? Surprisingly difficult isn't it, even if, like
me, you quickly gave up and scoured the internet for a convenient
list. I've managed to come up with the VCR and the DVD and that's
about it really. There are a couple of others like the Playstation and
the Walkman but these seem to be clever adaptations of existing
technology rather than real inventions or discoveries.
It seems incredible doesn't it – final proof that the Japanese
really do lack imagination just as the guide books would have us
believe. And it seems even more inconceivable when viewed in the
context of the number of Japanese electronics companies: Canon,
Casio, Citizen, Panasonic, JVC, Toshiba, Sony, Sanyo, Fujitsu,
Hitachi, Aiwa, Pioneer, Sharp, Seiko, Nikon, Nintendo, and NEC.
And these are just some of the huge international corporations, the
household names that we all know. There are loads more that
specialize in one particular field or another.
So what an earth do all of these companies do? How do they
stay in business? It just doesn't seem to make any sense until you
pop into a Japanese electronics store and things quickly fall into
place. The Japanese don't lack imagination at all. They’re more
than capable of churning out new discoveries and inventions but
have simply decided not to bother. Far more efficient to let
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someone else come up with the concepts and develop the
prototypes and then move in and cunningly re-invent and re-launch
the hell out of them at a later date.
This is what these companies do. They pick up where others
pulled out and then finish the job off. They take a seemingly mature
product and make it smaller, lighter, safer, faster, cuter, greener, and
a million times better. They re-engineer and over-engineer to
frenzied saturation, and then, a couple of months later after the
inevitable advancement in processing power and memory, do the
same all over again. This is surely one of the core differences
between Japan and the West.
To us a washing machine is just a washing machine, it's a
finished product, end of story. To the Japanese it's a blank canvas. It
needs to be front loading, top loading, or side loading. It needs to
run on a fraction of the electricity and have a timer so I can set it
start working when energy costs are cheaper in the middle of the
night. It needs to weigh the clothes in the drum and tell me how
much powder to put in. It needs to play a nice little ditty when the
wash is done. It needs a pull out flexible hose to suck in your bath
water for use in the first wash. It needs to be available in a host of
different colours. It needs to have shock absorbing feet. And most
of all, it needs to not break down just after the warranty has expired.
Actually I've never really been that much of a gadget-head. I
must be one of the few people in the country who doesn't have an iPod and manages to survive without a DVD player in my car or a
camera on my phone. The only reason I have a phone at all is that it
saves me having to traipse around the shops with my wife. I'm not
even that interested in owning these things either but I am
interested in the concepts behind them and I love nothing better
than to prod and poke at them in the shops.
Mention electronics stores to anyone in Japan, or at least anyone
in Tokyo, and most people will immediately think of either the
Akihabara or Shinjuku areas of the city. Akihabara is undoubtedly
the most famous; the streets around the station and along the Chuodori packed with store after store of electronic wizardry. This area
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seems to get bigger and noisier every time I visit. Several of the
major retailers have five or six stores within a few hundred metres,
each specializing in a particular product grouping.
All of the outlets make for a striking contrast with the ones here
in the UK, primarily in that they actually seem eager to do business.
The doors are kept permanently open and special offers spew out
onto the pavements. Most of the bigger retailers employ teenage
dolly-birds to entice the customers in, and if this doesn't do it there's
invariably a guy with a mega-phone outside promising incredible
bargains just inside. Judging by the throngs of people it certainly
seems to work. The stores are packed throughout the day. Most stay
open late into the night to catch the weary salaryman as he heads for
home, the area transformed into a magical amusement arcade with
slot machine payouts replaced by button presses and mouse clicks.
I love nothing better than to wander around the streets and back
alleys of areas like this, drifting in bewilderment from store to
store. I love the feeling of having only the tiniest notion of what a
lot of the stuff is. And most of all I love to just press, poke, shake,
and click at everything not chained down. Of course these stores
stock all the usual stuff you'd expect to find: the PCs and MP3
players and the like, but they also stock a whole load of other nonessentials you're probably less familiar with. There are banks of
electronic dictionaries, some with voice recognition and capable of
speaking the desired word in eight different languages. There are
hand held karaoke machines, mini robots that serve drinks, little
PDAs that read books to you, PCs the size of calculators, and more
confusingly, calculators the size of PCs, and of course, wall upon
wall of the latest mobile phones. The list of fascinating knickknacks to waste one's money on is endless and I can happily spend
many an hour just taking it all in.
Actually I shouldn't scoff. As we all know it's only a matter of
time until we all buy into these things and can hardly believe we
ever managed without them. I remember about twelve years ago
when a good friend in Japan proudly displayed his new mobile
phone with dinky little camera function on the back. Oh how we
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laughed at his stupidity and taunted him about it for months on end.
Sorry Mike, if you're reading this, you were right, they did catch on.
Another great thing about these stores is that all the assistants
actually know something about the products they sell. They usually
have an immediate answer to any question you care to pose and if
they don't they'll run off, and I do mean run, and find out. I once
asked one assistant a question once about language support for a
particular piece of software. He didn't know the answer but dashed
off and actually called up the maker to find out. Now that's what I
call assistance. That's how a store should be run.
Often just as interesting as the PC gismo type stores are those
that deal in household appliances for the kitchen and bathroom.
Naturally these items too have been over-engineered to perfection.
When I was last in Japan we stayed for a while in an apartment
owned by the company. It was a good sized place and in a handy
location but by far the best thing about it was the bath. I could stand
in my kitchen and at the press of a button on a control panel on the
wall, the plug in the bath would insert itself and the water turn on
and adjust itself to exactly match the temperature I'd set on the
display. When it was full it would then turn itself off and a nice
sounding lady hidden somewhere in the wall would announce
sweetly, "Your bath is ready, please enjoy!". Now that’s one piece
of kit I’d happily pay money for.
The toilet was pretty neat too. The seat was electronically
warmed and the place where you'd normally expect to find the loo
paper was occupied by a control panel fit to shift satellites. It had
about 15 buttons, some pink and some blue and all carrying weird
and utterly meaningless icons resembling fountains or water pistols.
It was of course that ingenious Japanese adaptation of the toilet
cum bidet; the washlet. I've never been keen on these things but
pressed one of the buttons one day just for the hell of it. I leaned
forwards and watched through the gap in my thighs with grittedteeth trepidation as a plastic arm extended from the back of the
toilet bowl until directly beneath the target. I started to change my
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mind but before I could get my pants up it unleashed a jet of water
that scored a direct hit. I laughed so much I actually cried and never
did have the nerve to try the button that I guess must have been the
drier.
You'll be pleased to hear that our new washing machine is
working fine and the laundry backlog has at last been cleared. I can
turn it on and off without any trouble and have fully mastered its
spin cycles and temperature settings. It seems to wash my clothes
without any fuss but I still can't help feeling that life would be that
little bit more exciting if only it played music and told me how it
was feeling.
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Erotica
Miniskirt Police

I

think I’d probably only been in Japan for a few days when,
accompanied by my American friend Tom, I first ventured
into the local bookshop. I can’t remember now whether we
were just passing time waiting for the bars to open, or whether
we had some specific reason for going in, but what I do recall in
vivid detail is the ridiculous argument that ensued.
We’d left the shop and were just getting started on the beer
when Tom announced he’d seen a manga (Japanese comic) in the
shop with pictures of ‘butt naked’ women getting up to all sorts of
puzzling perversions you wouldn’t normally expect to find in a
comic. Anyway, the fact that I stubbornly refused to believe his
story drove Tom crazy. Tom, I should explain, was the competitive
type. He didn’t do losing; not sports, not exams, and definitely not
petty arguments with me. He ranted on and on about this bloody
comic until eventually, in a desperate attempt to mollify him, I
agreed to head back to the bookshop and take a look.
Well you guessed it, we never did find that comic, but not for
want of trying. Tom and I must have flicked through hundreds of
manga but to no avail. Still, to Tom’s eternal jubilation our original
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quest quickly lost all significance as we unearthed a staggering
plethora of other explicit and often bizarre porno imagery that
outdid Tom’s original by miles. Each time he came across
something good Tom would let out a little whoop of delight and
follow it up with a brief summary for the benefit of me and anyone
else within earshot.
“Dave, check this out…horses”,
“Oh man, you’re not going believe what they’re doing with
these power tools”, that sort of thing.
This was a normal bookshop, and one of the best in the area it
turned out. There was nothing seedy or sleazy about it whatsoever,
and non of the comics in question were in anyway restricted or even
separated from the other material. Men, women, and even school
kids browsed freely through these publications and none showed
even the tiniest tinge of embarrassment. These were just the
comics. We didn’t even make it to the adult magazines section on
the second floor.
The fact that the Japanese have a candid and unabashed view of
matters sexual should be indubitable to even the casual observer.
Consider the facts.
Japanese schoolgirls as young as 15 or 16 frequently enter into
some form of casual prostitution (mainly in the larger metropolis),
not, as you might expect, to fund a healthy drugs habit, but
primarily to acquire the designer goods they crave. Bookshops and
even convenience stores openly sell explicit sexual publications,
some clearly depicting mere children. Video and DVD rental shops
are almost invariably split into two sections; one for the normal
material, and another, usually much larger, dedicated solely to
carefully categorized porn. ‘Love Hotels’ add a sprinkle of sleaze to
every town, city, and highway. Lovingly themed as anything from
medieval castles, to cute Disneyland palaces they litter the country
like cheap props swept up from some third rate film set and
scattered randomly across the land. These palaces of passion can be
hired by the night, the afternoon, or even just the hour. — I love the
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way the clean efficiency of the system pours a bucket of icy water
down the pants of the horny couple and I also love to imagine the
hushed discussions that must go on as they check in.
“So darling, do tell, are you feeling particularly randy today or
shall we just we just go for the one hour session ?” How romantic.
And then there are the entertainment establishments. Most cities
have a thriving red light district offering a multitude of
entertainment for the discerning gentlemen. There’s everything
from hostess bars to peep shows and full blown brothels, and then,
my own particular favourite, the bars and clubs themed solely
around one particular kind of fetish or perversion.
There was one such place in the small town where I used to
work and on a couple of occasions I was entrusted with the heady
responsibility of taking valued foreign customers there for a little
‘wind-down’ after a busy day in the office. The big neon sign above
the doorway welcomed you proudly to “Mini Skirt Police”. It did
exactly what it said on the tin. The place itself was totally ordinary
in every way but all of the waitresses were dressed in skimpy
plastic police uniforms with skirts that left you wondering whether
they were items of clothing or hair bands that had just slipped out of
place. And this was in a respectable town, on a normal street,
sandwiched neatly between a cake shop and a bank, and just around
the corner from the elementary school. Amazing, I think you’ll
agree.
Actually I’ve just remembered something even more
remarkable. The Miniskirt Police bar was really just a spin-off of
another fairly common type of establishment usually referred to in
Japanese as the No Pan Kisa. If I explain that kisa is an abbreviation
of the Japanese word kisaten or coffee shop, and that pan is an
abbreviation of the English word ‘pants’ then I imagine you’ll start
to get the picture. That’s it. A coffee shop where the waitresses
don’t wear any pants and the floors are all mirrored for your
convenience. I’m not making this up I swear. Truly staggering isn’t
it and I bet it jars beautifully with your image of the clean living,
somewhat staid and respectable Japanese.
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With pornography and erotica so common and readily available in
this way you’d think (or at least I would) there’d be a huge problem
with sexually related crimes such as rape and indecent exposure.
Strangely though this doesn’t seem to be the case. According to all
the statistics I can find (including those the “Seventh United
Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice
Systems 1998 – 2000”) Japan came in at eighteenth place amongst
the countries surveyed in terms of the total incidence of reported
rapes. The UK was sixth with a figure of 8593 compared to 2260
for Japan. In fact, when looked at on a per capita basis, Japan fared
even better, dropping to fifty-fourth place in comparison with
thirteenth place for the UK. Yes, I know that the accuracy of
statistics for crimes such as rape will vary hugely depending upon
the social stigma attached to actually reporting the crime, but in the
case of Japan I can’t imagine that this is an issue. In fact, it could be
argued that the open attitudes to sex would make it easier for people
to discuss these issues than here in the West.
So where’s the harm in it all you might ask, what’s the problem?
Well, there are a couple of things worth mentioning.
First, although it could be argued that sexually explicit imagery
has always been a part of Japanese culture (and is seen to this day in
fertility shrines and festivals across the land), the proliferation and
severity of the material available is definitely spiralling out of all
control. As with so many aspects of life in modern Japan, standards
are slipping as attitudes to, and enforcement of previously stringent
laws and customs is relaxed. Without question, the problems today
are very different to when Tom and I first marvelled at the comics
in the bookstore. The handbrake has slipped and Japan is now
careering head first towards ever more bizarre perversion with noone bothering to care.
Secondly, although there have been nominal changes towards
sexual equality, I can't help feeling that women in Japan are seen as
little more than sex toys. Women themselves do little to allay these
images and devalue their standing in society with obsessions of
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cuteness. The incidence of sexually related crimes may be strangely
unaffected by the increase in pornography but surely this is missing
the point. Surely the attitudes towards women being purveyed in
the comics, magazines and videos are criminal in their own right.
Certainly without some form of forced check in place I dread to
think what seam of weird perversions the Japanese will tap into
next.
Luckily though the problems are not insurmountable and all
that’s needed is a little common sense and perhaps the enforcement
of a law or two. I’m not suggesting that all brothels or even the no
pan kisa be closed down but at least let’s stop them operating next
to schools and supermarkets, and perhaps crack down on the pimps
working openly on the streets around the corner. Pornography, too,
is fine in its place, but for goodness sakes let’s ban the depiction of
mere school children, curb some of the more insane imagery, and
stop leaving it lying openly in restaurants and coffee shops across
the land. Somebody, somewhere just needs to exercise a little
thought.
Sadly, Tom and I are no longer in touch. I know he moved to Osaka
a few years ago but I’ve lost his address and have no way of
contacting him. He’s probably stuck in some bookshop near the
station so if you’re in the area and happen to hear a loud
‘whooping’ noise from the comic section please pass on my
regards.
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Customer Service
The Customer is God

W

ithout doubt, one of the greatest joys of being in
Japan is not having to put up with the level of
professionalism and reliability that laughingly
passes for customer service here in the UK.
Wonderful as this is, it’s not normally something that the Japanese
boast about. As they know little else it goes largely unnoticed and
unappreciated until hesitant steps abroad bring the first unexpected
stirrings of homesickness and a realization that notions of common
sense and normality are very much culture bound.
In fact, customer service in Japan is so good that it’s largely
meaningless to even attempt to draw any comparison with the West.
It’s also no doubt had a considerable part to play in Japan’s
economic success over the years. Not only does the provision of
good service keep countless thousands employed in what are
undeniably inessential roles, it also ensures that those who do
engage in some worthwhile activity can get on with it without
worrying about whether the parts for the latest product will meet
specification or whether the guy coming round to fix the tripping
tap will actually bother to make an appearance.
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Good service of course can mean different things to different
people. In the UK it means fumbling for resigned satisfaction when
the girl scanning your groceries stops chatting to the neighbouring
cashier about her boyfriend’s prowess, acknowledges your
existence with a ‘hi-ya’ and only gets your change a little bit wrong.
In Japan it means taking it for granted that you’ll be treated with a
professionalism, reliability, and respect that’ll leave you jumping
for joy.
In Japan, like almost everywhere else, the success of any firm or
business rests firmly upon its reputation. Unlike elsewhere though,
that reputation is derived almost entirely from the general attitude
and level of service that the company provides. Lose one’s
reputation and you lose everything; you may as well lower the
shutters and call it a day.
Unfortunately, what this inevitably means for those in business
is one long round of adopting ultra polite demeanour, of product
and scheduling checks, double checks, and rechecks, and of
unreserved apologies should even the tinniest detail dare to go
wrong. More happily, what it means for you and I is an
understanding of the Japanese expression Okyakusama wa kami
sama, – “The customer is God”.
To get an idea of what it’s like to be on the receiving end of
customer service Japanese style, look no further than the local
department store. There are a number of leading department store
chains that operate throughout the country but each sings from
much the same hymn sheet when it comes to textbook customer
service. The experience starts the moment you walk through the
door.
The first thing you notice is the sheer number of employees
standing to attention across the shop floor just waiting to be of
assistance. Each one you pass greets you with a bow and an
irasyaimase – Welcome. Naturally you’re free to wander around all
day if that’s what you like, but I always prefer to head straight for
the info desk and find out exactly where to go.
Every department store worth its salt has a info desk and each is
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staffed by one, or occasionally two, young women who’ll be
delighted to help in any way. Great care is taken to select women,
and yes, they are always women, with exactly the right persona to
match the shop’s image and to give a suitable first impression to the
customer. Young, slim, and attractive whilst stopping just
fractionally short of being overtly sexy, they’re thoroughly trained
in ultra-polite Japanese and in how to exhibit exactly the right
degree of reverence to the honourable customer. Each lady sits like
a deactivated robot behind her desk until, triggered to life by an
approaching customer, she springs into action like a praying mantis.
She shoots to her feet, bows, answers your question as if reading
from a well rehearsed script, and then bows again as you wander off
to find the elevator she’s just directed you to.
There’ll usually be a whole bank of elevators waiting to whisk
you on your way and most will be staffed by yet another white
gloved young beauty – the elevator girl – who’ll save you the strain
of having to push the buttons yourself. As the elevator arrives she
glides graciously out and politely announces to the shoppers around
that she will presently be ascending to the top of the building. As
you pass each floor she summarizes, robot-style, its wares, never
talking her eyes off the control panel on the wall, and never
forgetting to thank each passenger sincerely as they drift in and out
almost oblivious to her existence altogether.
Having arrived on the right floor it shouldn’t be hard to find
what you’re after, and once you have, the attitude and
professionalism of the check out staff leave even a skinflint like me
more than happy to part with my hard earned cash. For a start the
staff actually look like they’re interested in your business and take
some pride in their work.
They’re polite and smart, and apologize if you’re kept waiting
for even the shortest time. What’s more, they don’t chat amongst
themselves whilst serving you, and they most certainly don’t chew
gum, eat snacks, or nonchalantly lounge around. They stand to
attention and just get on with the business in hand quickly and
efficiently.
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They’ll even wrap up your purchase if that’s what you want.
Just ask, and within seconds your goods will be wrapped in your
choice of paper, like an origami masterpiece, and topped off with a
decorative ribbon. There’s no additional charge for this, it’s just
part of the service, and there’s also no waiting around either. If you
asked for something similar in the UK you’d be directed to a
counter on the far side of the store, issued with a ticket, and then
made to wait for about twenty minutes whilst a girl, police vetted in
the handling of scissors and fully au-fait with the associated health
and safety regulations, makes a pig’s ear of your present and
charges you £4.99 for the privilege. In Japan there’s no such
nonsense and as you walk away the assistant thanks you yet again
for your business and bows once more for good measure.
Service in restaurants and all other kinds of eateries is equally as
good. Just as in any store, you’re welcomed onto the premises with
a hearty irasyaimase and guided to your table. Once seated you’re
immediately brought a glass of ice cold water and the obligatory
oshibori – steaming hand towel – with which to freshen up before
your meal. Your order is carefully confirmed by the waitress and
there are always the day’s papers to read whilst you wait.
The service is impeccable wherever you go and even fast food
places like McDonald’s are no exception. As you step up to the
counter you’re greeted with a bow and served by a trained
employee who can actually string a sentence together. As always,
they seem genuinely interested in your business and give the
impression that serving up your burger and fries is something
they’ll look back on with fond memories for years to come. It’s an
attitude summed up nicely by the last item on the large price list at
the back of every McDonalds counter – “Smile….0 yen”.
Of course, good service in a store or restaurant is a matter of
course, but the rules of engagement here are as of nothing in
comparison to those that lubricate the wheels of business. The fate
of even the largest and most respected company lies unquestionably
in pampering to the customer. Not only do they need to offer
impeccable pre and post sales service, they need to go to almost any
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lengths to cater to the customers’ demands, however ludicrous,
unreasonable, or downright impossible they may be.
Foreign firms wishing to engage in business in Japan face
almost insurmountable hurdles. Businessmen and students of
Japanese alike generally have a basic grounding in some of the
more rudimentary rules of the game, yet even the most detailed of
Western business guides reveals almost nothing of just how far
concepts of customer service are extended.
The sheer volume of Japanese publications on the subject is
ample testimony to the importance and complexities of it all. I’ve
built up quite a collection of these books over the years and without
fail each and every one has a weighty section or two that clearly
lays down the rules for each and every kind of customer
engagement.
Some of the chapters in the book I’m looking at right now
include: How to answer the phone (with particular details of within
how many rings to pick up the receiver and how to apologize if you
fail to do so). How to handle customers who show up at the office
unannounced and how to apologize if the person they wanted to see
is otherwise engaged. How to guide visiting customers to the
meeting room, where you should walk in relation to them, and what
you should say along the way. How to exchange business cards and
what to do with the cards you receive. There’s even a hefty and
beautifully illustrated chapter on where to sit in the meeting room
(it all depends on the shape of the table and its position in relation
to the door), where to stand in the elevator, and how to get into a
taxi to ensure that the most senior person gets the best seat behind
the driver.
These, I should stress are just some of the chapters in just one of
my books. I should also stress that these are books written, not for
foreign businessmen, but to teach the Japanese themselves how
things should be done. As you can see, there’s almost no chance of
success for any foreign company without some serious long-term
investment in recruitment and re-education.
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By now you’re no doubt thinking that this all sounds utterly over
the top. I can well imagine there’ll be some who’ll claim they prefer
Western notions of customer service. They’ll argue that, just like
the beautiful wrapping paper in the department store, customer
service in Japan is merely a façade and they’d prefer to be treated
like an equal. I never believe these people. Their arguments are
born from ignorance and from a stubborn reluctance to look
problems in the face and accept that there could be a better way. A
better way to shop, a better way to dine, and a better or, more
importantly, far more reliable way to conduct business dealings. It’s
not about wanting to be treated like a God or believing you’re
superior to the shop assistant, it’s merely a question of wanting
things to be conducted properly in a professional, polite, and
reliable fashion.
Shallow façade or not, at least in Japan I never have to complain
about the service. I know with utter certainty that the guy coming to
fix the tap will not only show up on time, he’ll do a top quality job
and thank me politely for giving him the work. Now that’s how
things should be.
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34
EngRish
Let’s Speaking

L

ike it or not, one thing that you can't escape from in Japan
is English. It's everywhere. Walk down any street, watch
any program on TV, or read any newspaper and you'd be
forgiven for thinking that the government had a covert
plan to abolish the Japanese language altogether. Even if you could
turn a blind eye to its presence in the media, it would still be
impossible to ignore the huge industry that's grown up around it.
The shops are stacked with books about it, the high streets are
bursting with schools to teach it, and the politicians rarely stop
debating about it. Like influenza, English in Japan is a disease. The
associated fever peaks and wanes but each time you think it's under
control, it morphs into another yet more virulent strain and
continues on stronger than ever. So when and how did this
obsession all begin?
For more than two hundred years from the mid 17th century
Japan was almost completely closed to foreigner visitors. A handful
of traders from Holland and China were allowed in but that was
about it. There was certainly little contact with the English
language during this time and they were getting along pretty nicely
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without it thank you very much. Then, on July 8th 1853
Commodore Perry and the American Navy popped in for a little
visit and that, as they say, was pretty much that. Things continued at
a pace from there on in. Virtual annihilation in 1945 and the arrival
of the occupying forces and Western culture sealed the deal.
English had now truly arrived and the Japanese set about using and
abusing it and have never looked back.
The study of English was adopted into all junior and senior high
schools soon after the end of the war. Today all Japanese children
study English for a minimum of six years. Factor in English tuition
at most colleges and universities and the increasing trend to
introduce it into elementary schools and the actual figure is
invariably much longer. Yet despite this monumental effort and
investment, the Japanese fare badly in English. They even do badly
in comparison with several much poorer Asian counties and it's this
fact, more than anything else, that sits uncomfortably in a nation
grown accustomed to success.
Japan has modernized and managed to overcome most of its
problems through the adoption of one simple yet incredibly
effective policy; money. Got a problem? Well throw huge sums of
money at it until it sees reason and damn well behaves correctly.
Annoyingly, the problems with English have stubbornly refused to
play by the rules forcing the Japanese to rethink. Perhaps they
should give up altogether, perhaps they should introduce English
into kindergarten, perhaps they should employ English teachers
who speak English. The debates continue in a never ending cycle of
governmental flip-flops. And what's happening in the meantime?
Well, in that uniquely eclectic Japanese style of mimicry and
adaptation the population have decided to follow a more rational
approach of simply snubbing the facts. Can't master the language?
Can't understand the boring rules of grammar and syntax?, well
ignore them completely and press on anyway. Brilliant. Problem
solved. A simple solution that gives the Japanese the desired access
to English and gives the rest of us access to the somewhat less
desirable 'Janglish' or 'Engrish'.
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As I'm sure you've just worked out, EngRish is the name given
to bizarrely misconjugated forms of English so common in Japan.
Although the word itself obviously plays on the well-known
difficulties the Japanese have with differentiating the R and L
sounds, EngRish is used generically to refer to all forms of weird
and wonderful English blunders.
EngRish is to be found anywhere and everywhere in Japan. It
embellishes clothes, litters streets, emblazons signs, and garnishes
menus. You don’t even need to look any further than your own
house to find plenty of examples. Even in a five minute rummage
around at home I’ve unearthed some real gems.
On a pair of my son’s boxer shorts it declares, “My not only the
person and the thing but also dream and hope are carried with
classiccar for me”. Whilst another pair state, “Artificial automatic
doll with complex. Elaborate Device. Artificial man.”
The wrapper of a bar of soap tells me it’s for my “Refreshing
washing life”, and a packet of disposable razors generously
elucidates with, “Grooming for your beautiful.”
It all seems so utterly indiscriminate and arbitrary but as you get
accustomed to it a few patterns do start to emerge.
There are, for example, a number of opening words or phrases
that crop up time and time again. “Let’s” seems to be a particular
favourite, especially when followed by a gerund. In the house we
have a board game that declares, “Let’s enjoying the shogi game”,
and one of the kids has a hand-held electronic game that shouts out,
“Let’s playing” every time it’s turned on. It’s a game bought in
Japan and for the Japanese, all the instructions and display menus
are in Japanese, and it’s marketed at kids of 6 or 7 years old who
speak not one word of English.
Sentences that start with “It’s” or “It’s about” are also wellloved. Enormous 4-by-4 off-road vehicles are all the rage in Japan.
Each carries a spare tyre on the rear door and each protective case
carries it’s own little message for the perplexed driver behind, “It’s
an outdoor sport that has recently started to shine.” declares one,
“It’s about nature and sincere for life” spouts another.
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A third favourite fumble are sentences that start with or include
“For your”. A packet of pocket tissues is “For your active urban
life”, an umbrella is “For your lifestyle”, and an MP3 player is “For
your happy listening”.
And of course, EngRish wouldn’t be half as enjoyable without
the classic R and L howlers that we all know and love. Examples
abound like urban myths but my own particular favourite comes
from the supermarket close to where we used to live. Like most
Japanese supermarkets it was far from large, but nevertheless each
section was lovingly labelled with a large sign to let you know what
was on the shelves in front of your nose. Naturally, all the signs
were in English, they included, “Vegetable”, “Egg”, “Fish”, and
over to one side “Flesh Meat”.
There are also a number of favourite words that seem to crop up
time after time in any self-respecting piece of EngRish prose.
Active, Enjoy, Life, Outdoor, Dream, Future, Happy, Pleasure, and
Nature spring easily to mind, as does Urban, although I’ve never
really been sure why they like that one so much.
So there you have it, you can now create your own EngRish.
Just pick one of the opening lines, add a liberal sprinkling of the
favourite words, jumble it all together and hey presto. “It’s about
outdoor dream and future happy”. “Let’s pleasuring nature”. “For
your active urban happy”. Great fun I’m sure you’ll agree. Well fun
for a moment at least, until you quickly find yourself asking a few
questions. Why this obsession with meaningless English
gobbledygook? How do they manage to get it all so wrong with
such consistency? And does it all really matter? The answers
depend on way it’s being used.
At the most base level there’s the EngRish to be found on
clothes, packaging, and accessories that’s there purely for fashion.
The words are naturally incorrect as nobody has thought to check
them and, as nobody pays any attention anyway, it doesn’t really
seem to matter. EngRish of this kind is used purely to jazz up the
item in question, to make it look young and trendy, or jet-set and
cool. It’s also a very convenient tool for the fashion designer. Let’s
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face it, if you’re going to write a message on a T-shirt there’s not
really a lot you can do in your own language without stating the
blatantly obvious or making the whole thing look cheap and nasty.
Switch to a different language however, and English just happens to
be the one that the Japanese are most familiar with, and suddenly
you’ve a blank canvas on which to run amuck.
Less easy to fathom is the EngRish that again is used for fashion
or convenience but this time by foreign firms or their subsidiaries in
Japan who you’d perhaps expect to exercise a little discretion. “The
natural ideal style of eating vegetables” declares a well known
chain of deli sandwich bars, “I feel Coke” brags the vending
machine. It’s hard to imagine why they didn’t simply ask head
office in Atlanta for some help but I suppose nobody’s perfect.
Far more annoying and altogether more bewildering though is
the EngRish that’s there, not through some misguided notion of
what might look cool on a T-shirt or bag, but in a genuine effort to
convey some information. “Beware of the steps!” reads the
message in almost every train station in the land. "For safe when
viewing putting on lights in a room" reads the warning in the
manual for my DVD player. Examples are alarmingly easy to find.
Japanese companies spend vast sums on translation yet seem
utterly unable to grasp the concept that it might be better to hire
translators who actually speak the language or, at the very least,
give even a passing thought to whether the words on the page
actually have any meaning.
With so few people claiming any confidence in English there’s
nobody to question the abilities of those that do and a resultant
belief that anyone who can string a few words together can be
trusted with the international reputation of the company. This is
sad, although not entirely beyond comprehension, but what is truly
baffling is why the culprits of all the trouble, the translators or
originators themselves, don’t think to question their own, obviously
lacking, abilities.
I’m happy to admit that EngRish can be undeniably funny. The
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“flesh meat” supermarket also had a sign in the gents toilets reading
“No Smorking”. Not only had they taken the time to put up a notice
in English even though I was the only English speaker for miles and
there was no sign in Japanese at all, but they’d also gone to the
trouble of adding an unnecessary R just for the comedy value. It
used to give me a little snigger every time I nipped in for a pee but
there lies the problem. Highly entertaining as it can be, it’s also
utterly perplexing and hugely depressing if you allow your mind to
ponder the issue. EngRish shows a staggering lack of respect and
sensitivity for an entire language, and there’s got to be something
fundamentally depressing about any country that uses a foreign
language incorrectly in preference to its own.
The Japanese desperately need to take back some pride in their
own language, they need to come to terms with the idea that other
languages also have rules, and they need to make an effort to give
them some thought from time to time.
This won’t be easy though. Things are not going to change
overnight so in the meantime “Let’s enjoying the active urban
language” and just try and get on.
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35
Health and Welfare
Just What the Doctor Ordered

J

apan is a nation that thoughtfully provides more than enough
for its citizens to worry about. There’s the worry of being
enveloped by an earthquake, volatized by a volcano, or
tackled by a typhoon. There’s the worry of being mown
down on a pedestrian crossing, of being stung by a hornet the size
of a small pigeon, and of course the worry of scoffing down that
last slice of blowfish that didn’t quite have all the poison removed.
Still, it’s comforting to know that if you don’t die an agonizing
death straight away there’s every likelihood you’ll make a full
recovery as the Japanese health system is second to none. It’s so
good in fact that not only do I have no concerns about getting sick
in Japan, I’d actually make a special journey to get there if I was
taken ill elsewhere. Let me explain how it works.
Health coverage in Japan is provided through a system of
insurance schemes although it’s nowhere near as frightening as that
sounds. There are really just two such schemes in place and it’s
compulsory to be enrolled into one or the other. The most common
scheme, and that used by those in employment with all but the
tiniest companies, is known as shakai kenkou hoken or ‘Employee’s
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Health Insurance’. A monthly fee of about 4% of salary is deduced
automatically from your monthly pay check and the company
contributes a similar or slightly higher percentage on top. In return
the employee receives 70% coverage of all medical costs at any
facility in the country. For everyone else – the unemployed, the
self-employed, the farmers, and the employees of tiny companies –
there’s kokumin kenkou hoken or ‘National Health Insurance’, a
system providing the same level of coverage for the individual but
organised by the state instead of private insurance providers. In
addition, for the elderly and most severally ill, a system of longterm care insurance is available that provides up to 90% cover for
all in and out patient health costs.
If you fall ill you just pop along to your local general hospital or
to any of the smaller privately run clinics of which there are said to
be more than 90,000 dotted around the country. You don’t need an
appointment, just turn up, check in with the receptionist and wait
your turn with the other coughers and shakers. You’ll usually get
seen by the doctor fairly quickly and any medication prescribed is
collected from within the hospital itself or, for the smaller clinics,
from the pharmacy next door.
Like most such things in Japan it all works with a remarkable
lack of fuss and refreshing injection of efficiency. Whether private
or public, the facilities are always spotlessly clean and the staff so
professional that it’s tiring to even just watch them in action. And
what’s more all the hospitals and clinics are equipped with an
amazing array of equipment that you’d struggle to even get access
to in most other countries.
During my years in Japan I’ve had a couple semi-serious run-ins
with good health and on each occasion was absolutely convinced I
was going to die. The one that sticks most prominently in my mind
was the time I got pneumonia. Looking back I really was quite ill
and had to be stretchered to an ambulance and whizzed off to
hospital as I couldn’t even stand. Within minutes of arriving I was
tucked up in bed and checked over in the most minute detail. I had
saline drips thrust into my arms and clips on my finger tips, I had
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tubes up my nose and electrocardiograms taped to my chest. My
cardio activity was carefully monitored and my oxygen saturation
levels recorded. I spent most of my stay in either drooling semiconsciousness or cognitive dementia and am sure I did an awful lot
of moaning to boot. Still, the nurses were as good as gold. They
gave me bed baths and bed pans, mopped by brow, and regularly
rolled me over to lovingly insert an anti-febrile suppository. They
catered for my every whinge and remained at all times the epitome
of sweetness and professionalism. I came out after a week or so and
have been grateful to them all ever since.
A more recent event was less serious in medical terms but
perhaps more revealing of Japanese medical practices. I'd been
suffering from a bad back that seemed to be getting worse and
worse. Eventually, one morning when I could no longer get my
socks on, I decided it was time for a visit to the clinic round the
corner. It was only a small privately-run place; basically just a
modern looking house on a quiet residential street, and after only a
short wait I was led in to see the doctor. He listened carefully to my
description, prodded and poked my back for a while and then
announced that I was probably fine but suggested he ran a few tests
to be on the safe side. I was to put my shirt back on and follow him
down the corridor to the 'machine room'. Privately run mom and
pop clinic this may have been but right there in his back room was a
tubular CT scanner and a host of other shiny high tech equipment
that would have taken pride of place in any modern Western
hospital.
"Please", the doctor said, indicating that I should take my place
on the bed, fold my arms over my chest and get ready to be fed
slowly into the all-revealing tube. It seemed rude to refuse.
Anyway, after a few minutes it was all done and, with a couple of
other tests carried out for good measure, we were soon back in his
office discussing the results. I was, he assured me, fine, but I
needed to work on my posture a little and should probably avoid
office jobs! He also prescribed some super-strength pain killers so
my family could be relieved of my suffering for a few days. In less
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than no time I'd seen the doctor, had a full and thorough
examination that included a Computerised Tomography scan, and
had my mind set at ease. In total I paid around ¥5000 or about £20.
To put this into perspective an article in ‘Privatehealth UK’ recently
stated that the “average wait for non-emergency patients for MRI
and CT scans (in the UK) are seven and a half and two and a half
weeks respectively.” I was so happy I stopped moaning straight
away and headed back to the office.
Undoubtedly impressive as all this is, I’d be lying if I said that
health care provision in Japan was completely trouble free for
clearly it’s not. The fact that medicines are so readily prescribed for
even the most minor of ailments has not gone unnoticed and has
probably more than a little to do with the cost compensation system
through which the clinics operate. Lack of privacy is another oft
cited gripe, as is the issue of somewhat aloof physicians keen to
protect and maintain their overly inflated social status and reluctant
to take on the might of the Japanese tobacco giants. But in reality
these issues are merely minor annoyances rather than fundamental
flaws in the system.
To me the matter is simple. If I’m sick in Japan I know that I can
get to see a doctor straight away. I know that I’ll be given
immediate – yes immediate – access to the very best medical
equipment in existence without even searching for it. And I know
that I’ll be issued with an ample supply of medication to take home
and add to my impressive collection in the bathroom. I may pay a
nominal amount for the privilege, have nurses pushing things up
my bum and waving my urine sample about in the waiting room,
but to be honest I couldn’t be less concerned. I’ll get better faster,
and for a pain threshold impaired whinger like myself that’s
absolutely all that matters.
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36
Materialism
The World of Louis Vuitton

O

ne thing I really dislike about the whole experience of
being in Japan is the fact that I invariably feel underdressed, ill-equipped, overweight, inept, or just
generally deficient in anything even remotely close to
style or decorum. Allow me to explain.
Remember the Benny Hill Show from the 1970s and 80s? If you
don’t then you had a lucky escape, but if you do it’s probably safe
to recall, just for a moment, the scenes of herds of Japanese tourists
chasing moronically around a park whilst strapped to an enormous
camera with a telescopic lens the size of small anti-tank missile.
Well unfortunately things have actually changed little since those
days when Benny frolicked with his big breasted friends. Yes, the
ridiculous cameras have all but vanished, but only to be replaced
with some other superfluous gadget or accessory. In fact today, as
the Japanese masses wallow in ever increased social freedoms and
disposable incomes still high despite the global credit crunch,
materialism (read as ‘the intensely annoying habit of the Japanese
to possess clothes, accessories, and electronic knick-knacks that
leave you looking for the Oxfam price tag in the back of your
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shirt.’) is probably more prevalent and certainly more problematic
than ever before. To prove this point let me start with the ladies and
get straight into some sweeping generalizations.
Most Japanese women I know seem to have one main goal in
life; the possession of as many designer bags and items of clothing
as they can possibly cram into their ever bulging wardrobes. I know
some women with 20 or 30 handbags and at least 50 pairs of shoes.
I’m not talking about cheap stuff picked up on the market either.
No, most of it will have come from stores with hard to pronounce
Italian sounding names and been brought home in carrier bags with
long ribbon shoulder straps that look smarter than my briefcase.
Call me naive if you like, but one of the first things I noticed
upon arrival in Japan was that every other woman was sporting a
similar type of brown bag. They came in varying shapes and sizes
but were always exactly the same colour and carried the same
distinctive design in gold inlay. Being a starry-eyed foreign ever
keen to needlessly overcomplicate the mysteries of the Orient, I
even began to wonder if there was some deep and meaningful
cultural significance to these bags. Was the gold inlay some kind of
Buddhist icon? An indication of marital status or social standing?
Was this particular shade of shitty brown in some way sacrosanct?
Alas No. I must confess to a slight feeling of disappointment when,
struggling for breath between fits of uncontrollable laughter, a
friend later informed me that they were just Louis Vuitton bags
each costing around £400.
Of course, when I said ‘most Japanese women I know’ I chose
my words deliberately. Naturally, the Japanese woman I married
has long since given up the quest for the sacred golden inlay and
has managed to survive in an entirely Vuitton-free environment for
about 20 years now.
Alarming as this passion for Guchi, Prada, and Chanel is, it’s by
no means limited to the mature lady with sufficiently deep pockets
or long suffering husband in tow. Expensive designer goods are just
as common amongst 14 to 18 year old girls and this brings me to a
bizarre and worrying problem rarely out of the Japanese papers. I
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won’t go into the fine details, but an increasing number of school
and college girls have realized that they can easily acquire the
goods they desire by milking (if you’ll pardon the pun) the
frustrated Japanese salaryman for all he’s worth. That’s right, and
shocking as under age prostitution is for a clean cut nation like
Japan, the problems don’t end there either. A number of other even
more bizarre ‘industries’ have emerged over the past decade or two,
the most noteworthy of which is the apparently lucrative trade in
girls pants. Before I explain how it works I’ll warn you now that
this is one of those “only in Japan” type stories that stupid people
love to get their hands on, so keep it to yourself if you don’t mind.
The young girl in need of cash skips along to the local Pants R
Us, whips off her undies and sells them to the helpful man behind
the counter. In appreciation of her kindness the shop keeper gives
her a handsome reward and, just so that Mum and Dad don’t get
suspicious, a brand new pair of pants to boot. The girl, quite taken
with this money-for-nothing trade, makes numerous subsequent
visits to the store and in no time at all finds that she’s amassed
enough money to buy that third Vuitton bag she’s been needing.
The shopkeeper, for his part, is delighted with the arrangement. He
carefully puts the girls undies in a thoughtfully labelled plastic bag
and sells them at a handsome profit to any depraved soul with
money to burn and jelly for brains. The customer in question is also
most pleased with his purchase, he heads quickly home and….well,
that’s where I’ll leave it, but I’m sure you’ll have got the picture by
now. Freaky eh? Completely and utterly staggering. Actually, in
fairness to the Japanese, the authorities have at least been trying to
put a stop to all this for some years now. Today, anyone caught
buying or selling the pre-owned pants of those under 18 could, in
theory at least, face a hefty fine of up to £2500. In reality though the
practice continues to this day. The new regulations have reportedly
pushed a number of under-age traders to merely cut out the middle
man and sell directly to the jelly-brained punters, and there’s still no
penalty at all for trading in the wears of non-minors.
Although not quite as bad as their wives or girlfriends, Japanese
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men, it has to be said, are not a great deal better. Always
immaculately turned out, the average Japanese guy must squander
mill-yens. Not only on designer clothes, but also on bags, wallets,
pens, ties, cars, and of course golf.
At work a couple of years ago we put on a training event for our
sales reps worldwide. To keep them amused we laid on some form
of entertainment each evening and on the very last day had
scheduled a round of golf to finish off the week. Of the 20 delegates
from 15 nations only the Japanese delegate came equipped with his
own clubs, shoes, and glove. Never mind the fact that he was jawdroopingly hopeless and was soundly thrashed by all, even me, that
was clearly not the point. No, what mattered was that he had, and
more importantly was seen to have, the right equipment for the job.
So is all of this materialism really a problem?
Well child prostitution clearly is, and the trade in used panties is
probably not something that the Ministry of Tourism and Culture
will be falling over themselves to promote. But even more than this
I just find it all so depressing and stupid. I find it depressing that
these people should mistake me for someone who’s even remotely
interested in their Louis Vuitton bag or hand crafted carbon fibre
golf clubs. And, on an altogether shallower footing, I find it even
more depressing to know that, as I’m far too tight to ever hope to
compete, I’m destined to spend the rest of my life looking like a
dishevelled tramp.
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Recycling
Down in the Dumps

M

agnificent as Japan’s mountainous terrain
undoubtedly is, it does leave the nation with more
than a few problems. Japan has the tenth largest
population on earth but in terms of area it comes in at
only 62nd place in the rankings. What’s more, with over 60% of its
people squeezed into less than one quarter of the total land area, it’s
not difficult to understand why waste disposal issues are rarely out
of the news.
As we all know there are basically only two ways to get rid of
household waste: dig a big hole and bury it, or make a big fire and
burn it, and in both cases you need land. To bury the stuff you need
lots of land, and without spending billions of dollars draining
remote mountain lakes or buying up inaccessible valleys, this
option is severely limited. So instead the Japanese prefer to burn
their rubbish. Just under 80% of it goes up in flames, but even for
this option you need sizeable chunk of land and vast amounts of
capital in order to build the incinerator stations. It is, as I said, a bit
of a problem.
In 1998, when we still lived just outside the city of Nagoya,
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things all very nearly came to a head. Plans to build a landfill site
on a tidal estuary in Nagoya Bay were unusually thwarted at the last
minute, and as local incinerator stations were already running flat
out the city was faced with a serious and potentially putrid problem.
With nowhere left to turn the authorities declared an effective state
of emergency on waste disposal, kicking off a proactive campaign
to remove the problem by drastically cutting waste generation by
20% in less than two years.
The Japanese had already been separating their waste into
recycling categories for several years prior to this, but things were
now switched to hyperdrive. Rules and regulations for waste
separation were stepped up year on year, quickly made mandatory,
and copied by other cities across the country. Today, although the
rules differ considerably from city to city, citizens across the land
are now required by law to dive in and carefully separate household
waste into perhaps twenty or more categories for collection and
subsequent recycling.
I should explain that in Japan household waste is not collected
from individual dustbins or waste boxes as here in the UK. For one
thing there’d be no room by the back door for 20 different bins so
instead it’s bagged and then deposited at communal drop off points
to be found along most streets. The site in question may be nothing
more than a designated lamp-post or fence, but is more typically a
small, concrete sided enclosure to be found in front of your house
or apartment or just down the road. Different types of waste are
collected on different days and residents are supplied with intricate
colour coded timetables with explanatory guidelines and guidelines
to the guidelines to explain what may be dumped, when, and how.
It’s all very complicated.
On an initial level there are four kinds of waste: Non-recyclable
but burnable items, recyclable items, non-recyclable and nonburnable items, and finally large items such as old sofas and
carpets. This though is only the beginning. Each of the above
categories has numerous sub-divisions and its own intricate set of
rules.
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Obviously to make a system like this work, pickups are
frequent. I've just been looking at the internet site of the city I used
to live in and am reminded that waste is picked up five times a
week. Non-recyclable burnable waste is picked up on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, and there’s some kind of recycling
pickup twice a week as well. As always the website gives me
exacting details of what to do.
For non-recyclable burnables it's fairly straightforward; just bag
it and dump it at the drop-off spot no later than 8:30 in the morning.
But don't be tempted to sneak any recyclable items in there as well.
Only city-issue transparent bin bags may be used and under no
circumstances should you drop off your trash on the night before
collection.
Recyclable items are more of a challenge and the guidelines are
extensive. To give you a feel for it I'll translate the section of the
website that explains the 14 categories into which waste must be
sorted. It reads:Newspapers, including advertisements and flyers to be folded
neatly, stacked into manageable bundles and bound with string (not
tape).
Magazines, including weekly and monthly publications, text books,
note books, and pamphlets, to be folded neatly, stacked into
manageable bundles and bound with string (not tape).
Other paper items, such as confectionery wrappers, tissue boxes,
wrapping paper, paper bags, envelopes, post cards, memos, business
cards, paper with brail.
Cardboard. To be compressed and bound with string.
Paper based cartons such as milk, juice, or other drinks. Rinse
packs, cut open and dry. Lay flat and tie into bundles.
Fabrics such as jumpers, blouses, T-shirts, trousers, towels, sheets,
and handkerchiefs. To be washed, dried, placed into a transparent
plastic bag and securely tied. Buttons and zips to be left on. Do not put
these items out for collection on a wet day.
Aluminium cans. Wash and crush.
Steel cans. Wash and crush.
Spray cans. At a safe location, puncture with a hole in the centre to
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release the gas.
Glass bottles. Wash and remove tops. Separate into white glass,
green glass, brown glass, and other, and dispose of separately.
Plastic (PET) bottles. Remove caps, wash, and crush.
Polystyrene food trays. Wash, dry and then sort into white or
coloured.

For non-recyclable and non-burnable materials there are then
another five categories.
Metals. Small electronic equipment, helmets, watches, iron filings,
batteries (put in a labelled plastic bag), lighters (after puncturing).
Glass. Broken glasses, broken bowls, light bulbs (anything broken
or dangerous in a bag and labelled with “danger”.)
Hazardous materials. To be bagged and clearly labelled.
Various other. Including umbrellas, skis, tennis racket, golf clubs,
mops, brooms, and curtain rails.
Goods containing asbestos. Put into a bag and bring directly to the
processing centre.

And then finally any large items with a main dimension of over
50 cm and a weight of less than 100 kg should be taken directly to
the processing centre for handling. Alternatively, for a very modest
fee, you can arrange for someone to come and pick them up. Such
items include furniture, larger electronic goods, or just about
anything else you've got cluttering up the house.
As I said, the rules are complex, but like all such matters in
Japan, everything is carried off without a hitch. It really is a
monumental feat of organization and cooperation and personally I
think it's wonderful. In fact, far from begrudging the time required
to sort out my waste, I actually enjoy the experience, particularly
recycling days.
The chinking of bottles and sound of cans being crushed into
submission invariably wakes me up and saves me the trouble of
checking the colour-coded timetable on my kitchen wall. The
collection point is just outside the apartment and as I walk across
the car park I can see a long row of plastic tubs neatly labelled for
each category of trash. Like most people these days I’ve got a
flashy multi-compartmented rubbish bin in the kitchen so my stuff
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is pretty much pre-sorted and just needs transferring to the
appropriate box. Cans in the cans box, plastic bottles in the plastic
bottles box, newspapers in the pile over there, glass sorted into
three colours, and milk cartons next door. It only takes a couple of
minutes and as I finish the collection point supervisor from the
local community group gives me a smile, "Gokurosama" – “thanks
for your efforts" – he says and I feel happy to have played my part
and gained his approval.
Since widespread adoption, the daily rubbish routine has very
much become a part of Japanese life. Even on the streets and at the
stations rubbish bins now come in multiple shapes and sizes each
specifically designed and labelled for a certain type of waste. And
the great thing is that it all seems to be working.
In 2004 an independent survey commissioned by Planet Ark
Environmental Foundation in Australia looked at recycling rates
and waste output across 11 OECD countries. They compared
Australia, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Denmark, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, the UK, and the US across four categories of recycling
and by total waste output. I'm delighted to announce that Japan
came in first place followed closely by Sweden and Switzerland.
Last place was naturally reserved for the UK, light years behind
Japan and even two points behind the US.
And what of Nagoya I hear you ask. Well, the target was met
and surpassed. By the year 2000, generated waste had been reduced
by about 21% and by 2002 was slashed still further. Recycling rates
more than doubled and landfill volumes more than halved. But
naturally they're not stopping there. A new plan sets out radical
targets for a further 20% cut in waste production by 2010, taking it
down to just 60% of the 1998 figures of crisis. Of course reductions
to this level won't be easy even for the Japanese, but they can
already hold their heads high on the global stage.
With only a limited history of green awareness a monumental
effort has been made to reduce, reuse, and recycle, and I've not the
slightest doubt they'll hit the target.
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The Weather
Mad Dogs and Englishmen

J

apan, despite what the Japanese love to tell you, is a country
of very respectable size. Long and fairly narrow, it stretches
from the equivalent of Montreal to New Orleans so as you'd
expect the climate varies considerably.
Hokkaido, the most northerly of the four main islands, is
generally very cold in winter and pleasantly warm and temperate in
summer. Kyushu, the most southerly island, has a somewhat subtropical feel and is comparatively mild even in winter. Honshu,
home to about 80% of the population and the place where you’ll
find Tokyo and most of the other Japanese metropolis, sits
somewhere in between. For Tokyo the average yearly temperature
is about 16°C and the average yearly rainfall about 1400mm.
Despite the regional variations in weather, all regions of the country
enjoy four very distinct seasons and most areas also experience two
other clearly definable climatic periods.
June and early July is known as tsuyu. With reference to the
blossoming plum trees at this time of year, it actually means ‘plum
rains’ but it’s invariably referred to in English as ‘the rainy season’,
a translation I’ve always disliked. It does rain during tsuyu,
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sometimes quite a lot, but far more characteristic is the fact that it
tends to be atypically overcast and changeable at this time of year.
Just as significant is the alarming speed at which things start to
mould and decompose in the extra humid conditions.
September is typhoon season. The word ‘typhoon’ has an
interesting etymology. It’s often presumed to be of Japanese origin
but, like most things in Japan, comes originally from China and in
this case, from the Cantonese word taifung meaning a great wind.
The Japanese word is pronounced taifu and somewhat bizarrely the
ancient Japanese elected to write the tai part of it with a character
meaning ‘pedestal’ 台 rather than sticking with ‘big’ 大 as would
have been logical. We’re thus left with a written word, 台風 that
feels more like an electric fan than a really bad tempered wind bent
on ripping the roof off your house.
Anyway, ‘pedestal wind’ or not, typhoons slam into Japan from
the South Pacific each September resulting in a good deal of
damage, a not insignificant death toll, and frequently more
precipitation than during the rainy season.
It’s not all bad though. Spring and late Autumn are just about
climatically perfect, with clear blue skies and ideal temperatures for
any outdoor activity. In reality, most of the typhoons aren’t actually
that bad either, and come to that neither is the rainy season which,
for someone like me from the land of perpetual drizzle, could
hardly be viewed as anything more than a slight annoyance. No, the
biggest problem with the weather in Japan is neither the plum rains
nor pedestal winds, it’s the insufferable summer and its guaranteed
reliability to bring interminable suffering and annoyance. It’s very
very unpleasant.
The first problem is the heat. When I was a boy in the UK I
always looked forward to summer with its warm pleasant days and
long balmy evenings. In Japan I live in dread of summer's arrival.
A couple of years ago I had the huge misfortune to be in Tokyo
on a business trip on one of the hottest days ever recorded. As the
mercury edged ceaselessly up and the roads started to melt you
could actually watch the normally high levels of enthusiasm and
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drive being drained from the hurrying masses. It was true agony.
Oh, and if you’re one of those prematurely wrinkled people who
are about to say how you love the summer heat, let me stop you
right now, for you will not love summer in Japan, that much I can
guarantee. The problem you see isn’t so much the heat but the
combined effect of this and the extraordinarily high humidity. Even
on my day of torture in Tokyo the temperature only reached 40
degrees, which although undeniably hot, is still mild in comparison
to many other places in Asia. Factor in the humidity though and it
makes for sheer purgatory.
According to the Japan Meteorological Agency the average
relative humidity for central Honshu is about 70%. Looking at their
statistics it appears that the figure stays fairly constant for most of
the year but gradually peaks in July and August when it can reach
80% or even more. It's this combination that makes the Japanese
summer so hard to take and this that leaves you feeling like
someone’s siphoned out the air from your lungs and replaced it with
warm treacle.
In these sorts of conditions you quickly find your body becomes
hugely reluctant to cooperate with even the most basic of
commands. Just stepping from your house or hotel is painful and
the misery is increased by several orders of magnitude if, like so
many ordinary Japanese, you have to put on a suit and tie each
morning and trudge off to the office or station.
You start to sweat and smell from the moment you step out of
the house and after only a few paces find that your shirt has taken
on interesting and ever expanding circular motifs under both arms.
You zigzag along like a mad-man trying to milk even the tiniest
patch of shade for all the relief it can offer.
This alone would be bad enough but what's even more annoying
is the fact that it's so bloody relentless. In summer in most countries
I know, the early mornings and evenings offer a welcome respite
from the heat of the day. A time when you can look forward to a
pleasant stroll in the evening or an early morning jog. Not so in
Japan. Because the problem is the humidity not the temperature, it's
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horrible from the moment you wake up, horrible all through the
day, and then horrible again at night.
Nettaiya is one of those Japanese words with no simple
equivalent in English. Translated literally it means ‘tropical night’
but it’s used specifically to describe a continuous period of 24 hours
during which temperature never drops below 25 degrees.
The number of nettaiya is carefully monitored by the Met
agency each year and I’ve just been looking at their statistics. In
1971 Osaka had about 26 such ‘tropical nights’ but by 2000 the
figure had jumped to 46. Tokyo is comparatively even worse. In
1970 they had just 11, in 2000 there were 35. That’s an whopping
increase of more than 200% in the space of just 30 years, and a
similar year-on-year rise is to be seen in virtually every other major
city across the country. That’s surely a little disturbing not to
mention hugely uncomfortable. In fact, there’s even a new type of
nettaiya that seems to have come into existence recently known as a
chyou nettaiya or ‘ultra tropical night’. The definition is as exactly
as before but in this case the all important temperature is 30 degrees
not 25. A continuous period of 24 hours when temperatures fail to
drop below 30 degrees day or night. Hardly bears thinking about
does it.
Actually I don't really mind the heat at night. Much to the
dismay of my wife I'm perfectly content to strip stark naked, sweat
like a salted pig in a sauna all night, and then shower it all off in the
morning. In fact, talking of sweating, I recently learnt why it is that
I seem to do so much of this in Japan. Just as I always suspected, it's
not my fault at all.
It turns out that because I come from a small island in northern
Europe, most of the sweat glands I was born with were not required
and so, with the exception of those on my forehead, those around
my groin, and some particularly large and stubborn ones in my
armpits, closed up when I was just a boy. As the Japanese come
from warmer climes theirs remain open. They actually sweat just as
much as me, but in keeping with their reserved and resilient
Japanese nature, they do so discreetly from all over their bodies
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without making a big fuss about it. I, on the other hand, bellyache
like a baby and sweat like there's a industrial sprinkler system
venting from my armpits, but as I said, it's not my fault.
Clearly no-one can enjoy this kind of weather and as the Japanese
themselves are no exception they try all sorts to keep body and soul
cool. They hang up summer bells and listen to the cooling sound of
the gentle chimes in the wind. They listen to the sound of water
dripping into pools or rippling in streams. They eat dishes of grilled
eel in an attempt to top up withering stamina levels. They don light
and airy summer yukatas and sip iced barley tea. And then, when all
of these things have totally failed to deliver even the slightest
placebo, they seal all the doors and windows and set the air
conditioner to ‘arctic blizzard’.
Everywhere in Japan is air conditioned in summer; every shop,
every building, every car, every office, and almost all houses or
apartments. In mid summer people dart from one such space to the
next, the brief interlude between akin to swimming beneath ice
before popping up with relief at the next air hole. People duck into
stores and loiter in public buildings in an attempt to avoid the
suffocating heat. It’s really the only way that you can get through
the day but with every movement in or out comes a rise or fall in
ambient temperature of about 15 or 20 degrees and after a while
your body starts to whimper. The result is that an increasing number
of people in Japan suffer from a condition where they’re no longer
able to effectively regulate their own body temperature. It’s like
their internal thermostats have gone AWOL. You see them wrapped
up in thick clothes and hats on hot summer days and draped in
woollen blankets in air conditioned offices.
Anyway, summer drags tediously on until one glorious day you
wake up, notice that you’re not grafted to the sheets in the normal
manner, and realize with monumental gratitude that autumn has
arrived at last. For a while everything is fantastic. You can breathe
normally again, your body starts to do as it’s told, and you can
move about without dripping. The temperature is pleasantly warm
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without being hot and the air is no longer near saturation point. It’s
no wonder that to nearly all Japanese Autumn is indelibly
associated with sports and the reawakening of lost appetites.
Unfortunately it all ends far too quickly and by November time
things are starting to get decidedly chilly. As I said earlier, Winters
in Japan can be cold and in some cases, very cold. According to the
excellent statistics from the Meteorological Agency, the
temperature in Hokkaido on January 27, 1931 dropped to a
staggering -41.5 degrees. This is obviously exceptional, even for
the most northerly island, and temperatures on the main island of
Honshu are nothing like this at all. Between 1971 and 2000 the
average January temperature for Tokyo was apparently 5.8 degrees.
Not severe I’ll grant you, but certainly cold enough to feel a chill.
The problem though is not that it's cold outside. Even if you're
not crazy about low temperatures, winter is still infinitely more
preferable to the unmitigated suffering of summer. No, the problem
with the Japanese winter is that it's cold on the outside of your
house and just as cold on the inside as well. Japanese houses have
no central heating (certainly not those outside of Hokkaido
anyway), and in fact they have no efficient heating system at all.
There are basically three ways in which people struggle to keep
warm, none of which are ideal.
The first is a simple kerosene fueled heater typically positioned
in the main room of the house. The principal drawback with this is
that you need to make regular trips to purchase kerosene, wrestle it
back to your house, and then pop outside in the freezing cold every
couple of hours to refuel the thing. Not ideal to say the least. The
second drawback is that you need to worry about remembering to
check the colour of the flame on a regular basis. A nice blue flame
tells you that it’s working properly and all is well. A yellow flame
tells you there’s some internal problem and you’ve been inhaling a
steady stream of pure carbon monoxide since the last time you
checked. Not so good.
A second, altogether more traditional, and far cozier solution to
keeping warm is the kotatsu. A kotatsu, for those who don't know, is
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an ingenious knee-high, square-topped table, the underside of the
which is attached with a small electric bar heater. The top surface of
the kotatsu lifts off and a large square quilt is sandwiched between
this and the base. To get warm you sit on the floor, or on one of the
special legless chairs, push your legs under the table so that they're
directly beneath the heater, and bring the quilt up over your lap.
Several people can squeeze in together and the more that do the
warmer it gets.
I'm quite a fan of the kotatsu as far as it goes, but you don't need
to be a genius to work out that it has some obvious limitations as far
heating systems go. For a start, as almost none of the heat escapes
from below the table, your legs are like toast but your head and
upper body are freezing. Quite quickly you take on the appearance
of a barber’s pole; scalding red legs, white upper body and icy blue
face. As soon as you get up to nip to the loo or fetch a drink you're
instantly cold again. So, again, not the ideal solution.
Some houses and apartments are now equipped with ‘inverter’
type air conditioners which, in an effort to address the heating
problems, have been ingeniously engineered for use as both coolers
and heaters. These I admit are not bad. They don’t need kerosene
and they do manage to heat the entire room as opposed to only a
small part of it beneath the coffee table. But even if you do own one
of these inverters you’ve no doubt only got the one, so most rooms
in the house are still as cold as ever.
It’s a problem that never falls to baffle me. Why, when
Japanese’ winters are clearly cold and the houses in such obvious
need of an efficient heating system, has nobody come up with a
better solution. It just doesn’t make sense. More than any other
people I know the Japanese love to be comfortable. They love
convenience, they love to invent and re-invent things over and over
again, and what’s more they start to moan about the cold with even
the slightest drop in temperature. All the elements that would
normally be guaranteed to trigger a spontaneous frenzy of inventive
genius amongst Japan’s scientific egg-heads are present, yet for
some reason no one has decided to run with them. Of course, I'm
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not proposing that houses in Japan should all be fitted with Western
style boilers and radiators, they'd clash with the paper screens for
one thing, but you’d think there’d be something by now to make
Winter just a little bit more comfortable.
Here in the UK we love to moan about the weather. We do it all the
time given even the slightest chance. Even on the odd occasion
when it’s actually quite nice we’ll still announce with delight how
“it won’t last” and revel in the news of “a cold snap on the way”.
As a nation we should stop this immediately and realize we’re
actually quite lucky. Dull and flaccid it may be, but there’s got to be
something pretty marvellous about a climate that doesn’t make you
suffer for a good portion of the year. Summers don’t physically hurt
here nor cause certain parts of your mid anatomy to mould. Winters
are a tad nippy but pop inside and everything’s toasty.
How lucky we are.
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Prices
Cheap as Chips

W

hy do people think Japan is expensive? The slightest
mention of anything to do with Japan and you can
pretty much guarantee that someone will quickly
toss in a comment like, “Everything costs a fortune
though,” or “Yeh, but they must be earning a lot with prices like
that”. Where on earth does this come from and why do people who
know nothing else about the country, seem to know this with
absolute conviction? It’s even all over the internet. A quick
Googling for something like “most expensive countries” quickly
spits out website after website listing Japan on top. I just can’t work
it out.
My premise for this book was to take an open and frank look at
the good and bad of Japan and not attempt to draw comparison with
any other nation. But coming from England – that’s an acronym for
“Expenses Never Get Less, Annually Near Double” – you’ll
forgive me if I quickly try to set the record straight.
Perhaps once, long long ago, Japan may have been expensive,
but prices have hardly twitched for years now whilst those in most
other countries, and certainly those in the UK, have been on
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steroids. Japan today is most definitely not expensive and to make
that clear let me give you a few examples.
Let’s take a look at what would be a pretty typical day for the
ordinary person working in Tokyo, London, or any other city.
You get up early and head off to work. It’s an easy walk to the
local station and then about 30 minutes on the train into the city.
You grab a coffee and pastry on the platform once you arrive and
then start the day’s slog. At lunchtime you pop out for a bite and
have a simple yet ample lunch in one of the restaurants nearby.
After a long day in the office you head out for some much needed
refreshments with colleagues. A couple of hours later you drag your
weary body back to the station and on the way home rent the latest
DVD to watch in bed before starting the whole tedious cycle over
again the following day.
Now let’s look at what that would cost you in Japan. A 30
minute train ride would probably set you back about ¥400 and a
coffee and pastry something similar. A quick lunchtime meal would
be about ¥600, and a moderate evening out with colleagues about
¥2000. Another ¥400 for the train ride home and perhaps ¥500 to
rent the latest DVD. That all comes in at ¥4300 or, at the current
exchange rate, about £20. Now, I think you’ll agree that it’s going
to cost you a hell of a lot more than that in the UK. The return
commute alone would probably set you back about £15 and I don’t
think you’d get your day’s food and night’s entertainment for a
fiver.
And that’s just one random example. Almost everything else
that actually matters on a day to day basis is also far cheaper in
Japan. If you take the car to work you’ll probably hear people
moaning about how expensive petrol has become, but you’ll jump
for joy once you realize it’s still only ¥170 or 80 pence per litre. A
ride on the subway is also far cheaper. Most entertainment like
swimming, bowling, or going to see a movie is cheaper. Clothes are
usually cheaper. Eating out is way cheaper. All electronic goods are
miles cheaper. Cable TV and internet fees are cheaper. Most snacks
are cheaper. Cigarettes are about one quarter of the price. Even
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house prices are comparable to the UK and actually more
affordable when you factor in the far lower interest rates.
So there you have it. Of course I’m happy to admit that
comparing living expenses between any two nations is extremely
difficult. Exchange rates fluctuate by the hour and incomes, or
more importantly, disposable incomes obviously differ. League
tables also do little to present a fair picture; too often attempting to
compare like for like with scant regard of actual lifestyle patterns. It
should also be said that bulk or advance purchasing, and discounted
online shopping, now so very much a part of life, make any attempt
at comparison problematic.
Some things in Japan are also bizarrely expensive. Lovingly
wrapped and boxed perishables such as melons or seasonal
mushrooms can cost a small fortune, and pastimes such as golf are
off limits for all but the most well do to. But for the vast majority
these things could hardly be considered important. The plain fact is
that prices are infinitely reasonable and have been stable for as long
as anyone can remember.
Last summer my wife took the kids to visit her parents in the
town where she grew up. Before the novelty of seeing them had
worn off, a detailed itinerary of entertainment was drawn up to
ensure they were kept out of mischief. On the second day they
visited a local amusement park where, 20 odd years previous, my
wife had also been taken by her family. You guessed it, the ride
prices were still exactly the same.
Of course, all of this has not gone unnoticed. The economically
astute have been warning the nation for some time about the
dangers of extended periods of price stability and deflation. I’m
sure to an extent they’re right yet to be utterly selfish for a while,
I’m really not that concerned. The economy seems to be doing all
right for itself and the nation could hardly be said to be in recession.
I can travel about, feed, clothe, and entertain myself for laughably
little and being the tight git that I am this can only be a good thing.
No, Japan is most certainly not an expensive place.
Please pass it on.
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Women’s Rights
Glass Ceilings and Teddy Bears

T

oday must be my lucky day. I’ve just spent the past hour
or so trying to think of a good example of attitudes to
women's rights in Japan. Unable to come up with exactly
what I was after I decided to take a break and pulled up
the website of one of Japan’s leading papers. There, right on the
front page was the exciting news that Japan’s health minister Hakuo
Yanagisawa has just described women as "baby making machines".
That was it, exactly what I’d been after; the perfect example of
how, in terms of attitudes and opportunities, Japan is still an
awfully long way from the goal of equality between the sexes.
A brief look back in history makes the scale of the problem
clear. When the war ended in 1945 the occupying allied powers
under command of General MacArthur wasted no time in ripping
up the Meiji constitution and starting again. Despite the unfortunate
circumstances in which it came into existence, the new constitution
is a magnificent document that has served Japan well for more than
60 years. At the stroke of a pen, it gave the Japanese people liberty,
equality, and the framework from which to not only get the country
back on its feet but to thrust it into the modern age in a way that
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would have never been thought possible.
Article 14 of the constitution proudly states that, "All of the
people are equal under the law and there shall be no discrimination in
political, economic or social relations because of race, creed, sex,
social status or family origin.”

Couldn’t be simpler could it. And it couldn’t be further from the
situation prior to the war when women had almost no civil or legal
rights whatsoever. They were not allowed to vote and not allowed
to own property. In fact women themselves were property. As
Yanagisawa san naughtily infers, they existed largely to raise
children, look after the house, and cater to the needs of their
husbands. And if they didn’t like the arrangement it was tough
cheese because they weren’t allowed to file for divorce either.
Since the war a number of laws have also come into effect to
further guarantee equality between the sexes. The Labour Standards
Law stipulates that men and women must be paid the same wage
for the same job, and must have an equal right to vote and be
elected to office. The Equal Employment Opportunity Law makes
it illegal for companies to discriminate in recruitment, placement,
and promotion. It also guarantees paid maternal and menstrual
leave.
There can be no debate that things have moved on a long way,
yet despite all these fine words, despite the constitution and the
laws, it’s sometimes very difficult to see that Japan has changed at
all. The notion that a woman’s place is in the home is deeply
ingrained within society and, in reality, women in Japan are a long
way from achieving any kind of equality at all.
At home Japanese women traditionally play a crucial role in
looking after the house, children, and finances. The husband is
invariably away at work until late into the night most days so it’s
down to the woman of the house to do pretty much everything. Men
invariably have little if any involvement in the education of the kids
or the finances of the house. They often don’t even have the
slightest idea of how much money they have in the bank. They go
to work and occasionally come home and that’s about it. Today
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although this lifestyle is certainly less common than it would have
been 20 years ago, it’s still predominant. I mention this, not because
I think this system is necessarily an evil, it certainly spared me a
great deal of hassle, but solely because it forms such an important
backdrop in understanding Japan today.
Nothing makes this point clearer than the Japanese words for
‘husband’ and ‘wife’ themselves. Like so many similar terms in
Japanese (and just to make things difficult for us foreigners) the
words for the spouses differ depending on whether or not the
spouse in question is your’s or somebody else’s. The status-neutral
word for one’s own wife is tsuma but many men prefer the word
kanai. Like a glorified form of "'er in doors", it literally means 'in
the house'. Similarly, the word used when referring to someone
else's wife is okusan, meaning 'someone at the back' i.e., standing to
the rear or someone to be found within the house. My personal
favourite though, and try as I might my wife stubbornly refuses to
use it, is shujin. Go-shujin is a polite word for someone else's
husband and many women also use the humble form shujin when
referring to their own husbands. It means 'master' or ‘owner’, the
same word you'd use when referring to the owner of a dog or cat.
The situation in the work place is just as pronounced. My first
office job in Japan quickly taught me that everything wasn't quite as
advanced as I'd previously thought. As I settled in over the first few
days on the job I gradually came to realize that a small notice on a
wire stand was being quietly circulated around the room. Each day
it would appear on a different desk and there it would sit until being
passed along. Written on the notice was a single word お茶 – tea.
One day, realizing that my desk had been leapfrogged, and never
being one to miss out on anything, I asked the guy next to me what
it was. "Oh that's just to remind each girl that it’s her day to wash
the tea cups.” As I retrieved my eyebrows from the ceiling he
kindly elaborated, "Anyway, don't worry, it's just for the girls".
In fairness, I can proudly report that in most companies today
the men have now managed to locate the communal kitchen at the
end of the corridor and are making good progress on mastering the
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sponge. Still, to ward off complacency, management in 99% of
companies steadfastly maintain a host of other challenges to keep
the ‘girls’ on their toes.
The first issue of note is salary levels. Statistics vary but it's
probably not an exaggeration to say that women's salaries are often
only about 50 or 60% of their male counterparts. The traditional
argument in favour of this is that the women do different jobs to the
men so their salaries are naturally different. In reality though, even
if this were the case, it still does nothing to address the underlying
issue of why the jobs are different in the first place.
The number of women in managerial positions is staggeringly
low and it's clear that a 'glass ceiling' is still very much in place.
And perhaps even more demeaning than the physical restrictions on
salary and promotional prospects is the utter failure of Japanese
corporate society to respect or value their female employees. Rows
of young office ladies in most companies are a magnet for male
employees of all ages. Recently tuning in to the concept of sexual
harassment (or sekuhara as its usually called) such incidents are
now rarely out of the news. Eager to maintain their reputations,
companies are now making nominal efforts to stamp this out, yet
after-hours entertainment reveals that attitudes have changed little.
Important clients are still pampered with visits to hostess bars and
health clubs where, for the right money, the services on offer can be
extended as required.
Lack of opportunity after childbirth is another serious problem.
Although maternity leave is now guaranteed by law, the majority of
women don't return to work after childbirth as they know that the
low wages, and lack of understand and flexibility make it simply
not worth the effort.
The main problem with all of the above is that it's all so
staggeringly narrow-minded and such a phenomenal waste of
resource. Women in Japanese society today are now more qualified
than ever before. They’re choosing to marry later and put their
careers first. They're primed and ready to do their bit for the trade
balance and yet, sometimes not for lack of trying, Japanese
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corporations are simply not yet ready or able to let them in. Like so
many aspects of life in Japan the outer and inner worlds are
invariably quite different. Sadly the gleaming corporate offices and
high-rise towers do little to reflect managerial attitudes still firmly
routed in the 1970s.
Finding a solution to all of these problems is complicated by the
difficulties of trying to work out who’s to blame.
Companies are to blame. So as not to fall foul of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Law, many companies continue with
chauvinist practices by splitting new employees into two groups;
the sogoshoku who may become eligible for promotion, and the
ippanshoku reserved for menial clerical positions. Lack of
opportunities encourages single women to put income levels as one
of the top priorities in finding any future partner. Men are forced to
work harder and harder to attract a partner and in so doing women
are pushed further out of the picture.
Men are to blame. All too often male employees belittle female
staff by presuming that they’re incapable of understanding any
technical detail or even executing the tasks they were recruited to
perform. Managerial oversights of this nature do little to encourage
the women to take on extra responsibility or push to gain new
skills.
Women are to blame. Although admittedly they have a lot to
contend with, women could do a great deal more to help
themselves. Complacency merely perpetuates the problems and it's
this complacency that makes issues of discrimination in Japan so
radically different to those in the West. Walk round any office in
Japan and within a minute or two you'll find a woman's desk
festooned with cute cuddly toys and other accessories. With male
attitudes as they are in Japan this does little to instill confidence in
the abilities of female staff.
And, more than anyone else the government is to blame. What
was most depressing about the health minister's comments
yesterday was not the fact he described women as 'baby making
machines' but what he went on to say. The government is
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desperately seeking a solution to the current declining birth rate and
it was this topic that Yanagizawa san was discussing when he made
his unfortunate blunder. After months of debate the good minister
for tunnel vision has concluded that, as there are only a finite
number of women in the country, the only solution is to implore
them to 'do their best' to make more babies.
Brilliant. No plans to improve child care facilities or increase
benefits. No plans to promote flexible working hours or increase
maternity leave. In fact no thought given at all to why women are
choosing not to have kids. No, government policy relies solely on
pleading with women to drop and breed for Japan and then
encouraging them to stay at home by resolutely doing nothing to
overturn discriminatory working practices.
When thinking about most problems in Japan I usually find
myself feeling pretty optimistic that change is just round the corner.
In this particular case though it’s one hell of a big corner and there’s
still a lot of it to get around. Yes, things are certainly much
improved even in comparison to only five or ten years ago, but to
really tackle the problems will take a phenomenal mind-shift by all
concerned. Men, women, companies, and most importantly the
government will all have to really want things to improve and to be
honest I'm far from sure they’re all ready.
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